
BROWARD OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL 


MEMORANDUM 

To: Honorable Beam Furr, Mayor, Broward County 
and Members, Broward Board of Co 

From: John W. Scott, Inspector General {, 

Date: September 27, 2018 

Subject: OIG Final Report Re: Ethics, Sunshine, and Procurement Misconduct and 
Gross Mismanagement in the Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention and 
Visitors Bureau (CVB), Ref. OIG 16-019 

Attached please find the final report of the Broward Office of the Inspector General (OIG) 
regarding the above-captioned matter. The OIG has determined that Christine Roberts, the 
former CVB Vice President of Convention Sales, corruptly misused her position within the 
CVB to orchestrate the selection of her boyfriend Marcus Michaud's event production 
company between 2012, the year she and Mr. Michaud started dating, and 2015, the year he 
stopped working with the CVB. Ms. Roberts's misconduct benefited Mr. Michaud's company 
with approximately $255,570 of county business. She also had a conflicting contractual 
relationship with Mr. Michaud by giving him a loan while she, through the CVB, did business 
with him. 

The OIG determined that the CVB used its own procurement procedures instead of following 
the county's process, which would have ensured compliance with state and county law. 
Instead, Ms. Roberts and Fernando Harb, CVB's Vice President of Tourism Sales who has 
resigned effective October 1, 2018, participated in selection committee meetings that violated 
the state' s Sunshine law. And Ms. Roberts, Mr. Harb, and former CVB CEO/President Nicki 
Grossman engaged or helped to direct the engagement of Mr. Michaud's company in violation 
of the county' s procurement code. 

Finally, Ms. Grossman and Ms. Roberts grossly mismanaged the public funds with which they 
were entrusted. As a result of Ms. Grossman's ill-conceived alternative procurement process 
and Ms. Roberts's misuse of it, $255,570 of public money was paid to Ms. Roberts's 
boyfriend ' s business without controls to ensure that it was spent equitably and economically. 

The current President/CEO, who replaced Ms. Grossman in mid-2016, has effected several 
laudable changes within the CVB, including Ms. Roberts ' s resignation and the agency's 
overhaul of its financial administrative practices, including how it procures vendor services. 

Commissioners 

John W. Scott, Inspector General 

One North University Drive, Suite 111 •Plantation, Florida 33324 • (954) 357-7873 •Fax (954) 357-7857 
www.browardig.org • (954) 357-TIPS 

http:www.browardig.org


Because the current CEO/President informed us in August 2018 that the county' s revision of 
the CVB' s procurement processes were not yet complete, we are requesting the county provide 
us with a status report on the nature and status of those revisions, including the process of 
establishing qualified vendor lists and the involvement of the Purchasing division in CVB 
procurement, within 120 days, or by January 25, 2019. 

In accordance with our charter mandate, considering the misconduct detailed in the report, we 
are referring this matter to the Florida Commission on Ethics and the Broward State Attorney 
for whatever action those agencies deem appropriate. 

Attachment 

cc: Bertha Henry, County Administrator 
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BROWARD OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL
 

FINAL REPORT RE: ETHICS, SUNSHINE, AND PROCUREMENT MISCONDUCT AND GROSS
 

MISMANAGEMENT IN THE GREATER FORT LAUDERDALE CONVENTION AND VISITORS BUREAU
 

SUMMARY 

The Broward Office of the Inspector General (OIG) has concluded its investigation into concerns that 
a Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention and Visitors Bureau (CVB) manager circumvented Broward 
County’s procurement process and awarded contracts to her boyfriend.  We substantiated the 
allegations. 

The OIG determined that, when she was the CVB’s vice president (VP) of the Convention Sales 
Division, Christine Roberts1 committed misconduct by capitalizing on her position to unilaterally 
select or orchestrate the selection of her boyfriend Marcus Michaud’s event production company2 for 
seven CVB events under her control between July 2012 and June 2015, benefiting his company by 
approximately $255,570.  Ms. Roberts also engaged in a prohibited conflicting relationship with Mr. 
Michaud when the couple entered into a loan agreement at the same time the CVB was doing business 
with him.  These were state ethics code violations. 

During the investigation, we learned that Ms. Roberts was able to funnel work to her boyfriend 
because the CVB failed to follow county procurement protocols designed to disburse public money 
equitably and economically.  Instead, under the leadership of former President/CEO Nicki Grossman, 
the CVB used its own, unauthorized procedures.  Consequently, three members of CVB’s management 
team engaged in misconduct in the improper procurements that we detail in this report:  (1) Ms. 
Roberts and VP of Tourism Sales3 Fernando Harb attended and participated in selection committee 
meetings that violated Florida’s Sunshine Laws, and (2) Ms. Roberts, Mr. Harb, and Ms. Grossman 
engaged or helped to direct the engagement of Mr. Michaud’s company in violation of the county’s 
procurement code. 

Finally, Ms. Roberts and Ms. Grossman engaged in gross mismanagement for their failure to properly 
administer at least $255,570 in public funds.  Ms. Roberts blatantly disregarded county procurement 
authority, or any authority for that matter, in her efforts to get Mr. Michaud the CVB’s business under 
her control.  Even after CVB managers reported the relationship and misuse to Ms. Grossman, she 
continued to allow her subordinates to operate outside the county’s procurement process and failed to 

1 Although Christine Roberts also went by the last name Roberts-Tascione, for purposes of consistency, this report will
 
refer to her as Ms. Roberts.
 
2 Mr. Michaud’s company changed names several times during the timeframe covered in this report.  For purposes of 

consistency, this report generally will refer to Mr. Michaud’s company as Marcus Clovis Productions.
 
3 Tourism Sales was also known as Leisure Sales.
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ensure that her unauthorized practices were working to stop her agency’s imprudent spending of 
taxpayer money. 

The misdeeds that we identified in our investigation exemplify the need for proper procurement as a 
check against such internal corruption.  Here, the corruption that CVB management allowed unabated 
led to the unlawful enrichment of one vendor—a CVB manager’s boyfriend—and gave reason to the 
public generally and potential vendors particularly to distrust Broward County government. 

The conditions and conduct we detail in this report have discontinued.  A new President/CEO, who 
replaced Ms. Grossman in mid-2016, has effected several laudable changes within the CVB, including 
Ms. Roberts’s resignation and the agency’s overhaul of its financial administrative practices, including 
how it procures vendor services. And, after the OIG issued its preliminary report in this matter, the 
only remaining county employee named herein, Mr. Harb, resigned. 

Because the county’s revision of the CVB’s procurement processes was not complete as of August 
2018, we are requesting the county provide us within 120 days with a status report on the nature and 
status of those revisions, including but not limited to the process of establishing qualified vendor lists, 
the involvement of the Purchasing division in CVB procurement, and how the CVB’s procurement 
process is different from the rest of the county’s, if at all. 

In accordance with our charter mandate, considering the misconduct detailed below, we are referring 
this matter to the Florida Commission on Ethics and the Broward State Attorney for whatever action 
those agencies deem appropriate. 

OIG CHARTER AUTHORITY 

Section 10.01 of the Charter of Broward County empowers the Broward Office of the Inspector 
General to investigate misconduct and gross mismanagement within the Charter Government of 
Broward County and all of its municipalities.  This authority extends to all elected and appointed 
officials, employees and all providers of goods and services to the county and the municipalities.  On 
his own initiative, or based on a signed complaint, the Inspector General shall commence an 
investigation upon a finding of good cause.  As part of any investigation, the Inspector General shall 
have the power to subpoena witnesses, administer oaths, require the production of documents and 
records, and audit any program, contract, and the operations of any division of the county, its 
municipalities and any providers.  The Broward Office of the Inspector General is also empowered to 
issue reports, including recommendations, and to require officials to provide reports regarding the 
implementation of those recommendations. 
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RELEVANT GOVERNING AUTHORITIES 

Florida Code of Ethics for Public Officers and Employees 

Section 112.313, Florida Statutes - Standards of conduct for public officers, employees of 
agencies, and local government attorneys 

(6) Misuse of Public Position – No public officer, employee of an agency, or
 
local government attorney shall corruptly use or attempt to use his or her
 
official position or any property or resource which may be within his or her
 
trust, or perform his or her official duties, to secure a special privilege, 

benefit, or exemption for himself, herself, or others. . . .
 

(7) Conflicting Employment or Contractual Relationship— 

(a) No public officer or employee of an agency shall have or hold any 
employment or contractual relationship with any business entity or any 
agency which is subject to the regulation of, or is doing business with, an 
agency of which he or she is an officer or employee…nor shall an officer or 
employee of an agency have or hold any employment or contractual 
relationship that will create a continuing or frequently recurring conflict 
between his or her private interests and the performance of his or her public 
duties or that would impede the full and faithful discharge of his or her 
public duties. 

Florida Open Meetings (Sunshine) Law 

Florida Constitution Article I, Section 24 - Declaration of Rights, Access to public records 
and meetings, provides in part: 

(b) All meetings . . . of any collegial public body of a . . . municipality . . . at which official 
acts are to be taken or at which public business of such body is to be transacted or 
discussed, shall be open and noticed to the public . . . . 

Section 286.011, Florida Statutes (referred to as the “Sunshine law”) - Public meetings 
and records; public inspection; criminal and civil penalties, provides in part: 

(1) All meetings of any board or commission . . . of any county, municipal corporation, or 
political subdivision, except as otherwise provided in the Constitution, including meetings 
with or attended by any person elected to such board or commission, but who has not yet 
taken office, at which official acts are to be taken are declared to be public meetings open 
to the public at all times, and no resolution, rule, or formal action shall be considered 
binding except as taken or made at such meeting. The board or commission must provide 
reasonable notice of all such meetings. 
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(2) The minutes of a meeting of any such board or commission of any such state agency or 
authority shall be promptly recorded, and such records shall be open to public 
inspection. . . . . 

(3) (a) Any public officer who violates any provision of this section is guilty of a noncriminal 
infraction, punishable by fine not exceeding $500. 

(b) Any person who is a member of a board or commission or of any state agency or 
authority of any county, municipal corporation, or political subdivision who knowingly 
violates the provisions of this section by attending a meeting not held in accordance with 
the provisions hereof is guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as 
provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083. 

Florida Caselaw and Advisory Opinions 

Committees created to select a vendor on behalf of a public agency are subject to Florida’s 
Sunshine Laws.  See Silver Express Company v. District Board of Lower Tribunal Trustees, 
691 So.2d 1099, 1100 (Fla. 3d DCA 1997) (finding that a committee appointed by a public 
college’s purchasing director to consider proposals submitted by contractors was subject to the 
Sunshine Law because its function was to “weed through the various proposals, to determine 
which were acceptable and to rank them accordingly.”); see also Inf. Op. to Lewis, March 15, 
1999 (panels established by state agency to create requests for proposals and evaluate vendor 
responses are subject to the Sunshine Law); AGO 80-51 (Sunshine Law applicable to city 
selection committee screening proposals from consultants and audit firms).  

Broward County Code of Ordinances 

Sec. 1-13. – Enforcement of county ordinances. 

In addition to any other penalties, remedies, or other enforcement measures provided by 
ordinance or law, the following provisions shall be applicable to each violation of a County 
ordinance: 

(1) Each violation of a County ordinance provision that prohibits a specified act or specified 
acts by a person or persons shall be subject to and may be prosecuted in the manner 
authorized by § 125.69, F.S., including any subsequent amendment thereto. Prosecution of 
a violation of a County ordinance shall be by the state attorney or assistant state attorney of 
the state court judicial circuit in and for Broward County pursuant to § 27.34(1), F.S., 
including any subsequent amendment thereto.  . . . 
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Sec. 1-266. - Cone of silence. 

(a) Definitions. . . . The following definitions apply unless the context in which the word or 
phrase is used requires a different definition: . . . 

(3) Cone of Silence means a period of time during which there is a prohibition on 

communication regarding a particular Competitive Solicitation.
 

(4) Evaluation or Selection Committee means a group of persons appointed or designated 
by the County Administrator or the Director or head of a County office, agency, 
department, or division, or their designee, to evaluate, rank, select, or make a 
recommendation regarding a Vendor or the Vendor's response to the Competitive 
Solicitation. 
(5) Vendor means a person or entity that has entered into or that lobbies to enter into a 
contract with Broward County, or that seeks an award from Broward County to provide 
goods, perform a service, render an opinion or advice, or make a recommendation related 
to a Competitive Solicitation for compensation or other consideration.  . . . 

(b) Prohibited communication. Except as set forth in subsection (e), a Cone of Silence shall be 
in effect during the course of a Competitive Solicitation as provided in subsection (c) 
between: 

(1) Any person or entity, including a Vendor or Vendor's Representative, that seeks a 
contract, award, recommendation, or approval related to a Competitive Solicitation or that 
is subject to being evaluated or having its response evaluated in connection with a 
Competitive Solicitation, and (2) Any County Commissioner, Commissioner's staff, the 
County Administrator, Deputy County Administrator, Assistant County Administrator, 
Assistants to the County Administrator, their respective support staff, any member of the 
Evaluation or Selection Committee appointed for the competitive solicitation, or Affected 
Person as defined in subsection (a)(1). 

(c) Effective dates. A Cone of Silence shall begin and shall end for Competitive Solicitations 
within the scope of this Ordinance as follows: 

(1) For the County Administrator, Deputy County Administrator, Assistant County 
Administrator, Assistants to the County Administrator, their respective support staff, any 
member of an Evaluation or Selection Committee appointed for the competitive 
solicitation, or Affected Person as defined in subsection (a)(1), a Cone of Silence shall be 
in effect during a Competitive Solicitation upon the approval of the Selection Committee 
for a Request for Letters of Interest, upon the approval of the Evaluation Committee for a 
Request for Proposals, or at the time of advertisement for Invitations for Bids. 
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(2) The Cone of Silence shall terminate at the time the Board of County Commissioners or 
other authorized person makes final award or gives final approval of a contract, rejects all 
bids or responses to the Competitive Solicitation, or takes other action which ends the 
Competitive Solicitation. . . . 

Sec. 26-80. - Solicitation and procurement of services. 

(a) Public trust requires transparency in the procurement process and the assurance of fair 
competitive access to governmental procurement by responsible contractors and 
vendors. 

(b) It is the express intent of the Procurement Code of Broward County, Chapter 21 of the 
Broward County Administrative Code, to foster effective broad-based competition 
within the free enterprise system; ensure fair and equitable treatment of all persons who 
deal with County procurement; and provide for increased public confidence and trust in 
the procedures of public procurement. 

(c) Consistent with that intent, no elected or appointed official or employee of Broward 
County shall negotiate or enter into any contract or agreement for the services of any 
vendor that is not made in full compliance with the Procurement Code. Additionally, 
County officials and employees are prohibited from directing the engagement of 
specific firms except when the direction is the result of and fully consistent with the 
County's established procurement procedures. 

Broward County Administrative Code 

Ch. 21.8. - Definitions. . . . 

41. Mandatory Bid Amount means the dollar amount at which the formal Bid Process is 
required unless an exemption is provided in this Code. The Mandatory Bid Amount is 
$50,000. Purchases below the Mandatory Bid Amount shall, whenever possible, be 
procured through informal quotations, but other informal methods may be used at the 
discretion of the Director of Purchasing. The current known requirement of any 
commodity or service shall not be divided to circumvent the requirement of the Mandatory 
Bid Amount; however, there is no requirement to aggregate all predicted amounts of any 
commodity or service for formal bidding. The Director of Purchasing may deem it more 
beneficial or economical to purchase an annual or alternate quantity of a commodity or 
service at one time or to enter into an open-end contract for annual or alternate 
requirements, in which case if the aggregate total exceeds the mandatory bid amount, 
formal bid procedures shall be used. . . . 
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Ch. 21.14. - Authority of the Director of Purchasing. 

a. Principal Contracting Officer of the County. The Director of Purchasing shall serve as 
principal procurement officer of the County. 

b. Operational Procedures. The Director of Purchasing may adopt operational procedures 
covering the internal function of the Purchasing division. Additionally, the Director of 
Purchasing may delegate the rights, powers, and authority vested in the position to 
subordinate purchasing agents and other employees. 

c. Duties. Except as otherwise specifically provided in this Code, the Director of
 
Purchasing shall, in accordance with the regulations promulgated:
 

1. Procure or supervise the procurement of all supplies, services and construction for 
the Board of County Commissioners.  . . . 

5. Approve all assignments or delegations of purchase orders and contracts. 

6. Execute all contracts and amendments within the Director's approval authority and 
agreements delegated by the Board for the Director of Purchasing's execution. 

7. Subject to Subsection 21.31.i, have discretion to reject any and all vendor offers to a 
procurement solicitation after any vendor offer is opened, including those solicitations 
in which there is only one (1) responsive vendor, except when a Selection Committee 
has been established. When a Selection Committee has been established, the 
responsiveness of vendor offers shall be determined as stated in Subsection 21.83.d of 
this Code. 

Ch. 21.15. - Delegation of Authority by the Director of Purchasing. 

a. The Director of Purchasing may delegate in accordance with procedures set forth in 
Administrative Orders to various departments the authority to purchase specific items or 
classes of items, below Mandatory Bid Amount, if the Director of Purchasing deems it 
more advantageous to the County for such designated items to be purchased by an Agency 
rather than by the Central Purchasing division. Delegated purchases will be processed 
under the same rules, regulations and Code provisions that govern the central procurement 
system. Delegation of purchasing authority will only be granted at the discretion of the 
Director of Purchasing after individuals within the Agency have satisfied the Director of 
Purchasing that they fully understand the existing rules, regulations and Code, and have 
passed a written test designed to ensure such knowledge. 
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Ch. 21.30. - Competitive Sealed Bidding. 

a. Conditions for Use. Offers equal to or over the mandatory bid amount shall be solicited 
by formal competitive sealed bidding except as otherwise provided in Section 21.29. 
(Methods of Source Selection). 

b. Invitation for Bids. An Invitation for Bids shall be issued for each solicitation for offers 
equal to or exceeding the mandatory bid amount and shall include a purchase description, 
and all terms and conditions applicable to the procurement. 

c. Public Notice. Adequate public notice of the Invitation for Bids shall be given a 
reasonable time prior to the date set forth therein for the opening of bids. Such notice may 
include publication in a newspaper of general circulation, posting on the Internet, or any 
other means of making requirements known to a large number of potential vendors, a 
reasonable time prior to bid opening. When public notice is required by Florida Statutes as 
being in the "Sunshine", the County will follow the advertising requirements stipulated in 
the Florida Statutes. 

Ch. 21.32. - Competitive Sealed Proposals. 

a. Conditions for Use. If it is not practical nor advantageous to procure any specific 
supplies, services, or construction by competitive sealed bidding, or Request for Letters of 
Interest, the Director of Purchasing may determine that the use of competitive sealed 
proposals may be used. Competitive sealed proposals shall be the preferred method to 
obtain general service when the award is to be based upon evaluation of price, quality, 
experience of the vendor, and other factors. 

b. Request for Proposals. Proposals shall be solicited through a request for proposals 
which should state as near as possible the functional or performance specifications for the 
end results being sought. Proposals shall be received, opened, and processed in the same 
manner as bids discussed in Section 21.30.d. Requests for proposals may be corrected, 
withdrawn, and canceled in the same manner as bids discussed in Section 21.30.f. 

c. Public Notice. Adequate public notice of a Request for Proposal shall be given in the 
same manner as provided in Subsection 21.30.c., Competitive Sealed Bidding—Public 
Notice. 

d. Evaluation Factors. The Request for Proposals shall state the relative importance of all 
evaluation factors, including price if CCNA does not apply, in an exact numerical fashion, 
stating the number of points each evaluation factor may receive. In addition, certain items 
may be rated in accordance with their importance and classified as mandatory, desirable, 
or highly desirable. Only criteria disclosed on the solicitations may be used to evaluate the 
items or services proposed. 
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Ch. 21.83. - Selection Committee. 

a. Each Selection Committee shall be recommended by the Director of Purchasing and 
appointed by the County Administrator or designee… 

Ch. 21.84. - Selection Committee and Selection/Evaluation Committee Composition. 

A Selection Committee or Selection/Evaluation Committee shall be composed as follows: 

a. The Committee shall have no fewer than three (3) members. The Office of the County 
Attorney shall provide advisory legal assistance. 

b. The voting members of a Committee may include: 

1. A Broward County employee with a Job Classification Code of D, E, or Y, or as 
designated by the County Administrator. 

2. Other voting members who may have a significant financial concern, interest in the 
project, or special expertise and shall be selected as follows: 

(a) No more than two (2) voting members shall be from the same department. 

(b) No manager shall serve on a Committee with any individual from the same 
department who is under his or her direct supervision, without written permission 
from the County Administrator. 

(c) Except as provided in this subsection, no person from outside County 
government shall be a voting member of the Committee. Persons from the private 
sector may be appointed as voting members of Committees when contractual 
arrangements require the participation of the private sector. The County 
Administrator may appoint persons from the public sector who are experts in certain 
areas. Representatives of the Broward County Chapter of the Florida Engineering 
Society and the AIA Fort Lauderdale may be appointed as voting members of 
committees for projects in which the County's design guidelines, when available, are 
to be used. 

(d) The Committee Chair shall provide recording support to all Committee 
meetings including making a recording and promptly providing a written summary 
of the minutes of the proceedings. The written minutes, at a minimum, shall set 
forth the names of Committee members present and official actions taken by the 
Committee. . . . 
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d. All Committee members shall be free of conflicts of interest as provided by Part III, 
Chapter 112, Florida Statutes, as amended, and the Broward County Employee Code of 
Ethics, as amended. The appointing authority shall not appoint a person to a Committee 
whose service would create the appearance of a conflict of interest…. 

INDIVIDUALS AND ENTITIES COVERED IN THIS REPORT 

Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention and Visitors Bureau (CVB) 

The CVB is a Broward County government agency charged with promoting tourism to Broward as 
well as marketing the county as a choice convention destination through sales and marketing 
sponsorships and incentives.  It also runs the Broward County Convention Center. The CVB was 
created by the county in 1987 and is funded by a portion of Florida’s Tourist Development Tax. 

Christine Roberts 

Between September 2007 and July 2017, Ms. Roberts was the VP of the Convention Sales division of 
the CVB, responsible for booking city-wide meetings at the county’s convention center and at hotels 
throughout the county. She reported directly to the CVB’s Senior VP until she resigned in July 2017.  
She was Marcus Michaud’s girlfriend from 2012 through at least March 2018. 

Marcus Michaud 

Mr. Michaud started Marcus Clovis Productions, which has also gone by the name Marcus 4 
Productions, around 2008 or 2009.  This company provided event production services to and for the 
CVB, including food and beverage, entertainment, and decoration.  Prior to that, he worked for J 
Productions, another event production vendor that worked with the CVB. He dated Ms. Roberts from 
2012 through at least March 2018. 

Nicki Grossman 

Ms. Grossman was the President/CEO of the CVB for 21 years.  She assumed her position in 1995 and 
stayed until her retirement in May 2016.  As the head of the CVB, she reported directly to the 
Assistant County Administrator and the County Administrator. 

Fernando Harb 

Mr. Harb has been the VP of the Tourism Sales division of the CVB since about 2011 and has been 
involved with CVB activities for about ten years.  His division handles leisure sales, educating tour 
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operators and travel agents on the benefits of traveling to and staying in Broward County.  He reports 
directly to the Senior VP.4 

INVESTIGATION 

Investigation Overview 

The OIG predicated this investigation on allegations that Ms. Roberts, then a CVB manager, had 
circumvented the county’s procurement processes and arranged for the CVB to award several 
contracts to her boyfriend, the owner of an event services production company.  The OIG’s 
investigation substantiated the misconduct.  Indeed, our investigation revealed that between 2012, the 
year Ms. Roberts and Mr. Michaud began dating, and 2015, the year Mr. Michaud ceased submitting 
proposals to the CVB, Ms. Roberts unilaterally selected or orchestrated the selection of Marcus Clovis 
Productions for seven of the eight events that called for event production services, in violation of 
established county procedures. Ms. Roberts’s role in the continual selection of Mr. Michaud for these 
services not only amounted to violations of state law but also of the county code.  The investigation 
also revealed misconduct by other members of CVB’s management in their improper procurement of 
these services.  Finally, the OIG investigation found gross mismanagement in how Ms. Roberts and 
Ms. Grossman improperly administered public funds. 

As part of our investigation, we conducted interviews with numerous witnesses, including current 
and former county employees, vendors, and members of other organizations who worked with the 
CVB. The OIG investigation also included the review of substantial documentation, including 
proposals, contracts, bank records, CVB internal database records, and emails.5 On June 22, 2018, 
the OIG sought records from Mr. Michaud on behalf of his companies to be provided by July 3, 
2018.  Instead of receiving the records, on July 2, 2018, we received correspondence from an 
attorney advising that Mr. Michaud was out of the country on a preplanned trip and unable to 
comply with the deadline for production. To date, we have not received Mr. Michaud’s records. 

Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau (CVB) 

The Board of Broward County Commissioners created the CVB in 1987. It is a county agency that 
domestically and internationally markets Broward County as a business and tourism destination 
through advertising, public relations, promotions, direct sales, and visitor informational services. It 

4 On September 7, 2018, after the OIG issued its preliminary report in this matter, Mr. Harb tendered his resignation 
effective October 1, 2018.  He was placed on administrative leave from September 10, 2018, through September 21, 2018, 
and is on annual leave until October 1, 2018. 
5 Despite the OIG’s requests, the CVB did not produce a number of records that would have enabled us to understand 
exactly how the CVB went about contracting Marcus Clovis Productions, such as the CVB’s equivalent of solicitations and 
contracts.  The document production was sent in piecemeal fashion from different sources within the CVB.  To the extent 
that some records were simply unavailable, we note that their absence suggests either an absolute failure to generate the 
most basic records justifying CVB expenditures or, if such records existed at some point, a disregard for Florida’s public 
records law.  See Florida Statutes Chapter 119. 
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also operates and markets the Broward County Convention Center. The county funded the CVB with 
the money it received from hotel taxes that the state imposed through Florida law. 

CVB’s staff routinely offered what they referred to as sponsorships and co-sponsorships, paid for with 
the tourism tax dollars from the county, to organizations to encourage them to hold their events in 
Broward County. As described by the CVB’s VP of Strategic Client Services, a sponsorship was the 
CVB’s pledge to fund an organization’s entire event and a co-sponsorship was the CVB’s pledge to 
fund part of an organization’s event, so long as the organization held its event in Broward County. 

Whether sponsoring or co-sponsoring, the CVB generally arranged for the services it envisioned for 
the event.  These included food and beverage, transportation, and event production services, such as 
arranging for décor, entertainment, and servers.  There were several divisions within the CVB that 
promoted the county to prospective clients. 

Ms. Roberts was in charge of the Convention Sales division.  Except in the year 2014, she also 
supervised the Strategic Client Services division, including the VP of Strategic Client Services and the 
Strategic Client Services Manager. Mr. Harb was over Tourism Sales, an entirely different division.  
Ms. Roberts and Mr. Harb each reported to the Senior VP, 6 who reported to Ms. Grossman. 

According to the CVB’s website, the Convention Sales staff was responsible for booking city-wide 
meetings at the county’s convention center and at hotels throughout the county.  Ms. Roberts, as VP, 
headed the division, reporting to the Senior VP until her resignation in July of 2017.7 

Strategic Client Services was a multi-purpose division under Ms. Roberts.  It was responsible for 
providing visitor and “partner” services, from hotel reservations to site planning, in conjunction with 
conventions held in the county. While staff from Convention Sales and Tourism Sales divisions 
booked events, the Strategic Client Services team provided support by coordinating services for those 
events.  Staff from Tourism Sales, headed by VP Harb, marketed to tour operators, wholesalers, and 
retail travel agents. 

Staff members with the Finance and Administration division oversaw budgeting.  While he was not 
involved in the procurement or selection of vendors, the former VP for Finance and Administration, 
who retired in February 2017, reviewed requests to pay CVB vendors. 

6 Ms. Roberts’s and Mr. Harb’s direct supervisor, the Senior VP, declined the OIG’s invitation to interview.  Because the 
OIG did not receive sufficient evidence to establish that the Senior VP engaged in any violation of law or significantly 
mismanaged public funds, we did not find him to be implicated in this investigation. 
7 While the CVB’s website, at the time Ms. Roberts was employed there, reflected that she was the VP of the convention 
sales division, organizational charts provided by the CVB identify her as the director of sales and marketing.  We 
determined that she was not in charge of all sales and did not have authority over marketing communications. 
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The CVB and Its Procurement Obligations as a Broward County Agency 

As the CVB served and operated as an office of the County Administrator, it was subject to the 
county’s procurement code when purchasing goods or services. Indeed, Chapter 21.16 of the Broward 
County Administrative Code, titled “Transfer of Authority to Purchasing,” transferred all procurement 
powers exercised by any governmental body of Broward County to the Director of Purchasing who, in 
turn, directed how procurements were to be made. The county’s training materials, as produced by the 
Purchasing division, specified the procedures that county employees were required to use when 
procuring goods or services.  These were based on certain threshold values.  While certain county 
employees could have made purchases up to $3,0008 using a purchasing card, commonly known as a 
p-card, before April 2016.  Before and after April 2016, purchases over $3,500 were to follow a 
different procurement track.9 

The Tourism Sales and Convention Sales staffs routinely used and paid vendors to put on the events 
they coordinated.  The CVB referred to such vendors as Destination Management Companies or 
DMC’s. Thus, while one of these divisions sponsored or paid for a particular event, such as a 
reception, it often used the services of a DMC to handle the reception’s planning and execution, for 
example, to arrange for food and beverage, entertainment, and decorations. 

Between 2012 and 2015, the Tourism Sales and Convention Sales staffs sought DMC services for 
eight events costing between $8,000 and $123,275 each.  Because these purchases all exceeded the 
$3,000 threshold, county rules required the CVB to employ the Purchasing division’s mandated 
procedure to submit an approved Purchase Request Form to the CVB’s certified agency buyer, the 
agency staff member to whom the Director of Purchasing had delegated authority to facilitate agency 
purchases.10 The CVB’s certified agency buyer was then to submit an electronic requisition to the 
Purchasing division in order to establish either a fixed contract or a master agreement.11 Purchasing 
staff, in turn, was to assign a contract number and a purchasing agent to the request.12 After it 
reviewed different factors, the Purchasing division’s staff was supposed to determine the proper 

8 The Purchasing division increased the spending limit for a p-card from $3,000 to $3,500 in February 2016. 
9 On April 4, 2016, the county replaced its financial and procurement systems with a management database called 
PeopleSoft.  While the introduction of PeopleSoft introduced new processes and forms for procurement, it did not affect an 
agency’s duty to properly procure.  The events described in this report all occurred prior to the county’s conversion to 
PeopleSoft. 
10 The CVB’s certified agency buyer was an administrative coordinator in the CVB’s Administration and Finance division. 
She told the OIG that, prior to April 2016, she did not process payment for the Strategic Client Services division.  Instead, 
the administrative assistant in Strategic Client Services processed payment vouchers.  This was different than in her own 
division, where they paid vendors with purchase orders.  As described below under the section titled, “The CVB’s Own 
Procurement Procedure,” a direct payment voucher was the appropriate method of payment for a one-time purchase and 
properly went to the county’s Accounts Payable division for processing. A purchase order was the appropriate method of 
payment on a contract, and they properly went to the county’s Purchasing division for processing. 
11 A master agreement is a type of agreement used for ongoing purchases and is used when the agency has an estimated 
amount of what needs to be bought and does not want to buy it all at once.  A master agreement was not appropriate for 
any of the purchases reported here. 
12 The procurement code defines a purchasing agent as “any person duly authorized to enter into and make written 
determinations with respect to public procurement.”  Broward Administrative Code Ch. 21.8.53 
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procurement method for the solicitation; conduct the solicitation, ensuring compliance with the state’s 
open meeting laws; and award a contract. This entire process is illustrated, as featured in OIG Figure 
1 below, in the county’s publication titled, “Quick Guide to Purchasing.” This publication was easily 
accessible on the Purchasing division’s page on BC-net, the county’s internal website available to all 
county employees. 

OIG Figure 1: County Purchasing Process 

The CVB Established its Own Procurement Process 

Staff at the CVB did not abide by the county’s procurement authority.  The CVB, under Ms. 
Grossman, instituted its own procedure to purchase its goods and services. 

The VP of Strategic Client Services and the Strategic Client Services Manager explained the CVB’s 
process of purchasing DMC services as follows:  Once a CVB staff member identified a purchasing 
need, she generated what the agency called a “Service with a Smile – Lead” and forwarded it to its list 
of “preferred partners.” If the identified need was for an event that the CVB sponsored, the CVB 
considered itself the client. A “lead” was the CVB’s version of a solicitation—apparently, a request 
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for proposals.  Its list of “qualified,” “preferred,” or “professional” “partners” was the CVB’s version 
of a qualified vendor list. 

Until she left the CVB, Ms. Roberts herself developed the specifications and requirements for requests 
for DMC services involving events that the Convention Sales and Tourism Sales divisions created, 
planned, and coordinated.13 CVB staff received and reviewed the submitted proposals and 
subsequently selected a professional partner to produce the event.14 Invoices were paid after the fact 
by way of payment vouchers instead of pre-authorizing and encumbering funds with purchase orders. 

As described in the administrative code, a proper request for proposals must have stated the relative 
importance of all evaluation factors, including price, in an exact numerical fashion, along with the 
number of points each evaluation factor may receive. Furthermore, the county had to give adequate 
public notice of a request for proposals, that is, issued the solicitation a reasonable time before the due 
date for submissions, to alert as many potential vendors as possible of the opportunity. 

While the CVB’s request for proposals (or, in its parlance, the “lead”) specified what the CVB 
envisioned for the event, it neither defined evaluation factors, expressed the relative importance of the 
evaluation factors, nor assigned points for any of the evaluation factors. Furthermore, our 
investigation revealed that CVB staff only emailed its request for proposals (“lead”) to its preferred 
vendor list (“partners”) instead of advertising to the public at large.  

While the procurement code allowed the Board of County Commissioners to establish a list of 
qualified vendors, it directed the Director of Purchasing to consult with the County Attorney's office 
for the legal requirements to include in the solicitation to assemble the qualified list.  Here, the CVB 
created this list on its own without procurement expertise or legal counsel.  The CVB list was merely a 
list of vendors that paid a fee and met the CVB’s qualifications that the county had not vetted. Of 
course, only emailing pre-selected vendors and vendors who paid for the privilege of being on the list 
also defeated the spirit of the notice requirement. 

As to the CVB’s own “selection committee,” we note that, first, the Director of Purchasing did not 
appoint the committee members.  Second, the committee did not concern itself with Sunshine Law 
requirements.  And third, the make-up of the committee included members outside county government 
and one whose service created the appearance of a conflict of interest, i.e., Ms. Roberts.15 

The Purchasing division neither knew about the CVB’s alternate procurement process nor authorized 
it. Although the county paid Mr. Michaud’s company for its services, the Purchasing division was not 
aware of these services because Ms. Grossman sought payment for the invoices using direct payment 
vouchers (DPV) as opposed to purchase orders. A DPV was the appropriate method of payment for a 

13 The significance of Ms. Roberts developing the solicitation specifications became very apparent as our investigation
 
progressed.  See our discussion below on the “Hello, Sunny” sunglasses prop, under the Florida Encounter event.
 
14 As discussed below, Ms. Grossman changed this portion of the CVB’s selection process while trying to limit Ms.
 
Roberts’s role.
 
15 Broward County Administrative Code Ch. 21.84.b.2.(c).
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one-time or “one off” purchase and was routed directly to the county’s Accounts Payable division for 
processing.  A purchase order was the appropriate method of payment on a contract, and county 
employees were required to route invoices to the Purchasing division for processing.  Yet, Ms. 
Grossman continued to use DPVs even after Accounts Payable staff questioned her authority to sign 
the contracts she included as backup documentation for DPVs.16 

Ms. Roberts Engaged in Misconduct by Violating State Standards of Ethical Conduct Regulating 
County Employees 

Our review of the CVB’s purchases from 2012 through 2015 revealed that Ms. Roberts routinely gave 
the CVB’s event production work to DMC’s that Mr. Michaud owned and operated.  The CVB paid 
his DMC’s $255,570 (or 96.5%) of the total $264,805 that it spent on DMC services for the 
Convention Sales and Tourism Sales divisions’ events during that time.  The fact that Mr. Michaud 
and Ms. Roberts were a couple was widely known both in the industry as well as within the CVB.  
This relationship and members of CVB’s management’s willingness to overlook it when awarding 
contracts formed the basis of the misconduct and gross mismanagement described in this report.  

Ms. Roberts Corruptly Misused Her Public Position 

A review of CVB events, as shown in OIG Table 1 below, established that CVB staff, namely 
Ms. Roberts, selected Mr. Michaud’s company as the DMC provider for seven out of the eight 
larger events within Ms. Roberts’s control.17, 18 The CVB’s awards to Mr. Michaud’s 
company not only secured his company revenue totaling $255,570, but they also secured Mr. 
Michaud the intangible benefits associated with showcasing his services to guests who attended 
these events—including other industry professionals that also use DMC’s, such as venue 
managers and event promoters. 

16 The Assistant Director of Accounting first confronted Ms. Grossman about her lack of authority to sign county contracts.
 
When she claimed to him to have that authority but provided no proof, he reported his concerns to the county’s CFO and to 

the County Auditor.
 
17 The eighth event was the Global Travel Marketplace Reception held on July 9, 2014.  Koncept Events was the DMC
 
provider for this event.  Mr. Michaud’s bank records reflected cash withdrawals between July 3, 2014, and July 24, 2014,
 
from ATMs in Canada, suggesting that Mr. Michaud may not have been available for the Global Travel event.
 
18 Although the CVB did business with Marcus Clovis Productions on three other occasions—the B Ocean Welcome 

Reception on January 13, 2014, the provision of floral pieces on the same day, and the CVB Booth on November 4, 2014—
 
we limited our investigation’s scope to county purchases over $3,000, as seen in OIG Table 1 below.
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OIG Table 1
 
All Convention Sales and Tourism Sales Purchases of DMC Services by Invoice
 

July 2012 to June 2015
 

Event 
Date 

Invoice 
Preferred 
Partners 
Emailed 

Proposals Submitted Vendor Selected 
Invoiced 
Amount 

Payment 
Method 

07/22/2012 IAVM - Opening No Record Marcus 4 Productions Marcus 4 Productions $35,000 DPV 

07/23/2012 IAVM - Beach Party No Record Marcus 4 Productions Marcus 4 Productions $53,500 DPV 

07/23/2012 IAVM - Event No Record Marcus 4 Productions Marcus 4 Productions $34,775 Conv. Ctr. Ck 

05/07/2013 MILO Gala Event No Record 
Advantage Destination 
Allied PRA 
GEP Destination Mgmt 

Marcus 4 Productions $30,000 DPV 

01/13/2014 B Ocean Welcome Rec. No Record Marcus Clovis Productions Marcus Clovis Productions $3,000 P-card 

01/16/2014 Florida Huddle 2014 No Record Marcus Clovis Productions Marcus Clovis Productions $35,000 DPV 

01/13/2014 Luncheon Floral Pieces No Record Marcus Clovis Productions Marcus Clovis Productions $3,000 DPV 

06/03/2014 Affluent Travel Rec. Yes 

Marcus Clovis Productions 
Panache Style 
Koncept Events 
Deco Productions 
Capitol Services Inc. 
Kirkland DMC 
The Special Events Group 
Hello Florida 

Marcus Clovis Productions 
$4,470 
$5,000 

DPV 
P-card 

07/09/2014 
Global Travel 
Marketplace No Record No Record Koncept Events $9,235 DPV 

11/04/2014 GFLCVB Booth No Record No Record Marcus Clovis Productions $900 P-card 

12/05/2014 Florida Encounter Yes 

Marcus Clovis Productions 
Hello Florida 
A Hot Party 
Cream of the Crop 
Go2Events (portion only) 
Over the Top (portion only) 

Marcus Clovis Productions $8,000 DPV 

01/14/2015 Florida Huddle 2015 Yes 

Marcus Clovis Productions 
Advantage DMS 
Koncept Events 
Hello Florida 
The Special Events Group 
Sixth Star 
J. Productions 
AM Productions 
Mike Sipe 

Marcus Clovis Productions $17,925 DPV 

06/15/2015 Hello Sunny PCMA No Record Marcus Clovis Productions Marcus Clovis Productions $25,000 Starmark Ck 

TOTAL $264,805 
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Given the nature of Mr. Michaud’s relationship with Ms. Roberts and the lack of records 
documenting the selection of his company, the OIG endeavored to determine how they 
procured his services (for amounts over $3,000, as that was the p-card threshold for most staff) 
between 2012, the year that Ms. Roberts introduced him to CVB staff members as her 
boyfriend, and 2015, the year in which Mr. Michaud stopped offering his company’s services 
to the CVB.  Through our investigation, we were able to determine that, during this timeframe, 
Ms. Roberts corruptly used her position to steer the CVB’s DMC work to Mr. Michaud’s 
company, benefiting Mr. Michaud, as follows: 

International Association of Venue Managers (IAVM) 2012 – July 22-23, 2012 ($123,275) 

Our investigation revealed that, in this instance, Ms. Roberts used her authority to increase 
CVB’s overall budget for the event to account for services that she assigned to Mr. 
Michaud—services that IAVM did not request. 

Specifically, our investigation revealed that, in late 2011, Ms. Roberts and the VP of 
Strategic Client Services began discussions with IAVM representatives in efforts to 
sponsor several portions of its event to be held between July 22 and July 23, 2012.  CVB-
provided documentation showed that, while CVB staff initially pledged to contribute up to 
$100,000 towards the event in November 2011, this pledge increased to $223,890 by 
January 31, 2012. In an email discussion between the VP of Strategic Client Services and 
the IAVM Director of Meetings and Events about the $223,890 proposed contribution, the 
VP of Strategic Client Services wrote that her supervisor Ms. Roberts “want[ed] to 
significantly supplement [the opening session] w/$$$ to enhance A/V, etc.” IAVM 
representatives accepted the CVB’s sponsorship on Thursday, February 2, 2012. 

On Monday, February 6, 2012, Mr. Michaud’s company, Marcus 4 Productions, provided 
the CVB with its proposal for DMC services. At the time, Mr. Michaud’s company was 
not even on the CVB’s preferred vendor list.  At Ms. Roberts’s direction, the VP of 
Strategic Client Services added him to the list on February 9, 2012. 

In this submission, which was addressed to Ms. Roberts, Mr. Michaud proposed a cost of 
$50,000 for the opening session of the event, which included a $35,000 charge for dancers 
and a $15,000 charge for “lighting/av.”19 He also submitted a proposal for the closing 
night event, reflecting a cost of $73,275 to produce the closing beach party.  This included 
a $53,50020 charge for a band and $19,775 for décor and furniture. 

On March 16, 2012, Marcus 4 Productions invoiced the CVB for its services in the amount 
of $35,000 for the dancers; and on March 29, 2012, in the amount of $53,500 for the band.  

19 In an email dated July 20, 2012, Ms. Roberts explained to the VP of Strategic Client Services that the $30,000 budget for
 
this part of the event was exceeded because the $15,000 charge for audio visual was not included.
 
20 As at least one of these portions was for over $50,000, under the county procurement code, the CVB was required to 

solicit for these services by competitive, sealed bidding.
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On June 15, 2012, Mr. Michaud sent the VP of Strategic Client Services an invoice for the 
remaining balance of $34,775.  Email exchanges that followed between the VP of Strategic 
Client Services, Ms. Roberts, and Mr. Michaud showed confusion about whether the CVB 
owed a balance, as the VP of Strategic Client Services believed that the CVB had paid in 
full.  (Composite Exhibit 1) Almost a month later, Ms. Roberts side stepped this confusion.  
The VP of Strategic Client Services explained that she arranged for the Broward County 
Convention Center to pay the $34,775 balance at issue at Ms. Roberts’s direction and with 
Ms. Grossman’s approval.21 

The circumstances surrounding the CVB’s award of the IAVM event’s production services 
to Marcus 4 Productions made clear that Ms. Roberts intended to assign Mr. Michaud the 
work from the outset.  On January 31, 2012, Ms. Roberts added a $15,000 audio visual cost 
to the IAVM event that was not originally envisioned in the IAVM budget. IAVM 
representatives accepted CVB’s sponsorship two days later, and by the beginning of the 
following week, Ms. Roberts already had a proposal in hand.  This proposal envisioned a 
$15,000 audio visual cost.  The CVB did not produce either evidence of a solicitation for 
any proposal or evidence of any other vendor’s proposal. 

As Ms. Roberts declined our offer for an interview, we could not ask her about how she 
selected Mr. Michaud’s company. However, the VP of Strategic Client Services shed light 
on Ms. Roberts’s role in the IAVM event overall.  Specifically, she explained that, to start, 
IAVM’s advertisement to prospective event destinations never included an opening 
production.  Despite this, Ms. Roberts unilaterally added one as a “need” and budgeted 
$30,000 for it.  The budget later increased to $45,000 to cover audio visual costs associated 
with the production. She also explained that, while the CVB originally committed 
$100,000 to the IAVM for services that did not include event production, the overall budget 
jumped to $223,00022 when event production was added at Ms. Roberts’s direction.  Most 
of the increase was a result of the $45,000 for the opening production and $53,500 for a 
band to play at the closing event. As the costs added by Ms. Roberts were not included in 
IAVM’s original advertisement, the CVB paid for those costs. The VP of Strategic Client 
Services further explained that it was Ms. Roberts who decided that Mr. Michaud’s 
company should provide the DMC services without having to bid for it. 

Meeting Industry Ladies Open (MILO) Gala Event – May 7, 2013 ($30,000) 

The circumstances surrounding the MILO event revealed Ms. Roberts’s attempt to feign 
compliance with the CVB’s solicitation process by issuing a request for proposals (“lead”) 

21 The general manager of the convention center was clearly not happy with this arrangement, as reflected in his July 23,
 
2012, email to the VP of Strategic Client Services which stated that the CVB President “has approved this and we'll get a 

check ready, but because the event is being held at Marriott we felt, as you and I discussed earlier, that this should have
 
been handled another way.”  (Exhibit 2)
 
22 The actual proposed budget was $223,890.
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and receiving three vendors’ (“preferred partners’”) proposals before selecting Mr. 
Michaud to provide DMC services for this event. 

But Mr. Michaud never submitted a proposal. 

The CVB’s documentation for the MILO event, held at the Westin Diplomat Resort on 
May 7, 2013, consisted of the following:  (1) the CVB’s commitment request form23 dated 
March 8, 2011, wherein Ms. Roberts sought $80,000 in CVB funds for the event; (2) 
records from its internal database that captured text from proposals; (3) Marcus Clovis 
Productions’ April 26, 2013, $30,000 invoice for this event; and (4) proof of payment 
through a DPV.  Although CVB representatives informed the OIG that a solicitation was 
sent out on this event at Ms. Roberts’s request, CVB records included neither the 
solicitation nor any other documentation evidencing a request for proposals. 

CVB records did show that Ms. Roberts received three proposals for that event on April 26, 
2013. The first of the three proposals did not include a subtotal or a total price for 
comparison.  The second proposal provided a cost summary of $34,500 for décor, furniture, 
linens, lighting, visual effects, a disc jockey, and equipment set-up and break-down 
charges. The third vendor proposed similar components with an estimated subtotal of 
$18,373, with an optional upgrade for another $5,500, for a total proposal of $23,873. The 
records did not evidence any evaluation of these proposals. 

Nonetheless, the CVB awarded Mr. Michaud’s company the CVB’s business.  The VP of 
Strategic Client Services explained that Ms. Roberts booked the MILO event and, instead 
of handing it over to Strategic Client Services for coordination, she held onto it and 
organized it herself.  In her view, this was one of several times Ms. Roberts maintained 
control of events and assigned work to Mr. Michaud’s company by circumventing Strategic 
Client Services’ role.  Ms. Roberts relegated the VP of Strategic Client Services to such 
tasks as “book[ing] a bus,” but she was otherwise not involved. 

Florida Huddle 2014 – January 16, 2014 ($35,000) 

The Florida Huddle 2014, held in Palm Beach County by the Palm Beach County 
Convention and Visitors Bureau on January 16, 2014, was a platform for the Greater Fort 
Lauderdale CVB to “pre-promote” Florida Huddle 2015, as the event was moving to 
Broward County the following year. Both Mr. Harb’s and Ms. Roberts’s divisions funded 
the event. Through the OIG’s review, we determined that Ms. Roberts unilaterally selected 
Mr. Michaud’s company to provide DMC services and then later attempted to distance 
herself from the selection by forwarding Mr. Michaud’s proposal to Mr. Harb and by 
indicating that the VP of Strategic Client Services signed it.  However, Ms. Roberts’s 

23 An Incentive Funds Commitment Request Form was a CVB internal document used by sales staff to seek authorization 
to assign CVB funds to a particular convention or event.  The VP of Convention Sales, the Senior VP, and the president of 
the CVB are listed as the signatures needed for approval. 
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attempt to avoid scrutiny failed on two fronts.  First, Ms. Roberts forwarded the proposal to 
Mr. Harb after the county paid Mr. Michaud for the event.  Second, contrary to Ms. 
Roberts’s suggestion, the VP of Strategic Client Services did not sign any contract for Mr. 
Michaud’s services for that event. 

In making this determination, we reviewed the event documents that the CVB staff 
produced. Specifically, it produced an unsigned November 1, 2013, “Client Services 
Agreement” from Marcus Clovis Productions to the VP of Strategic Client Services; a 
November 4, 2013 invoice from Marcus Clovis Productions to the VP of Strategic Client 
Services for $35,000; and a November 18, 2013, DPV with proof of payment. While CVB 
staff provided us with Marcus Clovis Productions’s proposal addressed to the VP of 
Strategic Client Services, this proposal was undated.  The records gave no indication as to 
how Mr. Michaud’s company was selected, other than to suggest that the VP of Strategic 
Client Services was involved. 

But she wasn’t.  The VP of Strategic Client Services explained that she had no role in 
Florida Huddle 2014.  She saw neither a proposal nor a contract for the event. She told the 
OIG that any contract for this event with her signature on it was “a completely false 
document.” 

Considering the scarcity of documents for the Florida Huddle 2014 event, and the fact that 
the CVB produced an unsigned contract, the OIG re-approached Mr. Harb to gain insight 
on how Marcus Clovis Productions was selected to produce this event.  Mr. Harb explained 
that while his division, Tourism Sales, funded a luncheon for Florida Huddle 2014 and Ms. 
Roberts’s division, Convention Sales, funded the rest, Ms. Roberts handled the logistics for 
all of it.  Mr. Harb continued that this was an example of how she unilaterally selected Mr. 
Michaud’s company.  To prove his point, he produced a December 10, 2013, email thread 
between Ms. Roberts and him that started with Ms. Roberts attaching Marcus Clovis 
Productions’s proposal addressed to the VP of Strategic Client Services.  This was the first 
time he had seen the proposal, which had no costs and was undated. With a subject line of 
“my apologies,” the body of Ms. Roberts’s email to Mr. Harb read, “Here is the approved 
documents.”  Then the following exchange ensued: 

Mr. Harb: There is no cost listed here… 

Ms. Roberts: Correct. 

Mr. Harb: Glad it is addressed to [the VP of Strategic 
Client Services] and not me… 

Ms. Roberts: Yes and signed by her. It doesn't come out if [sic] 
your budget as it is group prepromote. 
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Mr. Harb: Okey-dokey 

Ms. Roberts: That's how it has to be managed. Sorry. 

Mr. Harb: Actually, I am much more comfortable 
this way. 

(Exhibit 3) 

Mr. Harb explained that having the Strategic Client Services VP’s signature on contracts 
was Ms. Roberts’s way to conceal her own involvement in selecting Marcus Clovis 
Productions.  Notably, this email thread post-dated the contract date, the invoice date, and 
the date the county paid for Mr. Michaud’s DMC services. In other words, Ms. Roberts 
distributed Mr. Michaud’s proposal after Ms. Grossman had already approved his invoice 
for payment. Although this proposal was addressed to the VP of Strategic Client Services, 
she told the OIG that she had never seen either the contract or the proposal. 

Affluent Traveler Symposium - June 3, 2014 ($9,470) 

This symposium was the first event for which we observed a CVB effort to obtain multiple 
proposals for DMC services for a Convention Sales or Tourism Sales event.  Faced with 
Ms. Roberts’s continuous assignment of Mr. Michaud’s company to events in her control, 
Ms. Grossman directed staff to garner multiple proposals for the Affluent Traveler event. 
Notwithstanding Ms. Grossman’s directive, with Mr. Harb’s help, Ms. Roberts assigned 
DMC work to Mr. Michaud’s company yet again.24 

Mr. Harb told the OIG that the Affluent Traveler event required multiple bids, as Ms. 
Grossman then had recently established that the CVB could not directly award Mr. 
Michaud its business and that the awards had to go through “the proper bid process.”25 Ms. 
Grossman described instituting a three-bid minimum for all DMC contracts after the VP of 
Finance and Administration made her aware that CVB staff and other DMC vendors were 
complaining about the amount of work going to Mr. Michaud as well as Ms. Roberts’ role 
in those awards.  Although the Affluent Traveler Association fell within the purview of Mr. 
Harb’s division, he said he assigned the event coordination to Ms. Roberts because it was a 
large, costly event with multiple components. 

In a group email dated May 19, 2014, and copied to Mr. Harb, Ms. Roberts asked the VP of 
Strategic Client Services and the Strategic Client Services Manager (her subordinates) to 
issue a solicitation and gather a minimum of two proposals to provide services for the 

24 According to the Owner of J Productions, who employed Mr. Michaud at one time and then lost a significant amount of
 
CVB business to him, Mr. Michaud’s relationship with the CVB did not begin with Ms. Roberts—it began with Mr. Harb,
 
the current VP of Tourism Sales. J Productions’s owner told the OIG that Mr. Harb and Mr. Michaud were close friends
 
and that it was Mr. Michaud’s relationship with Mr. Harb that got him started with CVB events.
 
25 Ms. Grossman’s description of the processes she instituted are detailed below, under the Florida Huddle 2015 discussion.
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event.  This email included a description of the required specifications.  Seven minutes 
later, Ms. Roberts sent another group email, without copying Mr. Harb, requesting that her 
staff copy her or send her the solicitation and to direct all questions to her. The Strategic 
Client Services Manager issued the solicitation to the CVB’s preferred vendors, directing 
that all proposals go to Ms. Roberts by way of a copy to her. (Composite Exhibit 4) 

The manager explained that, as she was hired in November 2013, the Affluent Traveler 
event was one the first events in which she was involved.  From the outset, Ms. Roberts 
and, later, the former VP of Marketing26 told her that county procurement requirements did 
not apply to CVB purchases.  She became the point of contact for all outgoing and 
incoming information regarding solicitations and vendor responses.  It was mostly Ms. 
Roberts who developed the solicitations and the events’ budgets before she sent them to the 
Strategic Client Services Manager and the VP of Strategic Client Services for distribution 
to CVB vendors. 

Eight potential vendors responded to the CVB’s solicitation, including Marcus Clovis 
Productions. All of them addressed their proposals to Ms. Roberts, with the exception of 
Mr. Michaud, who sent his $9,070 proposal to Mr. Harb.27 Mr. Harb could not explain 
why, other than to speculate that Mr. Michaud knew the solicitation was for the Tourism 
Sales division. 

Mr. Harb said he was traveling during part of the time that vendors were submitting their 
proposals to Ms. Roberts and that, after his return, he recalled finding a handwritten note 
from Ms. Roberts on top of the eight proposals, suggesting that the proposals were already 
evaluated and the event was already awarded to Mr. Michaud’s company.  Mr. Harb 
provided the note, which read, “Can you see me on this when you’re back?  This has to be 
rush paid.  Credit card preferably.  Because we didn’t confirm yesterday flowers went up 
by 20% rush fee which he is absorbing not charging us.  Attached are printouts of all 
proposals.”  (Exhibit 5) 

On May 28, 2014, Mr. Harb emailed the Strategic Client Services Manager, with a copy to 
Ms. Roberts, informing her that he had reviewed the proposals and instructing her to 
proceed with Marcus Clovis Productions for the event. Mr. Harb told the OIG that, 
although Ms. Roberts selected Mr. Michaud’s company, he sent the email saying it was he 
(Mr. Harb) who reviewed the proposals because it was his department that was funding the 
event. He also stated that he consulted with Ms. Grossman about the award going to Mr. 
Michaud and that Ms. Grossman advised that, if Mr. Michaud’s proposal was the lowest, 
the CVB could award his company. 

26 The Former VP of Marketing declined our offer to interview.
 
27 Marcus Clovis Productions subsequently invoiced $9,470, which included a $400 processing fee associated with Mr.
 
Harb’s use of his p-card for the $5,000 deposit. The Director of Purchasing had increased Mr. Harb’s daily p-card limit to
 
$15,000 in April 2014, approximately one month earlier.
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But we determined that Marcus Clovis Productions did not submit the lowest bid; there 
were at least two proposals from two other vendors that bid lower. Notwithstanding that 
fact, Mr. Harb then used his p-card to pay a $5,000 deposit on the services.  The county 
paid Marcus Clovis Productions a $4,470 balance through a DPV that Ms. Grossman 
signed. 

While Ms. Roberts declined our offer to interview, email exchanges between her and the 
Strategic Client Services Manager made clear that it was Ms. Roberts who selected Mr. 
Michaud for the Affluent Traveler event.  Mr. Harb instructed staff to proceed with Mr. 
Michaud’s company.  The following day, in a “Service with a Smile – Lead UPDATE,”28 a 
copy of which was sent to Ms. Roberts, CVB staff advised the vendors that “each proposal 
was reviewed by the client, Christine Roberts-Tascione … the client has selected MCP for 
their requirements.” (Exhibit 6) Thereafter, one of the proposers emailed the Strategic 
Client Services Manager asking what she could do differently on her bids. (Exhibit 7) The 
Strategic Client Services Manager sought Ms. Roberts’s guidance on how to respond.  Ms. 
Roberts replied with proposed language that stated that it was the client who selected the 
vendor. It also speculated what the client considered in selecting a vendor and that a factor 
might have been that the vendor had already won the bid for another event at the 
conference. After this incident, the manager revised the template for the “Service with a 
Smile – Update” email, which made it less clear about who sent the document and how a 
selection was made. 

Ms. Roberts was still the one who developed the specifications, directed Strategic Client 
Services to send out solicitations, and then selected her boyfriend for the award. While 
CVB budgets are established far in advance, Ms. Roberts sent her specifications about a 
week out.  The Strategic Client Services Manager easily could have sent the solicitations to 
CVB vendors twelve weeks or more in advance; however, she could not generate them 
until Ms. Roberts provided the specifications.  According to the manager, this 
unnecessarily resulted in vendors perceiving the solicitations as urgent or emergency in 
nature.  Partners told her that the proposal submittal deadlines were too short and that some 
of them could not provide proposals, especially during busy seasons. 

The Strategic Client Services Manager worried about how CVB work was being awarded 
to Ms. Roberts’s boyfriend.  She said that, as her name was on the solicitations as the 
sender, she felt bad about the number of awards that were going to Mr. Michaud, even as 
other CVB partners complained about the unfair process.  She made her immediate 
supervisor, the VP of Strategic Client Services, aware of the multiple assignments to Mr. 
Michaud’s company when she became concerned with the pattern.  It was her 
understanding that the VP of Strategic Client Services shared the information with Ms. 
Roberts or Ms. Grossman.  Yet, even after that, Ms. Roberts continued to assign events to 
Mr. Michaud. 

28 “Service with a Smile – Lead Updates” were issued to thank CVB partners for their proposals and advise them about 
who was selected for the relevant event. 
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Florida Encounter – December 5, 2014 ($8,000) 

Ms. Roberts’s role in the Florida Encounter purchase was another example of how she 
directed others to select Mr. Michaud’s company for DMC services but then attempted to 
distance herself from the selection—even as others specifically asked her about her 
involvement. 

On November 20, 2014, the Strategic Client Services Manager issued a “Service with a 
Smile – Lead” to CVB’s vendors, seeking proposals for décor on behalf of the CVB, which 
she called the “client,” for an event at the Diplomat Resort on December 5, 2014.  The 
vendors were to submit their proposals to the Strategic Client Services Manager and copy 
Ms. Roberts.  Six vendors responded, two of which submitted proposals for only a part of 
the services needed. Marcus Clovis Productions’ submission came in on the same day as 
other proposals, but it was titled a “Client Services Agreement.” 

The VP of Strategic Client Services and Ms. Grossman signed a general agreement with 
Marcus Clovis Productions on November 24, 2014, the same day he made this submission. 
While the CVB produced three pages of what was a November 24, 2014, contract, we 
could not determine its cost or scope of work, as the CVB failed to produce the rest of the 
document.  (Exhibit 8) We were especially interested in reviewing this document in its 
entirety; although the last page was signed on November 24, 2014, email exchanges 
between the VP of Strategic Client Services, Ms. Roberts, and the Strategic Client Services 
Manager suggest that they were still negotiating it as of November 25, 2014. 

In response to the OIG’s requests for documents, the CVB did not produce records we 
expected to see and which we anticipated would enable us to understand exactly how the 
CVB went about contracting Marcus Clovis Productions, such as the CVB’s equivalent of 
solicitations and contracts.  To the extent that some records were unavailable, their absence 
suggests either an absolute failure to generate the most basic records justifying CVB 
expenditures or, if such records existed at some point, a disregard for state public records 
law.29 

Emails did establish that, prior to signing a second contract with Marcus Clovis 
Productions for this event, the VP of Strategic Client Services asked the whereabouts of the 
other proposals for price comparison and specifically asked Ms. Roberts whether she 
reviewed all the proposals and selected Marcus Clovis Productions. Ms. Roberts’s 
response suggested that it was the Strategic Client Services Manager who made the 
selection.  Specifically, Ms. Roberts responded that the Strategic Client Services Manager 
“has all of the proposals and reviewed and printed.  There were 3 that were submitted by 
DMC for inclusive and others for component.  She [sic] was in touch with MCP for pricing 
and obtained further reduction from initial proposal” (emphasis added). Ms. Roberts’ 
response went on to explain why the other vendors were rejected and why Mr. Michaud’s 

29 Florida Statutes Chapter 119. 
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company was selected, that is, because his company had “Hello sunny sunglasses,” and 
because he was using sphere floating lights.  

We came to learn that Ms. Roberts’s ability to steer CVB work to her boyfriend was 
rooted in her ability to decide the specifications, because a vendor’s proposal that failed 
to include the promise to fulfill the specifications could not succeed.  The Strategic 
Client Services Manager explained that one of the ways Ms. Roberts ensured that Mr. 
Michaud’s company had a competitive advantage was by including a specific pair of 
large prop sunglasses as a non-negotiable item in her solicitation specifications.  The 
sunglasses specified in her solicitations were already designed, constructed and owned 
by Mr. Michaud’s company.  According to the Strategic Client Services Manager, some 
vendors did not bid because the sunglasses specification was too restrictive or too 
expensive to meet. 

The Strategic Client Services Manager made clear that it was Ms. Roberts who selected 
Marcus Clovis Productions for the Florida Encounter event.  The “negotiations” 
between Mr. Michaud and her occurred only after Ms. Roberts had already selected his 
company and were largely for effect; Ms. Roberts wanted to cite negotiations between 
Mr. Michaud and the Strategic Client Services Manager to justify the selection.  The 
Strategic Client Services Manager told the OIG that this was one of the ways Ms. 
Roberts tried to make it appear as if she was not involved in the selection. We noted 
that the email exchange showed that the Strategic Client Services Manager attempted to 
get Mr. Michaud to agree to $5,500 for the event but accepted Mr. Michaud’s $8,000 
bottom line at Ms. Roberts’s instruction. (Composite Exhibit 9) 

The VP of Strategic Client Services, not Ms. Grossman, signed the second contract in the 
amount of $8,000 and dated it November 25, 2014.30 (Exhibit 10).  Marcus Clovis 
Productions issued an invoice in the amount of $8,000 that day.  On December 12, 2014, 
the CVB generated a DPV for payment on Mr. Michaud’s invoice, and the county issued 
payment on February 23, 2015. 

Again, vendors complained about the selection process.  After the Strategic Client Services 
Manager sent out the update informing CVB’s vendors that Mr. Michaud’s company was 
selected, a disappointed vendor called her, wanting to know why her company was not 
selected.  Ms. Roberts instructed the Strategic Client Services Manager to advise that the 
vendor selected came in within the budget.  Because the solicitation did not identify a 
budget—a fact that even the vendor noted in her response to the explanation—the Strategic 
Client Services Manager told us this did not make any sense to her. (Exhibit 11) 

30 While this second contract reflected a signature date of November 25, 2014, it is more likely that it was not signed on 
that day, as it referenced the “negotiations” of November 25 and 26, 2014. 
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Florida Huddle 2015 – January 14-16, 2015 ($17,925) 

Our investigation next showed that, once Ms. Grossman realized that Ms. Roberts was 
continuing to select Mr. Michaud for DMC contracts despite directives to obtain multiple 
bids, Ms. Grossman instructed Mr. Harb to create a selection committee to select the 
vendor for the Florida Huddle 2015 event.  She also directed Mr. Harb not to involve Ms. 
Roberts in the committee.  Nevertheless, he did. 

He admitted to the OIG that he did so, rationalizing that Ms. Roberts’s and her staff’s 
expertise were necessary to the effort.  He claimed that, although Ms. Roberts was involved 
in the planning and coordination of the event, she did not participate in the committee 
meetings or evaluation of proposals.31 Our investigation led us to conclude this statement 
was false. 

CVB staff committed to host the opening night for Florida Huddle 2015 from January 14 to 
16, 2015. Sometime around July 2014, Mr. Harb formed a selection committee to assist in 
planning the event and in evaluating proposals for necessary DMC services.  The members 
whom Mr. Harb chose for the selection committee were: a representative from Ocean Sky 
Resort, a representative from the City of Pompano, a representative of the Broward Center 
for the Performing Arts, the VP of Strategic Client Services, the Strategic Client Services 
Manager, Mr. Harb, and Ms. Roberts. According to committee members, Ms. Roberts was 
present for most if not all selection committee meetings, up to and including the one on 
December 19, 2014. 

On December 1, 2014, Ms. Roberts provided the VP of Strategic Client Services the 
specifications to be used in the CVB’s request for proposals (“lead”) for this event.  The 
specifications, which were copied to Mr. Harb and the Strategic Client Services Manager, 
described what Ms. Roberts considered to be the event’s “needs.” Among other 
requirements, Ms. Roberts specified “Hello Sunny large sunglasses or other on top of the 
waterfall …” (Exhibit 12) In one email, Ms. Roberts reiterated the need for this prop, 
claiming that another party had requested them.  The fact that Ms. Roberts pushed these 
sunglasses did not go unnoticed; the VP of Strategic Client Services forwarded the email 
thread to the Senior VP, commenting, “Here we go again…setting it up for Marcus…”  
(Exhibit 13) 

The Strategic Client Services Manager sent out the solicitation on December 12, 2014, with 
specifications including “Hello Sunny large sunglasses.” 

The solicitation instructed prospective vendors to submit proposals to the VP of Strategic 
Client Services with a copy to the Strategic Client Services Manager. However, in an 

31 Mr. Harb’s statement completely contradicted Ms. Roberts’s December 10, 2014, email requesting the VP of Strategic 
Client Services and the Strategic Client Services Manager to forward her their summaries and recommendations for her and 
the rest of the committee’s review. 
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internal December 10, 2014, email, Ms. Roberts directed the VP of Strategic Client 
Services and the Strategic Client Services Manager, her subordinates, to provide Mr. Harb 
and her with a summary of proposals and their recommendations for her (Ms. Roberts), Mr. 
Harb, the former Senior VP of the CVB, and the committee’s review on December 18, 
2014, just six days following the request for proposals. 

In addition to sending his proposal to the VP of Strategic Client Services, on December 16, 
2014, just three days prior to the scheduled selection committee meeting, Mr. Michaud also 
emailed his proposal to Mr. Harb directly from a Gmail account that was not his business 
account. This email read: 

Fernando, Here’s the 2015 Huddle Proposal As you’ll see, a lot of
 
what we discussed is included, dancers podiums, Sunglasses, glow
 
factors for a Chic Broward lounge look to the event.  I’m sure you”ll 

be meeting with everyone.  I hope I have you’re support on this, you 

know I can do a great job for Broward county and the CVB . . .
 

Once again, Mr. Michaud had an unpermitted advantage over other vendors. If the 
selection committee had convened legitimately, it should have followed the cone of silence 
provisions of the county’s procurement code.  Mr. Harb and Ms. Roberts were selection 
committee members, and Mr. Michaud was a vendor submitting a proposal they were to 
evaluate.  Mr. Michaud violated the cone of silence when he communicated with Mr. Harb 
during the evaluation period.  

Included within Mr. Michaud’s client services agreement, he disclosed what was 
apparently little known within the CVB when he included the following about his special 
prop: 

“HELLO SUNNY” Glasses Cost: No Charge – Value Add ($1100 

value)
 
Display mounted and lit over the waterfall of the pool, 7’ Hello 

Sunny sunglass replica to create a “Hello/Meet Sunny” brand
 
backdrop.  Though the CFLCVB owns a pair of these glasses, these
 
are additional to utilize just for this event if needed
 

(emphasis added).  (Exhibit 14 at p. 6) 

The selection committee, including Ms. Roberts, convened on December 19, 2014.  At least 
one member, the Broward Center for the Performing Arts representative, believed that Ms. 
Roberts was the chair or at least a co-chair of the committee, describing Ms. Roberts as 
someone with a “strong personality” who gave much input into committee discussions. 
Neither the representative herself nor other committee members had the opportunity to help 
direct the “content of what happened.” 
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At the December 19 meeting, the selection committee weeded the proposals down to two 
finalists, J Productions, which bid $23,685, and Marcus Clovis Productions, which bid 
$25,000.  The VP of Strategic Client Services recalled J Productions’ initial proposal had 
more features at a better price. During the discussions, which only focused on two or three 
vendors, members suggested adding dancers and decided to reconvene via phone 
conference three days later to review the two vendors’ revised proposals and make a final 
selection. 

According to Mr. Harb, Ms. Roberts volunteered to contact the two highest ranked 
proposers to advise them about the need for revised proposals.  

During a December 22, 2014, phone conference, the committee reviewed the revised 
proposals.32 J Productions revised and reduced his proposal to $22,835.  Marcus Clovis 
Productions also revised and reduced his proposal—to $16,725, with an additional cost of 
$1,200 if the CVB wanted to include two more dancers.  Mr. Harb explained that Ms. 
Roberts advised the committee, “J [Productions] absolutely refused to discount his 
prices…”33 With regard to Mr. Michaud’s revised proposal, Mr. Harb reported that Ms. 
Roberts exclaimed, “‘Oh, look Marcus gave us this big discount,’” and then he became the 
lower bidder.  Mr. Harb told the OIG he was suspicious of the drastic reduction and 
concerned that Ms. Roberts had shared the competitor’s pricing and proposed services with 
Mr. Michaud, so he could offer better services for a lower price. 

The selection committee chose Marcus Clovis Productions. 

Mr. Harb explained that before he emailed Ms. Grossman about the results of the 
committee’s work, he discussed it with her.  During this conversation, Ms. Grossman 
instructed him to put the results in an email. The next day, Mr. Harb emailed Ms. 
Grossman, as he described in the email, “to avoid any possible misconception” about the 
final selection process. In this email, Mr. Harb detailed how the selection committee 
selected Marcus Clovis Productions for the opening night event.  But, notably missing was 
any mention of Ms. Roberts; indeed, Mr. Harb did not even report her as being a member 
of the selection committee.  Mr. Harb nonetheless assured Ms. Grossman, “Everything has 
been clearly documented and procedural integrity was adhered to.” In response, Ms. 
Grossman thanked Mr. Harb and authorized her signature to the contract. (Exhibit 15) 

As soon as Ms. Grossman responded to him, Mr. Harb forwarded the entire email trail to 
Ms. Roberts with the note “FYI” in the body.  Later that day, Ms. Roberts responded, 
“Awesome can u send to [the VP and Manager of Strategic Client Services] so perhaps 

32 Most members we spoke with did not recall Ms. Roberts’s involvement in the December 22 phone conference.  The 

Broward Center for the Performing Arts representative recalled that Ms. Roberts recused herself from voting because she
 
was dating the owner of one of the vendors under consideration.
 
33 J. Productions’ revised proposal did discount its price from $23,685 to $22,835.
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they would call him back and [another staff member] can get contract signed. ..xoxo.”  One 
minute later, Mr. Harb replied, “Done.” (Exhibit 16) 

Marcus Clovis Productions submitted an invoice dated December 22, 2014, in the amount 
of $17,925.  Ms. Grossman signed the client services agreement on January 6, 2015.  
(Exhibit 14) The CVB submitted a DPV for payment on Mr. Michaud’s invoice on January 
7, 2015, and the county issued full payment on January 12, 2015, before Mr. Michaud 
rendered his services. 

During the OIG’s investigation, Ms. Grossman explained why she instructed Mr. Harb to 
form a selection committee for this event, saying that, “at a very early point,” the VP of 
Finance and Administration made her aware that Mr. Michaud’s company was getting 
more CVB work than his competitors and that Mr. Michaud and Ms. Roberts were in a 
relationship.  The VP of Finance and Administration also told her that the VP of Strategic 
Client Services was uncomfortable with the way Ms. Roberts was awarding work to Mr. 
Michaud’s company.  At that time, Ms. Grossman decided to implement a policy requiring 
three bids for all DMC contracts. 

Ms. Grossman also discussed the conflict with Ms. Roberts, telling her that “it was not 
acceptable, that there were issues in the community; that people were starting to feel like 
Marcus was getting a lion’s share of the business that was out there, and there were a lot of 
other people that could do the business—and I told her I don’t care if he gets every piece of 
business that we’re doing but it has to be done in accordance with a procedure…you’re not 
making the selection.”  To that end, Ms. Grossman required that the process be “clearly 
competitive,” requiring evidence that two other vendors submitted quotes for any event the 
CVB awarded to Mr. Michaud’s company. Notwithstanding her new requirement, Ms. 
Grossman admitted that she did not follow up or confirm that staff followed her orders. 

Ms. Grossman said that, once she realized that Ms. Roberts was not following the three-bid 
policy, she directed Mr. Harb to convene a selection committee made up of community 
members and CVB staff to award the DMC contracts.  She established the selection 
committee to eliminate the perception that Ms. Roberts was singlehandedly awarding 
contracts to Mr. Michaud’s company. Ms. Grossman recalled “that we were gonna do a 
selection committee that was not gonna include [Ms. Roberts], and that she was not gonna 
have any opportunity to, you know, like, persuade the committee, she was removed from 
the committee.” She relied on Mr. Harb’s email, which gave her the impression that Ms. 
Roberts was not involved in the selection process, and approved Mr. Michaud’s selection. 

Hello Sunny PCMA – June 15, 2015 ($25,000) 

The Hello Sunny PCMA was the final event where Ms. Roberts directly or indirectly 
assigned a DMC contract to Mr. Michaud.  Under ever increasing scrutiny, this time she 
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had the agency’s marketing provider, a long-time county vendor, pay Mr. Michaud so 
that his selection went undetected until after he was paid.  

Although the CVB produced records showing that it provided services for the 
Professional Convention Management Association (PCMA) event, we did not see that 
the CVB solicited any event production vendors for it, and we did not see that the 
county paid for it. We only saw (1) a proposal titled “Event Concept Description and 
Deliverables” generated by Marcus Clovis Productions; (2) a May 14, 2015, invoice to 
the CVB from Marcus Clovis Productions in the amount of $25,000; and (3) two checks 
from Starmark, the county’s contracted marketing firm, to Marcus Clovis Productions 
totaling $25,000, one dated May 14, 2015, and one dated June 10, 2015. 

Starmark is an advertising agency under contract with the county.  It works with the 
CVB, Port Everglades, Parks and Recreation, and Aviation to promote the Greater Fort 
Lauderdale brand.  When we obtained records from it, we found that, on May 13, 2015, 
Ms. Roberts emailed Starmark’s Chief Marketing Officer a request for a $15,000 
deposit for the Hello Sunny PCMA event.  In this email, Ms. Roberts requested that 
Starmark pay the deposit from “our Tradeshow/booth marketing funds and then balance 
from CVB my budget…” At the Starmark CMO’s request, Ms. Roberts forwarded 
backup documentation—a Marcus Clovis Productions invoice, the Marcus Clovis 
Productions “Event Concept Description and Deliverables,” and Marcus Clovis 
Productions’ W-9 federal tax form. 

Once the CMO received these documents, Starmark issued a check directly to Mr. 
Michaud’s company on May 14, 2015, in the amount of $15,000 as a deposit on the 
$25,000 total invoice. Again at Ms. Roberts’s request, Starmark issued a check to 
Marcus Clovis Productions on June 12, 2015, for the $10,000 balance. 

We expected to find a record of the county’s reimbursement to Starmark. After all, 
Starmark’s June 5, 2015, invoice issued to the CVB reflected that a $25,000 debt was 
paid in full.  However, the county’s accounting division had no record of an invoice or 
payment for this expense. 

Starmark officials told us why. CVB solicited contribution checks—made out to 
Starmark at the CVB’s request—from its preferred vendors and hoteliers.  Starmark 
deposited these checks into its business account and monitored the balance of those 
funds which it named “Event Participation/Tradeshow” funds.  To reconcile the costs it 
paid on behalf of the CVB, Starmark reimbursed itself using funds out of the Event 
Participation/Tradeshow account. The Starmark president confirmed that her company 
did not receive proposals from other vendors for the PCMA event.  Starmark neither 
required nor expected additional proposals because the CVB had already made the 
selection prior to Ms. Roberts’s request to pay Marcus Clovis Productions.  She said 
that, although the management of these funds was not within Starmark’s contractual 
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obligations to the county, it managed the funds nonetheless, as an act of good 
partnership.34 

On July 1, 2015, the former VP of Finance and Administration emailed Ms. Grossman 
and informed her, “I received a number of billings through Starmark on our behalf.  
One was for Markus productions for $25,000.  This should have been competitively bid 
out.  I believe that you communicated to Christine and relayed to me that this was never 
going to happen again.” (Exhibit 17)  This email concluded, “Christine again 
orchestrated this purchase with Starmark…[w]ith your approval, I want to meet . . . 
Starmark personnel and direct them to me for any purchases outside the normal course 
of business to protect us.” 

When the OIG approached Mr. Michaud about his involvement with the CVB and the fashion in 
which the CVB awarded him contracts, he explained that he and Ms. Roberts had been dating for 
about six years.35 He claimed that they did not live together.  While he agreed that most, if not all, of 
the CVB events awarded to his company occurred while they were dating, he claimed that Ms. Roberts 
did not help his company get CVB contracts. According to him, Ms. Grossman did not have a problem 
with the romantic relationship because “there was nothing there” on the business side. The CVB has 
not awarded his company any work since the new president assumed the position. 

After his interview, the OIG requested that Mr. Michaud produce his companies’ records for the 
events listed above.  Specifically, we sought the solicitations his company received, proposals he 
submitted, contracts, and invoices.  When his production came due in July 2018, his attorney contacted 
us for the first time to say that Mr. Michaud had left the country on a pre-planned vacation.  To date, 
he has not provided the records. 

Ms. Roberts was intent on steering all the CVB’s DMC work in which she was involved to her 
boyfriend, Mr. Michaud.  This was despite Ms. Grossman and other CVB employees’ scrutinizing her 
selections.  When Ms. Grossman increased her efforts to curtail Ms. Roberts’s behavior, Ms. Roberts 
operated more covertly.  Accordingly, the OIG found that Ms. Roberts engaged in misconduct by 
corruptly using her official position to steer the CVB’s DMC work under her control to Mr. Michaud’s 
company. Ms. Roberts’s misconduct not only secured her boyfriend the benefit of $255,570 in county 
funds to his company, it also secured him and his company the intangible benefits associated with high 
visibility and the ability to showcase his company’s services to other industry professionals such as 
venue managers and convention coordinators. 

34 About three or four months prior to her August 2018 interview with the OIG, the CVB’s Current President learned about 
this fund. She has assigned a CVB staff member to work with the county’s budget director to get a commission resolution 
passed that would authorize the CVB to collect and manage such registration fees and other forms of revenue for use in the 
CVB’s mission to sell Broward County. 
35 As his interview occurred in March of 2018, their relationship coincided with the time period under review. 
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Ms. Roberts was Engaged in a Conflicting Contractual Relationship 

In addition to violating Florida law by misusing her public position, Ms. Roberts’s conduct also 
ran afoul of Florida law regulating the type of relationships in which public officials and 
employees can engage.  

In conjunction with our investigation, the OIG reviewed a security agreement and secured 
promissory note, both dated October 1, 2013, between Ms. Roberts and Mr. Michaud.  This 
loan agreement, which Ms. Roberts filed with the county clerk’s office, reflected that she 
loaned Mr. Michaud $13,000 on the security of real property that Mr. Michaud owned.  
(Exhibit 18)  Ms. Roberts issued a satisfaction of lien for the loan on July 29, 2015. (Exhibit 
19) 

Mr. Michaud told the OIG that Ms. Roberts lent him $13,000.  He said it was for “personal 
reasons” and occurred during the time the CVB was awarding his company DMC contracts. 
According to Mr. Michaud, the loan was unrelated to his business, and he paid Ms. Roberts 
back in full with cash. Although he told the OIG that she did not pay him any money outside 
this loan, the investigation established otherwise.  Mr. Michaud’s and Ms. Roberts’s financial 
records established that, between February 22, 2013, and January 6, 2015, Ms. Roberts paid 
Mr. Michaud approximately $23,420 in cashier’s checks and personal checks. 

A loan agreement is a contract and, at the time of this contract, Ms. Roberts was an employee 
of an agency that was doing business with Mr. Michaud through his company and was 
involved in the selection of his company for that business.  Specifically, while the loan was 
outstanding, Mr. Michaud provided the CVB with services on eight occasions, as indicated in 
OIG Table 1.  Ms. Roberts’s need to be paid back on the personal loan frequently conflicted 
with her duty to the public to select providers in an equitable and economic manner, and she 
nonetheless participated in those selections.  Thus, the OIG further found that Ms. Roberts’s 
having this prohibited, conflicting contractual relationship with Mr. Michaud amounted to 
additional ethical misconduct. 

The CVB-Created Selection Committee Violated Florida’s Sunshine Laws 

The Sunshine law requires that meetings and certain other decision-making by governmental entities 
and the public and private agencies that act for them be (1) open to the public, (2) reasonably noticed 
to the public, and (3) memorialized by promptly produced minutes. 

As discussed above, Mr. Harb created a selection committee for the Florida Huddle 2015 event at Ms. 
Grossman’s direction, in response to complaints that Ms. Roberts was continuously directing the 
CVB’s DMC contracts to Mr. Michaud.  Because this committee convened to select a vendor on 
behalf of the agency, it is without dispute that this committee’s procurement evaluation and selection 
meetings were subject to Florida’s Sunshine laws. 
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However, the CVB failed to follow these laws for the December 19, 2014, in-person meeting and the 
December 22, 2014, telephone meeting.  By circumventing the Purchasing division, the CVB averted 
that division’s Sunshine protocols. Mr. Harb explained that he did not know he had to comply with 
the Sunshine Law when the committee convened. The meetings were not open to the public and were 
convened without the benefit of notice to the public.  Furthermore, the committee did not keep meeting 
minutes.  The only documents Mr. Harb kept were notes and spreadsheets summarizing the vendors’ 
proposals. 

Thus, the OIG found that the committee violated Florida’s Sunshine Law each of the two or more 
times its members met about the proposals. 

Members of CVB’s Management Improperly Procured Goods and Services 

It is also without dispute that CVB staff had no regard for the county’s procurement code in procuring 
the services that we reviewed in conjunction with this investigation.  As explained by the VP of 
Strategic Client Services, the CVB considered itself an “anomaly” not subject to the county’s 
procurement code. 
However, the county’s Director of Purchasing did not exempt any individual within the CVB or the 
CVB as an agency from the procurement rules.  Accordingly, each procurement of Marcus Clovis 
Productions services represented a violation of the county’s procurement code.  Before August 2016, 
the CVB was not authorized to make general purchases or sign contracts binding the county.36 

Instead, there were only three authorized signatories on county contracts: the Director of Purchasing 
or her designee, the County Administrator or her designee, and the Board of County Commissioners. 

The Director of Purchasing told the OIG that the CVB’s use of this solicitation method amounted to a 
circumvention of the procurement process and did not ensure a fair process free of impropriety. 
Selection committees, also, are not allowed to exist outside the procurement process; the Director of 
Purchasing and the County Administrator must select and approve their members.  The Purchasing 
division also ensures that selection committees operate in accordance with Sunshine Laws.  The CVB-
created committee convened to facilitate the Florida Huddle 2015 event neither amounted to a valid 
selection committee pursuant to the county code nor complied with state law.37 

Thus, several members of CVB’s management committed misconduct.  To begin, we find that Ms. 
Roberts committed misconduct each time she directed the assignment of Mr. Michaud’s company 
without the benefit of a proper procurement.  Her misconduct was especially egregious where, even 
after she was put on notice that her behavior was inappropriate, she continued to ensure that Mr. 
Michaud’s company was selected for the CVB’s awards. 

36 The Board of County Commissioners’s change in August 2016 did not authorize the CVB president to make general 
purchases or sign on any agreement other than sponsorship or incentive agreements up to $250,000. 
37 In a report released February 2017, the County Auditor raised CVB’s improper use of direct payment vouchers.  The 
county subsequently amended the county’s administrative code.  As the County Auditor’s report has already addressed 
concerns raised by the CVB’s use of direct payment vouchers, we have opted to limit the scope of our investigation to 
shortcomings stemming from the CVB’s improper procurement of services. 
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We also find Ms. Grossman engaged in misconduct in contracting Mr. Michaud’s services. Ms. 
Grossman was well aware that the CVB was operating outside the ambit of the county’s procurement 
code.  In her view, the CVB followed its own protocols for its solicitation and award of CVB vendors 
to provide quality control, expediency, and client satisfaction. As explained above, when Ms. 
Grossman became aware that Ms. Roberts was assigning almost all her DMC work to Mr. Michaud, 
Ms. Grossman instituted a three-bid policy. When that didn’t work, she had Mr. Harb create a CVB 
selection committee. But that committee also failed to ensure a fair process. Ms. Grossman signed on 
behalf of the CVB on two contracts with Marcus Clovis Productions, the signature page for the earlier 
of two contracts for Florida Encounter38 and the contract for Florida Huddle 2015.39 (Exhibits 8 and 
14) As Ms. Grossman knowingly contracted for services that were procured outside the county’s 
procurement code and process, we find that she committed misconduct by signing the contracts.40 

The OIG also found that Mr. Harb engaged in misconduct for directing the engagement of Marcus 
Clovis Productions for the Affluent Traveler and Florida Huddle 2015 events, helping Ms. Roberts 
achieve her intention in benefiting Mr. Michaud while knowing that the selection was wrongful.  He 
was complicit in providing the illusion that Ms. Roberts was not involved in the selection of Mr. 
Michaud when he instructed the Strategic Client Services Manager, through a May 28, 2014, email 
that was copied to Ms. Roberts to proceed with Marcus Clovis Production for the event, as he had 
reviewed the proposals and spoke to “the client.”41 In actuality, he was not the one who selected Mr. 
Michaud—Ms. Roberts did. 

In addition, Mr. Harb intentionally misled Ms. Grossman into believing that Ms. Roberts was not 
involved in the selection process, omitting the facts that she created the specifications which were 
instrumental for purposes of selection, was present at all the meetings, and contacted the two finalists 
(one of which was Mr. Michaud) about submitting revised proposals.  Mr. Harb further failed to offer 
that Mr. Michaud personally emailed him in an effort to get his “support” before the committee met 
and that he forwarded that email to Ms. Roberts.  Nonetheless, Mr. Harb assured Ms. Grossman, 
“Everything has been clearly documented and procedural integrity was adhered to.” Taken altogether, 
Mr. Harb’s actions amount to misuse of position for his role in the Affluent Traveler event and Florida 
Huddle 2015.42 

38 As discussed under the Florida Encounter section above, the CVB produced a signature page dated November 24, 2014, 
for the Florida Encounter event, which was signed by Ms. Grossman.  It also produced a full contract dated November 25, 
2014, which was signed by the VP of Strategic Client Services. 
39 Again, the CVB produced little by way of records to support its procurements. Although we expected to find contracts 
for at least seven Marcus Clovis-CVB productions, the CVB only provided two—for the Florida Encounter and Florida 
Huddle 2015 events.  Mr. Michaud did not produce any records in response to our request. 
40 In her interview, Ms. Grossman explained that, as to the Florida Huddle 2015 event, she relied on the information 
provided to her by Mr. Harb suggesting that Ms. Roberts was not involved in the selection process and noting that his email 
did not indicate Ms. Roberts was involved in the final vote.  She also stated that “a while ago,” a county attorney advised 
her that she should sign CVB contracts.  These assertions had no effect on our finding, because she signed the contract 
knowing that the entire selection process was conducted outside the ambit of the county’s procurement process. 
41 Of course, “the client” was Ms. Roberts. 
42 We note the VP of Strategic Client Services’s signature on the two contracts for Florida Encounter 2014 and the Florida 
Huddle 2015 contract.  But by all accounts, as described above, the VP of Strategic Client Services, escalated her concerns 
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Gross Mismanagement by Failing to Properly Administer Public Funds 

Our state legislature has concisely explained the need for proper, uniform procurement policies in its 
legislative intent for Chapter 287, titled “Procurement of Personal Property and Services”: 

The Legislature recognizes that fair and open competition is a basic tenet 
of public procurement; that such competition reduces the appearance and 
opportunity for favoritism and inspires public confidence that contracts 
are awarded equitably and economically; and that documentation of the 
acts taken and effective monitoring mechanisms are important means of 
curbing any improprieties and establishing public confidence in the 
process by which commodities and contractual services are procured. It 
is essential to the effective and ethical procurement of commodities and 
contractual services that there be a system of uniform procedures to be 
utilized by state agencies in managing and procuring commodities and 
contractual services; that detailed justification of agency decisions in the 
procurement of commodities and contractual services be maintained; and 
that adherence by the agency and the vendor to specific ethical 
considerations be required. 

Ms. Roberts and Ms. Grossman engaged in gross mismanagement for their roles in significantly 
mismanaging the public funds in their trust.  

Although Ms. Roberts declined to interview with us, our investigation made clear that she did not stray 
from her objective to give her boyfriend as much CVB business as possible.  When faced with 
heightened protocols for vendor selection, she simply operated more covertly. Ms. Roberts’s flagrant 
disregard for proper procurement authority impeded the public’s ability to have its money spent in an 
equitable manner, resulting in gross mismanagement of at least $255,570. 

We further find that Ms. Roberts only had the opportunity to achieve her objective because Ms. 
Grossman was lax in her financial administration and oversight of the CVB; Ms. Grossman also 
engaged in gross mismanagement. She was familiar with the county’s procurement protocols for 
purchases over $3,000; however, in her view, those protocols were primarily for purchases through the 
county rather than for the CVB to use for solicitation and award of CVB vendors. She recommended 
the CVB be privatized, but the county owned the money budgeted to the CVB, did not want to 
relinquish control of that money, and wanted to ensure that the money was spent legally.  In Ms. 
Grossman’s view, the county’s control of these funds sometimes diluted the CVB’s mission to sell, 
market and advertise the county; the reason CVB staff followed her method of selection was to 
provide quality control, expediency, and client satisfaction. But hers was a public agency, which 
should have served to provide process-derived decisions, merit-based awards, and public 
accountability. 

to Ms. Grossman.  As she reported to and acted at the direction of Ms. Roberts, her direct supervisor, we do not find that 
she engaged in misconduct. 
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Until the CVB is no longer a county agency, it is bound by the county’s procurement code.  By 
ignoring that fact and opting to instead adopt her own procurement protocol, Ms. Grossman laid the 
foundation for the misconduct that ultimately occurred—a direct consequence of the CVB’s unbridled 
and unauthorized procurement process.  In sum, by failing to follow the county’s procurement 
processes and instead opting to create its own procurement policies, the CVB exemplified how 
improper procurement can lead to abuse. In this instance, the abuse that followed led to the 
enrichment of one predestined and special vendor by $255,570. The gross mismanagement we 
observed resulted in the significant mismanagement of this money that deprived taxpayers of the 
confidence in knowing this public money was spent equitably and economically. 

The Current State of the CVB 

Ms. Grossman retired as president of the CVB on May 31, 2016. Prior to coming on board, the 
incoming president asked the County Auditor to conduct a review of the CVB’s internal business 
processes.  She told the OIG that she did so because she had heard rumors that the CVB was 
operating outside the county’s procedures and wanted to have a grasp of the agency’s deficiencies 
prior to taking it over. 

The auditor conducted a transition review from June through November 2016 to evaluate the 
adequacy of internal controls over the CVB’s internal business processes and provide new 
management with recommended areas for improvement. The County Auditor’s office released its 
report on February 21, 2017, identifying multiple deficiencies, including that the CVB did not 
follow established county procurement procedures when providing supporting services for its 
events.43 

When the Current President arrived at the agency, she realized that the CVB’s staff was operating 
outside of the county’s procurement code and was not receiving any direction from the top.44 

That has changed.  The Current President explained that the tone at the CVB is that it will operate 
within the county’s authority.  Ms. Roberts resigned her position at the CVB on July 28, 2017, 
about eight months after the OIG’s inquiry became known. According to the Current President, 
Ms. Roberts’s resignation was due in part to her role in assigning the CVB’s contracts to Mr. 
Michaud.  

The Current President also explained that the CVB is coming into compliance with the county’s 
procurement code in phases.  It had recently issued a request for proposals for transportation 
providers and was working with the Purchasing division on generating a qualified vendor list for a 

43 On June 12, 2018, the Broward County Commission amended portions of the county code pertaining to the CVB,
 
formalizing a review process for the CVB to use before committing to offer an organization either a sponsorship or
 
incentive.  See Resolution No. 2018-294. The code changes did not address the CVB failure to follow the county’s
 
procurement procedures when providing supporting services for incentives.
 
44 The County Auditor’s report and the Current President’s observations confirmed the OIG’s conclusion that the CVB did 

not have the benefit of any exemption from the procurement code.
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multitude of services.  Also, the CVB now has a dedicated purchasing agent, paid for by the CVB, 
through the county’s Purchasing division. 

Currently, in procuring the supporting services it needs to fulfill incentives, the CVB solicits three 
proposals, and the CVB’s staff chooses from these proposals, with the Purchasing division’s 
knowledge. Staff at the CVB and the Purchasing division are working together to create a process 
that accounts for the nature of the industry in which the CVB competes while at the same time 
complying with the county’s procurement code. Finally, CVB staff now requests payments from 
the county using the proper procurement method.  The staff members in charge of requesting 
payments have also attended county procurement training. 

On September 7, 2018, after the OIG issued its preliminary report in this matter, Mr. Harb tendered 
his resignation effective October 1, 2018.  He was placed on administrative leave from September 
10, 2018, through September 21, 2018, and is on annual leave until October 1, 2018. 

We are encouraged by the Current President’s commitment to running an agency that operates 
within the county’s authority.  Instead of taking a “business as usual” view while preparing for her 
position at the CVB, she opted to have the agency’s processes audited prior to taking over as 
president of the agency to ensure compliance with the county’s authority.  While the CVB is still 
working on having all its processes comply with the county’s procurement code, the OIG 
acknowledges that it is a process that will take time and planning.  Notwithstanding, we applaud 
the actions the CVB has taken thus far. 

INTERVIEW SUMMARIES 

As a part of the investigation, OIG Special Agents conducted numerous interviews. Significant 
interviews are summarized below: 

1. Interview of Nicki Grossman 

Ms. Grossman was the CVB’s President and CEO between 1995 and 2016.  Ms. Roberts, Mr. 
Harb, the Senior VP, the Director of Finance and Administration, and the VP of Multicultural all 
reported to her. 

CVB sponsorships were a method the agency used to pay for certain events to promote, advertise, 
and market the county.  For example, the Fort Lauderdale Boat Show’s organizers might request 
the CVB to pick up the expenses to host a reception for the show’s ten biggest buyers.  However, 
she disliked that model; the CVB removed direct sponsorships from its bylaws so that groups 
could no longer simply request money and the CVB simply give it. Instead, the CVB developed a 
new “market values” model, which required a benefits analysis and allowed the CVB to pay for 
portions of local events.  The CVB used its approved budget to fund sponsorships entirely with 
tourist development taxes.  The Tourist Development Council, the County Administrator, and the 
county commission approved that budget. 
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The VP of Strategic Client Services routinely dealt directly with potential “clients” (visiting 
groups) to identify and meet their needs. Staff worked to bring in these groups until the “sale” was 
ready to close, that is, when a group agreed to visit the county.  Ms. Roberts, the VP of Group and 
Convention Sales, and Ms. Grossman then got involved in final event negotiations.  Once the 
parties reached an agreement about sponsorship and incentive details, CVB’s Strategic Client 
Services supported Ms. Roberts’s division to facilitate the events.  Ms. Roberts reported to the 
Senior VP and ultimately to Ms. Grossman. 

Mr. Harb, the head of Tourism Sales, also reported to the Senior VP and ultimately to Ms. 
Grossman.  Tourism Sales had a smaller target market than Group and Convention sales, as it 
marketed to national and international tourists and informed members of the travel industry about 
various attractions and other reasons to visit Broward County over other destinations. 

Although many national or regional clients had their own event planning staffs, they often handed 
over some, if not all, event planning responsibilities to the CVB.  When the groups did not have 
their own vendors for goods or services, upon request, the CVB selected vendors on their behalf by 
soliciting bids or proposals and then consulting with them before making a final selection. In 
nearly all those cases, the clients accepted the CVB’s vendor recommendations. 

For CVB-sponsored events, CVB staff solicited bids or quotes from vendors, selected a vendor 
from the proposals they received, and paid the vendor from CVB funds.  For these, Ms. Roberts 
and the VP of Strategic Client Services or Mr. Harb and the VP of Strategic Client Services 
developed specifications based on the client’s needs and advertised solicitations to vendors that 
belonged to a preferred CVB vendor list.  The VP of Strategic Client Services recommended 
vendors for events the CVB solicited and forwarded those recommendations to Ms. Roberts and 
the Senior VP of the CVB for their approval. 

CVB staff solicited local business “partners” (potential vendors) through email notifications called 
“Service with a Smile – Leads.”  These were “our brand, that’s exactly what we did.”  She 
described these leads as a way of inviting vendors to participate in out-of-town events at which the 
vendors set up booths and marketed their services to prospective CVB clients. 

Upon reviewing a sample “Service with a Smile – Lead" for “DMC/Décor” services, Ms. 
Grossman advised that it was a CVB solicitation for bids or quotes to provide services.  DMCs 
were primarily involved with event entertainment and production.  The VP of Strategic Client 
Services developed the specifications for the CVB as a Group and Convention Sales event, in 
support of Ms. Roberts.  Whenever the CVB is listed as the “client” on an event, it was responsible 
for all event coordination, local vendor solicitation, and vendor payment. 

The CVB maintained lists of business “partners” that it considered to be its preferred CVB 
vendors.  For event production services, Ms. Roberts determined the client’s needs and dispatched 
the VP of Strategic Client Services to find out who among these preferred vendors was interested 
in the opportunity.  
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The VP of Finance and Administration oversaw “funneling” CVB staff’s human resource issues, 
reviewing proposed budgets with Ms. Grossman and the county’s finance offices, and monitoring 
the use of the approved budgets.  He usually authorized payment of CVB related expenses, which 
required Ms. Grossman’s second-level approval.  In some instances, he did not feel comfortable 
signing off on payment requests. When he did not authorize payment, it was because he was not 
satisfied with the backup documents.  On those instances, Ms. Grossman reviewed the information 
and authorized the payments.  Otherwise, she looked for his signature on payment authorizations 
prior to her signing off.  He generally had concerns over approving some large payments because 
he was not a marketing person.  

Ms. Roberts signed CVB contracts in the beginning, but Ms. Grossman began signing them after 
an attorney from the county advised that Ms. Grossman should sign them.  Ms. Grossman could 
not recall the timeframe when the county attorney advised her to sign CVB contracts, but it “was a 
while ago.” 

Ms. Grossman knew Mr. Michaud as a DMC vendor for the CVB and that he and Ms. Roberts 
were involved romantically. She recognized the name Marcus Clovis Productions.  Ms. Grossman 
knew that Ms. Roberts recommended that the CVB award contracts to Mr. Michaud’s company.  
“At a very early point,” the VP of Finance and Administration told her that Mr. Michaud’s 
company was getting a larger amount of the DMC work than competing business partners.  He also 
told her about the relationship, which is how she learned about it. 

The VP of Finance and Administration told her that the VP of Strategic Client Services was 
uncomfortable with how Ms. Roberts was awarding work to Mr. Michaud’s company.  He said 
there were staff rumblings about the amount of work going to Mr. Michaud and Ms. Roberts’ role 
in it. He also gave her feedback from DMC vendors, specifically Michaud’s competitors.  It was 
then that she decided to implement a policy requiring three bids for all DMC contracts.  With this 
policy, she tried to emulate the county’s standard of requiring three formal written proposals or 
quotes.  

After speaking to the VP of Finance and Administration about the relationship issue, Ms. 
Grossman counseled Ms. Roberts on the conflict and advised her that “it was not acceptable, that 
there were issues in the community; that people were starting to feel like Marcus was getting a 
lion’s share of the business that was out there, and there were a lot of other people that could do 
the business—and I told her I don’t care if he gets every piece of business that we’re doing, but it 
has to be done in accordance with a procedure…you’re not making the selection.”  Ms. 
Grossman’s requirement was that the process be “clearly competitive,” and by that she meant that 
two other vendors quotes were needed for any event awarded to Mr. Michaud’s company.  
Although Ms. Grossman implemented a three-bid requirement for DMC contracts, she admitted 
that she did not review or confirm that at least three bids were obtained on subsequent awards.  
Nevertheless, she had made it clear that was the process.  She eventually concluded that the agency 
was not following the three-bid policy.  In response, she implemented a policy requiring a 
selection committee to award the DMC contracts. She established the selection committee 
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requirement to eliminate the perception that Ms. Roberts was singlehandedly awarding contracts to 
Mr. Michaud’s company. 

Ms. Grossman directed Mr. Harb to convene a selection committee for the Florida Huddle 2015 
event made up of community members—not just CVB staff.  The selection committee process 
represented the first time that Ms. Grossman felt certain that Ms. Roberts was not involved in the 
selection of Mr. Michaud’s company.  It also represented the first time that she sensed the selection 
and award decision was not going from Ms. Roberts to the VP of Strategic Client Services to Mr. 
Michaud. 

Ms. Grossman recalled that she was trying to “avoid any conflicts, I was trying to avoid any 
misimpressions, and I was trying to avoid any—um, inappropriate behavior.” 

Upon reviewing an email that Mr. Harb sent to her on December 23, 2014, explaining that 
procedural integrity was adhered to in the committee’s selection of Mr. Michaud’s company on 
December 22, 2014, Ms. Grossman stated that she relied on it, noting that his email indicated Ms. 
Roberts was not involved in the final vote.  She believed that Ms. Roberts was not involved in the 
selection process.        

Purchasing was involved in CVB purchases; otherwise, vendors would not have been paid.  CVB 
staff had several meetings with Purchasing and were never told they were doing anything wrong.  
CVB staff did not request assistance from Purchasing in the solicitation of bids to vendors.  They 
sent payment requests and back-up documentation to Purchasing and to the Accounting Division 
for review and payment.  On occasion, Accounting notified the CVB that it needed more 
documentation, but that did not result in vendors not getting paid.  Purchase orders or DPVs were 
generally used to pay vendors. Payment requests first went to Purchasing for review and then to 
Accounting for a check to be issued. 

She did not know the difference between a purchase order and a DPV.  “Thirty years in county 
government, and I have no idea of the difference between a P.O. and a D.V.” 45 Regardless of who 
signed, it was the VP of Finance and Administration’s job to ensure that payment requests went to 
Purchasing. 

Upon reviewing an “Incentive Funds Commitment Form” that showed a CVB sponsorship 
commitment of about $114,000 for an event for a client known as the International Association of 
Venue Managers, which grew to $263,000 when a “beach party” was added to the event, Ms. 
Grossman acknowledged that the additional funds were primarily for the addition of opening and 
closing night parties.  The people at the Convention Center wanted them, and she agreed to them 
because they could have generated more CVB business.  She did not know about Ms. Roberts’s 
relationship with Mr. Michaud at the time. 

45 “P.O.” is a common abbreviation for purchase orders, and “D.V.” is one for direct payment vouchers. 
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Upon her review of the county flow chart known as a “Quick Guide to Purchasing,” she said she 
was sure that she had seen it and believed her staff had, also.  The CVB followed Purchasing’s 
requirements, and the guide was primarily for purchases through the county rather than for the 
CVB to use for the solicitation of, and award to CVB-preferred vendors.  The reason the CVB 
followed her method of selection was for quality control, expediency, and client satisfaction.  The 
CVB only involved Purchasing for payment.   

Just over 50 percent of CVBs around the country are privatized.  She recommended the CVB be 
privatized, but the county owns the money budgeted to the CVB.  The county uses the funds for 
appropriate items and does not want to relinquish control of it.  The county wants to ensure that the 
CVB’s funds are used for all the purposes provided in the statute.  Ms. Grossman was concerned 
that sometimes that dilutes the mission to sell, market, and advertise the county. 

2. Interviews of Fernando Harb 

Mr. Harb has been the VP of Tourism Sales since about 2011.  He is responsible for the tourism 
sales for the greater Fort Lauderdale destination, educating tour operators and travel agents on 
what the Fort Lauderdale region has to offer.  

He has a working knowledge of procurement rules and bidding requirements, as he has been 
involved with the CVB for ten years.  Generally, Tourism Sales does not plan large events, so, 
more often than not, it hands over the responsibility for bidding and awarding to Convention Sales, 
the “subject matter experts.” 

It was widely known within the CVB that Mr. Michaud was Ms. Roberts’s boyfriend. 

Affluent Travel is an association for a segment of the luxury travel business and was having a 
convention in Palm Beach.  Mr. Harb and the CVB wanted to entertain association members on a 
luxury yacht to entice them to consider the area as a destination. Since it was a large, costly event, 
he handed over coordination to Ms. Roberts.  Ms. Roberts sent out a solicitation that yielded eight 
proposals.  Mr. Harb had been traveling during part of the time when she received them.  He was 
also very busy when he returned.  He recalled finding a handwritten note from Ms. Roberts on top 
of the eight proposals.  According to the note and the contents of the packet, the proposals were 
already evaluated and awarded to Mr. Michaud’s company without Mr. Harb’s involvement. He 
knew that, of the eight proposals, Mr. Michaud’s was the only one addressed to him but was 
unable to explain why.  Since Mr. Michaud knew him well, he (Mr. Michaud) might have known it 
was a Tourism Sales event and that Tourism Sales would be paying for it.  

Mr. Harb verified with Ms. Roberts that she complied with all Ms. Grossman’s solicitation 
requirements.  He did so because Ms. Grossman knew that Ms. Roberts had been awarding Mr. 
Michaud’s company work without competitive bids. Mr. Harb informed Ms. Grossman that the 
CVB received multiple bids.  Ms. Grossman told him that, if he had the bids, and if Mr. Michaud’s 
was the lowest, then he could give the business to Marcus Clovis Productions. 
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Ms. Roberts told Mr. Harb that in order to get suppliers to honor the line items at the prices in Mr. 
Michaud’s proposal, they had to make the payment in advance.  The handwritten note from Ms. 
Roberts to Mr. Harb included a request that the advanced payment be expedited, preferably using a 
credit card.  A check could not be cut quickly enough; therefore, he used his p-card to its $5,000 
limit for a deposit and decided to use a DPV to pay the remaining balance of $4,470.  That amount 
included a $400 credit card processing fee, which charge Mr. Michaud passed along to the CVB. 

J Productions was an entertainment company that the CVB frequently used. Mr. Michaud was 
either a partner or an employee there until around 2008 to 2009.  After that time, but before Ms. 
Roberts joined the CVB, J Productions’s owner threatened to sue the CVB.  He thought his 
company was the preferred vendor and was unhappy that the CVB was awarding work to Mr. 
Michaud’s upstart company.  The CVB reacted by advising that the bid process was an open one 
and did not get involved in disputes. 

Sometime after the Affluent Travel event was finished, Ms. Grossman directed that the CVB not 
award any more work to Mr. Michaud’s company unless a committee was established, without Ms. 
Roberts’s involvement, to review and evaluate all bids. 

In about July 2014, Mr. Harb formed a committee to assist in planning and coordinating the 
“Florida Huddle,” which was for Tourism Sales’s market, for January 14-16, 2015. The committee 
was comprised of five of the CVB’s hotel partners, the VP of Strategic Client Services, the 
Strategic Client Services Manager, and Ms. Roberts.  Ms. Roberts asked the VP of Strategic Client 
Services to send out the bids.  

While he was not officially the chairperson of the committee, Mr. Harb selected its members and 
ran it.  Ms. Roberts was heavily involved in the planning and coordination of the event, but she did 
not participate in the committee meetings or evaluation of proposals. 

The committee, which met monthly, eventually reviewed and evaluated vendor proposals for the 
welcome reception. It met on December 19, 2014, to review and evaluate the proposals.  Ms. 
Roberts was in attendance as an observer and did not exert any influence on the committee, which 
ruled out all but two companies, Mr. Michaud’s company and J Productions. 

Although Ms. Roberts was not supposed to be involved in the vendor selection process due to Mr. 
Michaud’s involvement, she volunteered to contact the two highest ranked proposers to get the 
revised proposals requested by the selection committee.  Roberts informed them, “J [Productions] 
absolutely refused to discount his prices…” Ms. Roberts said, “Oh, look Marcus gave us this big 
discount,” making him the lowest bidder between them.  Regarding Ms. Roberts’s involvement, 
Mr. Harb opined that, “If you’re the person who runs the event, you shouldn’t be involved at all in 
the selection of the planner.”  

On December 22, 2014, the selection committee (with or without Ms. Roberts, as Mr. Harb could 
not remember) conducted a follow-up phone conference and reviewed the two vendors’ proposals, 
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revised at the committee’s request.  The members selected Mr. Michaud’s company.  Mr. Harb 
was concerned that Mr. Michaud had seen the competition’s bid numbers through Ms. Roberts, as 
Mr. Michaud had to drastically reduce his bid amount to get the award.  Mr. Michaud reduced his 
final bid amount to $16,750 from an original bid of $25,000.  “It just doesn’t make sense that you 
would drop your rate so much when you’ve added stuff…unless there was, a - an insider 
knowledge as to what everybody else was bidding.” Ms. Roberts had access to all entertainment 
package pricing information; Mr. Harb suspected that she shared it with Mr. Michaud. 

Mr. Harb acknowledged a May 28, 2014, email from himself to Ms. Roberts and the VP of 
Strategic Sales that contradicted his earlier statement that Ms. Roberts reviewed the proposals and 
authorized the award for the Affluent Traveler. Mr. Harb reconfirmed that it was Ms. Roberts who 
selected Marcus Clovis Productions.  The only reason he wrote an email saying it was he who 
made the selection was because the event was being funded out of his division’s budget. 

Regarding why he separately forwarded his December 23, 2014, email exchange with Ms. 
Grossman to Ms. Roberts, it was “to let her know we’ve covered it, we put the document in place, 
we’ve explained the situation, we’re moving forward.” As to Ms. Roberts’s response, “Can you 
send Kelly out so perhaps we can call him [Marcus] back so Pati can get contract signed…xoxo”  
and Mr. Harb’s reply, “Done,”  Mr. Michaud was likely putting the pressure on to get the contract 
signed.  Ms. Roberts’s action was “stepping back” from the contract award process. “She was 
good at that to have Kelly and Anna, who were on our team, call him back and say you got the 
contract.” 

As to a December 2013 email exchange between Ms. Roberts and him, in which they discussed 
documents that she shared, she had forwarded a proposal from Mr. Michaud that did not reflect 
a cost. This email exchange represented the first time he saw a proposal for the Florida Huddle 
2014 event.  He was uncomfortable with the fact that it did not include dollar amounts or 
signatures. Having the VP of Strategic Client Services sign for Mr. Michaud’s events was Ms. 
Roberts’s way to conceal her own involvement in selecting Marcus Clovis Productions.  Mr. 
Harb could not locate the contract that Ms. Roberts, in her email, indicated was signed by the 
VP of Strategic Client Services. 

The committee did not publicly notice its meetings, open any meetings to the public, or keep 
meeting minutes.  No one directed him to comply with the Sunshine Law when the event 
planning and vendor selection committee convened. He did not and does not know that a CVB 
selection committee meeting must comply with the Sunshine Law. 

3. Interviews of the VP of Strategic Client Services 

CVB’s VP of Strategic Client Services manages a staff of five, the “activation team” for visiting 
groups staging events as small as for ten people up to events as large as the Super Bowl.  She has 
been with the CVB for 23 years. 
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Although she is aware of the county’s procurement rules, she characterized the CVB as an 
“anomaly” working in various ways with the Purchasing division under Ms. Grossman.  
To streamline the purchase of goods and services, the CVB developed the “Sunsational” initiative 
that prequalified professional “partners,” also known as vendors. For the CVB to consider a 
particular vendor a professional partner, it required licenses and insurance as well as certain other 
qualifications.  This initiative was developed about a decade ago and implemented in conjunction 
with Purchasing.  A “lead” is what the CVB routinely sends out as a request for proposals.  The 
CVB generally sends a blast email out to its partners specifying the requirements of an upcoming 
event that represents an opportunity for the partners.  The leads come from the CVB when they 
sponsor an event or directly from their clients that are seeking proposals in putting together an 
event package. 

Ninety-five percent of visitors’ bureaus across the country are membership based groups that want 
to know who potential vendors are and, therefore, the level of service that they can expect. If a 
prospective client is not comfortable with the list of partners, they may seek and hire their own 
selection.  The CVB may bid out the services for its prospective client.  However, if the CVB 
sponsors the client’s event, it may bid out or ask for proposals from the list. 

Mr. Michaud is the owner of a specialty production company, one of several on the list.  His 
company specializes in event production, including lighting, sound, entertainment, and staging.  
Ms. Roberts referred and introduced him to the CVB staff in about June 2012. Before that, he 
worked with another professional partner company called J Productions. 

Mr. Michaud’s company was entered into the preferred partner system at Ms. Roberts’s 
direction.  There was a meeting which included her, Ms. Roberts, and Mr. Michaud, where Mr. 
Michaud provided evidence of licensure and insurance.  Ms. Roberts vouched for Mr. 
Michaud’s industry experience, which he needed to qualify as a vendor. Ms. Roberts overrode 
any requirements that were either missing or not substantiated by the CVB staff to grant Mr. 
Michaud’s company preferred business partner status. 

People within the CVB knew that Ms. Roberts and Mr. Michaud were involved in a relationship. 
They traveled on business trips and were often in and around the CVB offices together, and it was 
kind of “the office joke, actually.” Ms. Roberts was “not shy” about allowing Mr. Michaud to be 
around her staff and even in official CVB photos.  

During the time that Ms. Roberts directed work to Mr. Michaud’s company, the VP of Strategic 
Client Services reported directly to her.  She did not have many conversations with Ms. Roberts 
about her concerns but did with the VP of Finance and Administration.  The VP of Strategic Client 
Services felt more comfortable discussing her concerns with him because she previously reported 
to him directly in the organization.  He, in turn, discussed the concerns with Ms. Roberts and Ms. 
Grossman.  However, Ms. Grossman continued to allow Ms. Roberts to assign work to Mr. 
Michaud’s company. 
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Ms. Grossman knew about Ms. Roberts’s conduct and allowed it to continue.  The VP of Strategic 
Client Services believed that things might have slowed down with assigning work to Mr. 
Michaud’s company because she had spoken to the CVB’s VP of Finance and Administration 
about it. He, in turn, discussed the concerns with Ms. Grossman.  The Senior VP46 and VP of 
Finance and Administration both made conscious decisions to keep an arm’s length distance from 
the decision process because of the known relationship between Ms. Roberts and Mr. Michaud.  
Early on, they decided to not be involved, and Ms. Grossman did not stop the relationship. 

The IAVM drafted a solicitation for an event at the Broward Convention Center.  A year prior to 
that event, the VP of Strategic Client Services worked on the “pre-promote” coordination, 
including issuing an RFP.  The VP of Strategic Client Services worked with the general manager 
of the Broward Convention Center and Ms. Roberts on the event. Although the RFP did not 
include an opening production, Ms. Roberts unilaterally added one as a “need” and budgeted 
$30,000 for it.  Previously, the CVB had put on a similar opening production that cost the CVB 
$30,000, the basis for the original estimated cost.  The budget then increased to $45,000 for audio 
visual and additional labor costs. 

The CVB had previously committed $100,000 in sponsorship funds to the IAVM event, but at Ms. 
Roberts’s direction, that budget escalated to $223,000.  The additional $123,000 included $45,000 
for the opening event and $53,000 for the addition of a band in the closing event.  Other additional 
costs included lodging and travel for the band.  The CVB paid a large portion to Mr. Michaud’s 
company and additional invoices directly. The general manager and Ms. Grossman were pushing 
for the CVB to sponsor the additions to secure future business. 

Ms. Roberts determined that Mr. Michaud was going to be handling the production without 
bidding it.  The VP of Strategic Client Services recalled that Mr. Michaud’s company might not 
have been a professional partner at the time of the award of the opening production.  CVB’s award 
of the opening production to Mr. Michaud’s company at Ms. Roberts’s direction was disturbing.  
She and other vendors believed that, because of Mr. Michaud’s relationship with Ms. Roberts, that 
his company was added to the service partner list without proper screening, amounting to an unfair 
competitive advantage.  

At Ms. Roberts’s direction, as IAVM did not agree to pay for what was outside the RFP, the CVB 
footed the additional costs.  Other partners could have provided the same services. 

Ms. Roberts booked an event at the Diplomat Hotel and, instead of handing it over to Strategic 
Client Services for processing and administration, she held onto it and organized it herself.  This 
was one of several times Ms. Roberts maintained control of events and assigned Mr. Michaud’s 
company work without allowing Strategic Client Services the opportunity to perform its function 
of organizing events. 

46 During some of the time under review, the Senior VP officially held the title of VP of the CVB. 
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Utilizing a service partner without bidding for those services often required steps to declare the use
 
of a sole source purchase.  Ms. Roberts did not adhere to those or other procurement requirements
 
when she assigned work to Mr. Michaud’s company.
 
The VP of Strategic Client Services saw a covert shift in how Ms. Roberts assigned work to Mr. 

Michaud.  She believed that Ms. Roberts began assigning work more discreetly because CVB staff
 
were consistently pressuring Ms. Grossman about the awards going to Mr. Michaud.  


Ms. Grossman changed the selection process to seem more legitimate, establishing a committee to
 
review and evaluate bids for CVB solicitations. Ms. Roberts was assigned to the committee, which
 
was used for the Florida Huddle event, but she did not recuse herself from the matter, which the 

VP of Strategic Client Services thought was necessary.
 

Mr. Harb served as the committee chair.  At some point, the committee reviewed proposals
 
including one from Mr. Michaud’s company and another from J Productions, Mr. Michaud’s
 
former employer.  This gave Ms. Roberts the opportunity to share competitor information with Mr.
 
Michaud.  After the first round of review, Mr. Michaud’s company and J Productions were the 

only two left for consideration.  Mr. Harb made a comment to the committee that they had to be
 
sure that no one was sharing information, which the VP of Strategic Client Services found to be
 
curious.  More curious was that the dollar amounts and quantities in Mr. Michaud’s later, second 

round proposal became similar to that of J Productions.  That proposal was initially a better value
 
with more features and a lower price.
 

The selection committee assembled on December 19, 2014, to review proposals.  Ms. Roberts, 

who was involved in developing the specifications for the event from the outset, was present and 

participated in the evaluation.  Only the opening day event resulted in more than one proposal.  

The committee pared down the pool of proposers to Marcus Clovis Productions and J Productions
 
and requested each to add a specified service and to submit revised proposals.  


Both vendors responded with revised proposals, and Mr. Michaud’s company’s came in lower.  

The committee followed with a December 22, 2014, conference call to make the final award, at
 
which time it selected Marcus Clovis Productions.
 

J Productions has stopped submitting for work with the CVB; the experience so put off the owner
 
that he once told the VP of Strategic Client Services that he considered suing the county.
 

Regarding Mr. Harb’s email to Ms. Grossman failing to list Ms. Roberts as a selection committee 

member:  Ms. Roberts attended the selection committee meeting and her name should have been 

included.  Ms. Grossman relied on Mr. Harb’s information in authorizing the award of the contract. 

There was an effort made in that email to downplay or conceal Ms. Roberts’s participation in the
 
award of a contract to Marcus Clovis Productions.
 

There was no event account set up for the Florida Huddle 2014 event in the CVB’s customer
 
relationship management system (database); thus, the VP of Strategic Client Services was
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unable to determine a proposal date or existence of a contract for Marcus Clovis Productions.  
As to why her name was on the cover sheet of a contract between Marcus Clovis Productions 
and the CVB:  she knew nothing of a contract.  If one existed with her signature, it was “a 
completely false document.”  She did not select Marcus Clovis Productions for the Florida 
Huddle 2014 event.  She had no role in Florida Huddle 2014; she was not aware of any CVB 
relationship to it. 

Regarding the Affluent Traveler Symposium event: records in the database showed that the 
initial event was only named the GFLCVB event and later became known as the Affluent 
Traveler Symposium event.  Ms. Roberts entered the event into the database, updated the 
system’s notes, and sent out the lead.  This was unusual. 

Someone entered the PCMA event into the database but did not include any kind of budgeted 
reception on the RFP or in the list of documents shown in the database account setup.  There 
was a $15,000 figure for the PCMA pre-promote expense and another $10,000 marketing 
figure for the 2015 PCMA event. Starmark might have paid for the event, as it had paid CVB 
expenses in the past. 

The Florida Huddle 2015 selection committee was not in the sunshine; there were no agendas or 
meeting minutes in accordance with the sunshine requirements.  The only documents the 
committee maintained were spreadsheet documents summarizing the proposals submitted by event 
production companies. 

Marcus Clovis Productions is still on the CVB website as a partner but has not been as visible 
since Ms. Grossman left her position as the CVB President.  

4. Interviews of the Strategic Client Services Manager 

The Strategic Client Services Manager has been with the CVB since November 2013.  Her division 
provided support services to various CVB divisions as the group responsible for operations within 
the CVB. Her position required that she receive event specifications from departments, much of 
which came from Ms. Roberts, and distribute that information to partners as leads or business 
opportunities. 

It was well known within the CVB that Ms. Roberts was in a romantic relationship with Mr. 
Michaud, the owner of Marcus Clovis Productions.  The two were seen in the offices and at events 
together and their relationship was no secret with the CVB or its vendor partners. The CVB has 
awarded contracts to Mr. Michaud’s company that were developed and advertised on 
specifications that Ms. Roberts developed. 

In the beginning of her employment with the CVB, her department was under the direction of 
Convention Sales.  About two years later, it began reporting to the Marketing Department.  
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Ms. Roberts’s purview generally involved filling hotel rooms with visitors, primarily in 
conjunction with conferences. Ms. Roberts and the VP of Marketing gave direction to the 
department.  In particular, they routinely delegated large events to the Manager and the VP of 
Strategic Client Services for administrative support. 

A “lead” is a business opportunity that the CVB advertised to entice business partners to submit 
proposals.  For the solicitation of an event planner like Marcus Clovis Productions, these leads 
were part of a program known as “Service with a Smile.” Leads solicited responses, the CVB 
reviewed those responses and selected a partner, and the selected partner was assigned the event. 
The specifications and requirements, developed by Ms. Roberts, guided the selection process. 

The CVB’s process of evaluating proposals and assigning work to the winning partner resulted in 
an inordinate number of awards going to Marcus Clovis Productions. Other CVB partners 
complained that Ms. Roberts was influencing the outcome in favor of Marcus Clovis Productions.  

The CVB received complaints and negative feedback from its partners regarding the relationship 
between Ms. Roberts and Mr. Michaud and Marcus Clovis Productions receiving so much work.  
So, the CVB established a selection committee for Florida Huddle 2015.  That was the only time 
the Strategic Client Services Manager recalled a selection committee convening. 

The VP of Tourism Sales, Mr. Harb, was part of the committee. No one designated a chair. Ms. 
Roberts was involved in the beginning, but the Strategic Client Services Manager did not recall her 
involvement in the final selection process.  The Senior VP was involved, but she was unsure to 
what degree.  

Ms. Roberts directed her to review the proposals and discuss an “apples to apples” comparison 
at a selection committee meeting.  This was difficult because the responses were generally 
quite different from one another.  Ms. Roberts did not have the final say in who got that event, 
but the members used her vision, as captured in the lead specifications, to identify the winning 
proposal. 

During the selection process, the committee shortlisted the proposers to Marcus Clovis Productions 
and J Productions.  The committee wanted each of the two proposers to re-submit their proposals 
with the addition of two dancers or models.  On a conference call, the committee determined that 
Marcus Clovis Productions met the specifications and came in lower.  The second Marcus Clovis 
Productions proposal was significantly lower than the original.  

The CVB did not use the county’s required procurement process.  Their process worked differently 
and was not “black and white.” When bids close, Purchasing looks at the lowest bidder and 
whoever is lowest wins. From the time that the Strategic Client Services Manager began working 
with the county, Ms. Roberts, and later the VP of Marketing, informed her that the county’s 
procurement requirements did not apply to CVB purchases.  
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Although the CVB established its budgets far in advance and could easily have solicited proposals 
twelve weeks or more ahead of events, staff did not send out leads until Ms. Roberts provided the 
specifications, which typically resulted in a short turn-around time.  The perception was that the 
advertisement of leads was urgent or an emergency.  The Strategic Client Services Manager 
received feedback from potential vendors that the proposal submittal deadlines were too short and 
that some of them could not provide proposals.  Quality suffers if the process is rushed, leading to 
vendors not bidding and limiting selection to only a couple of vendors. 

The Strategic Client Services Manager recalled receiving complaints from other CVB partners, one 
she recalled vividly.  The vendor followed up after an event where Marcus Clovis Productions won 
the bid and wanted to know how they lost the bid after submitting a complete and competitive 
proposal.  The Strategic Client Services Manager told that person she was informed that Marcus 
Clovis Productions came in below the budget—which was what Ms. Roberts told her to say. This 
was odd because the budget was not advertised in that lead. Ms. Roberts said she wished to see 
how much lower or higher proposers came in if they did not know the budget. The vendor 
responded, “If we had know [sic] the budget, we would have been able to put together a package 
to meet it.” 

Another company also emailed the Strategic Client Services Manager asking why her company did 
not get any awards, expressing concern over work repeatedly going to Marcus Clovis Productions, 
and citing the relationship between Ms. Roberts and Mr. Michaud. 

As the budget for this event was unknown, the Strategic Client Services Manager believed Mr. 
Michaud got this award because he had information that the other proposers did not have, which he 
must have received from Ms. Roberts.  She suspected the couple were sharing information because 
there was a pattern in which Mr. Michaud’s company was assigned events even when an even 
comparison was not practical and when not all CVB partners knew the budget numbers.             

The Strategic Client Services Manager made her immediate supervisor aware of the situation. She 
understood that the VP of Strategic Client Services then shared the information with Ms. Roberts, 
Ms. Grossman, or both.  She knew that her name was on the leads, as the sender, and she felt bad 
about the awards going to Marcus Clovis Productions while other CVB partners complained about 
an unfair process.  The VP of Strategic Client Services shared her concerns with Ms. Roberts, but 
the CVB continued to award its events to Marcus Clovis Productions. 

The Strategic Client Services Manager described a pair of large prop sunglasses that Mr. Michaud 
designed, constructed, and owned for his company.  The sunglasses, which had the CVB’s logo, 
were very large and typically hung from the ceiling at CVB events. Ms. Roberts included this prop 
as a non-negotiable item in leads.  As Marcus Clovis Productions had the model specified, it had 
an advantage because it did not have to pay for the large prop.  Some vendors did not bid, as this 
requirement was too restrictive or too expensive.  
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Starmark is the CVB’s marketing and advertising consultant.  It works closely with the CVB’s 
marketing department on CVB branding.  Marcus Clovis Productions won the bid for the PCMA 
event, and Starmark paid for it in an alternate manner.  The Strategic Client Services Manager did 
not know Starmark to administer CVB events or pay for event planners.  

She had firsthand knowledge that Ms. Roberts selected Marcus Clovis Production for the 
Affluent Traveler, Florida Encounter, and Florida Huddle 2015 events. As for the Affluent 
Traveler event:  Ms. Roberts developed the specifications for the events, directed Strategic 
Client Services to send out business leads, and then selected Marcus Clovis Productions on her 
own.  When the Strategic Client Services Manager sent out the “Service with a Smile – 
Update” to inform partners of the vendor selected for the Affluent Traveler event, she identified 
Ms. Roberts as the “client” who selected Marcus Clovis Productions.  This was her first lead 
update, and it resulted in some complaints from other CVB business partners who were 
unaware that Ms. Roberts was the “client.”  Thereafter, the CVB revised the template and 
method for filling out the “Service with a Smile – Update.” 

Regarding an email exchange between Ms. Roberts and the VP of Strategic Client Services on 
November 26, 2014, about whether Ms. Roberts reviewed the proposals and selected Marcus 
Clovis Productions:  Ms. Roberts’s response that the Strategic Client Services Manager “has all 
of the proposals, and reviewed and printed” was not accurate.  While the Strategic Client 
Services Manager did receive and review the proposals for content and context, she did not 
provide any analysis.  Ms. Roberts selected Marcus Clovis Productions and instructed her to 
inform the other business partners about the selection.  Although the Strategic Client Services 
Manager negotiated the costs with Mr. Michaud, this happened after Ms. Roberts had already 
selected his company and were largely for effect.  Ms. Roberts wanted to be able to say that 
there was a favorable negotiation process between Mr. Michaud and the Strategic Client 
Services Manager to justify the selection. 

The selection notification email from Mr. Harb on the Affluent Traveler event, her post-
selection negotiations with Mr. Michaud on the Florida Encounter event, and Ms. Roberts’s use 
of her influence over the selection process in the Florida Huddle 2015 event were all ways that 
Ms. Roberts avoided appearing to be involved in the selection process. 

5. Interview of Marcus Michaud 

In approximately 2005, Mr. Michaud worked for J Productions on a CVB event for the 
Organization of American States. Around 2008 or 2009, he formed his own event production 
company.  He knew he had the trust and confidence of Ms. Grossman and started working with the 
CVB. Marcus Clovis Productions is his event production company that has used other names over 
the past several years. 

The CVB had two methods for vendor solicitation.  The first one involved a CVB client putting out 
its own request for proposals and selecting vendors to produce events.  The second one involved 
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the CVB soliciting vendors for a CVB client or itself when it provided sponsorship funds for client 
events or CVB events.  The CVB selected his company using both methods.  CVB department 
heads discussed the award of contracts in a boardroom, focusing on pricing, services offered, and 
event themes.  It awarded him the contract based either on client recommendations or on its own. 

The OIG’s list of projects reflecting events that the CVB paid his company for event production 
services was accurate.  The total value of the work, more than $220,000, was correct. Although the 
list started with an event that occurred in mid-2012, he did some smaller events prior to that, but 
did not recall what or when they were. 

He had been dating Ms. Roberts for about six years.47 She did not help his company get CVB 
contracts; however, most if not all the events the CVB awarded to his company were while they 
dated.  Ms. Grossman did not have a problem with the romantic relationship because “there was 
nothing there” regarding the business side.  The CVB had a formal process that had to be followed 
for business to be awarded. 

Ms. Grossman developed Sunsational several years ago. Mr. Michaud’s company became a CVB 
vendor in 2004, and his company should still be on the Sunsational list as a vendor approved by 
the county and the CVB.  This gave him access to a list of CVB clients that held events in Broward 
County. 

Mr. Michaud signed contracts and forwarded them to the CVB for signature and approval.  The 
process began with the VP of Finance and Administration.  Then Ms. Grossman had to sign off on 
the contracts.  The CVB ultimately forwarded him a copy of an executed contract and he prepared 
to provide the specified services.  He typically submitted invoices with his initial signed contract in 
hopes of receiving a 50 percent deposit prior to commencing work, as his company was “financing 
the event.”  While Mr. Michaud included a 50 percent deposit clause in his contracts, the county 
did not pay on those terms. 

The IAVM event that took place in July 2012 was the largest event that the CVB awarded Mr. 
Michaud’s company.  He never spoke to or dealt with anybody from the county’s Purchasing 
department during the solicitation or award of any event production service he provided to the 
CVB.  He only dealt with CVB staff for bid solicitations. 

Starmark was the sponsor for the PCMA event, which is why it paid his company as opposed to 
the CVB.  When the CVB sponsored an event, it paid the vendor. 

During the time the CVB awarded event production contracts to his company, Ms. Roberts loaned 
him $13,000 for personal reasons.  The loan was unrelated to his business, and he paid Ms. Roberts 
back in full with cash.  She never paid him any money. 

47 The OIG interviewed Mr. Michaud in March of 2018. 
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Ms. Roberts never assisted Mr. Michaud in getting CVB work.  He networked with the CVB and 
clients during other events to increase his company’s chances of getting work, but he did so on his 
own.  He never compensated anyone in return for events awarded by the CVB.  He is ethical and 
would not attempt such unethical tactics—especially considering the perception of corruption in 
the Broward County area. 

The incoming CVB president asked Ms. Roberts to leave in 2017. The CVB has not awarded 
work to Mr. Michaud’s company since the new CVB president was appointed.  His relationships at 
the CVB are no longer the same. 

6. Interview of the VP of Finance and Administration 

The VP of Finance and Administration was with the CVB for 23 years.  He reported to the 
president of the CVB and was retiring in February 2017. 

The VP of Finance and Administration had a role in the CVB’s payment of goods and services but 
he was not involved in the purchasing or selection of vendors.  He was typically involved in the 
review of DPVs, but his agreement with former President Grossman was that he did not sign any 
DPVs over $15,000.  He was uncomfortable signing anything for more than $3,500 because 
anything over that amount required competitive bidding, and he was not involved enough to know 
how those services were being purchased.  

He was aware of a personal relationship between Ms. Roberts and Mr. Michaud and thought there 
was a perception of a conflict of interest and lack of an arm’s length transaction in the business the 
CVB gave to Mr. Michaud.  Although the VP of Finance and Administration occasionally signed 
off on DPVs in Ms. Grossman’s absence, he did not for any Mr. Michaud DPVs, as he was 
uncomfortable with them and often did not see them until after Marcus Clovis Productions 
performed the services with Ms. Grossman’s authorization. 

The VP of Strategic Client Services initially handled the services, but Ms. Roberts got in the 
middle of the process.  He advised the VP of Strategic Client Services to keep her out of the 
process.  He told Ms. Grossman of the perceived conflict, and Ms. Grossman assured him that she 
would ensure that there was no conflict.  

The use of Marcus Michaud’s company was possible because the competitive bidding process was 
largely circumvented or ignored.  Although some department heads had p-cards, $3,500 was the 
limit before competitive bid or quotes were required.  On a recurring basis, CVB staff waited until 
the last minute to award services in lieu of a competitive bid process, viewing it as an emergency, 
even though there was ample time to bid the services. 
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7. Interview of County Director of Purchasing 

The Director of Purchasing has been with Broward County for approximately 27 years, the last ten 
as the county’s Director of Purchasing. 

The Purchasing department publishes the “Quick Guide to Purchasing,” a flowchart of the county’s 
purchasing process and cycle.  When a using agency has a need for goods or services more than 
$3,500, the limit of a qualified p-card purchase, it must submit a requisition to Purchasing and 
assist Purchasing in developing sufficient specifications for adequate goods or services.  
Purchasing receives vendor bids or proposals and then with the using agency evaluates them to 
recommend the vendor with the fairest and most cost-effective offer that meets the specifications. 
The using agency and Purchasing division vet the recommendation and the county ultimately 
awards a contract.  A purchase order is issued, encumbering the necessary funds to pay for the 
goods or services. 

The Director of Purchasing reviewed the $35,000 and $53,500 invoices for the opening night 
ceremony of a CVB event for the IAVM, which the CVB purchased in July 2012.  Because the 
purchase exceeded the threshold, it therefore required Purchasing’s involvement.  While it appears 
this procurement should have gone through Purchasing, the CVB’s administrative code may have 
an exemption. 

The fact that the CVB included both events in a DPV amounting to $88,500 should have raised a 
flag within the accounts payable department, because such a purchase required a purchase order. 
A purchase order encumbers funds for a purchase, ensuring that money will be available to pay the 
obligation.  The use of DPVs under these circumstances represents a potential loss of internal 
control.  Because DPVs go directly to accounts payable for processing, the Director of Purchasing 
does not see them. 

If there is no language in the CVB’s administrative code allowing circumvention of the 
procurement code requirements, then each purchase that the Director of Purchasing reviewed, that 
is, CVB’s purchases of Marcus Clovis Productions’s services, represented a violation of the 
county’s procurement code. 

Prior to the proposed code amendment that went before the Broward County Commission in 
August 2016, the Director of Purchasing was unaware of any authorization for the CVB to sign 
contracts or spend anything over and above the issued p-card limits of its employees.  The Director 
of Purchasing recalled knowing of contracts being signed by the CVB when she took over the 
Purchasing division and asked under what authority they were being signed.  She was told the 
authority was given verbally by her predecessor, but she doubted that was the case.  In a couple of 
cases, she required that CVB contracts be deemed null and void and then properly solicited in 
accordance with procurement requirements. 
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The Director of Purchasing did not authorize any individual, or the CVB as an agency, to 
circumvent the procurement rules.  The CVB tries booking events to bring business to Broward 
County, but its part of the administrative code should be reviewed to see if the county permits it to 
make last minute purchases.  The basic business concept involves a lot of lead time for events 
planned far in advance, and the CVB does not appear to require many emergency purchases.  The 
planning aspect of the CVB’s business makes it likely to effectively comply with purchasing 
requirements and solicitation timelines.  Other than p-card limit increases for individuals, the 
Director of Purchasing did not authorize any delegated authority to CVB or its employees.  

The Director of Purchasing has never heard of “Service with a Smile” as the term that the CVB 
assigned to the method used for soliciting event planners.  This represents a perception of 
circumventing the purchasing process and does not ensure a fair process, free of perceptions of 
impropriety.  She did not know if the CVB had controls, such as those in the procurement code, to 
ensure a fair and equitable process. 

The County Administrator and she approve selection committees, which are not allowed to exist 
outside of the procurement process.  The Purchasing department ensures that selection committees 
operate in accordance with Sunshine Laws.  A CVB-assembled committee for the solicitation and 
selection of an event planner for the Florida Huddle 2015 event did not meet the code requirements 
for establishing a committee or complying with the law. 

Where an unauthorized selection committee for one of the CVB’s purchases might be better than a 
single individual recommending award of a contract, it raises more questions.  For example, the 
County Administrator approves selection committees upon recommendation of its members by the 
Director of Purchasing. Thus, it is misleading for that committee to be called a selection 
committee.  It is not known how the committee was developed, who the chairperson was, who its 
members were, or if it was properly approved.  Yet, they called it a selection committee, implying 
legitimacy.  Solicitation information being controlled by a single person in this case represents “a 
huge problem.” 

The County Auditor’s report led to discussions about prospective strategies.  The Purchasing 
department and the CVB have discussed the CVB’s need to procure its services through central 
Purchasing.  The county is in the process of addressing the CVB’s deficiencies, starting with the 
August 2016 agenda item.  The Director of Purchasing did not know the details of this new 
process, as the County Attorney’s Office was developing it.  She did not know whether this new 
process would result in the CVB procuring goods and services through central Purchasing. 

8. Interview of the Broward County Assistant Director of Accounting 

The Assistant Director has been with the county since May 2012. For all times relevant prior to 
April 2016, as designee of the accounting director, the Assistant Director reviewed items over 
$100,000 or those identified with potential irregularities and brought any irregularities and 
questionable items to the chief financial officer (CFO). 
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There are three ways in which the county made a payment for a purchase: (1) under a purchase 
order, (2) by DPV, or (3) by a p-card.  In April 2016, the county implemented a new workflow and 
replaced payment request forms with DPV forms.  The policies and procedures used with the old 
system are relevant to these transactions. If the county intended to do business repeatedly with a 
vendor, then it should have used a purchase order. In a standard procurement, the requesting 
agency should have entered a requisition for goods or services. A solicitation process followed 
and, upon award to the winning bidder, the county issued a purchase order and encumbered the 
funds.  As the using agency used the goods or services, the county made payments against the 
purchase order.  Agencies should only have used DPVs for items as defined in the county’s 
internal control handbook.  The DPVs applied to “one off” purchases, such as a production or 
registration fees.  The volume of payments processed by accounts payable made it difficult and 
unlikely for staff to perceive an agency’s repeated requests for payment to the same vendor. 

Regarding the DPV through which the CVB requested an $88,500 payment to Marcus 4 
Productions:  it was neither unusual nor a potential red flag for accounts payable staff to pay a 
DPV request over the mandatory bid amount of $50,000.  The Assistant Director did not think 
there was a program manager function that detected purchases that should have gone through the 
purchasing process.  Although the division had an accounts payable manager, nobody noticed the 
various DPVs to the same vendor. In this instance, the CVB should have used a purchase order 
instead of a DPV, and a solicitation should have gone out; or the county could have awarded a 
contract to multiple event planners and then issued a request for proposals to those event planners 
when the need arose, paying the selected event planner against the already open purchase order. 

In the five years he has been with the accounting division, he has fielded questionable payment 
requests from the CVB, including several travel related purchases that “bubbled up” from the 
accounts payable manager.  He sent those items up to the CFO, who, he believed, shared the 
information with former CVB President Grossman.  There were a couple of questionable 
expenditures for event fees that were quick turnaround items that “didn’t look right, didn’t smell 
right.” The Assistant Director also noticed that DPVs attached contracts signed by Ms. Grossman.  
He questioned Ms. Grossman about her authority to sign contracts, and she said she had it.  He told 
her, “I know pretty well that you don’t.  Where’s it at?  Show me and I’ll shut up.”  She never 
showed him any such authority.  He raised these issues with the CFO and the County Auditor.  
When the CFO directed payment of questionable requests that accounts payable staff had 
identified, he said that accounts payable needed to stay out of the CVB’s affairs because “they 
have a business to run.” 

The code may contain exemption language for CVB events.  Part of the reason an exemption may 
be applicable is that he has heard from the CVB that there is often not enough time to make a 
purchase by the time the agency needed the services.  The accounting division had at least two 
meetings with the CVB in which CVB’s staff laughed at the accounting division; they acted like 
they were exempt from many of the county rules because of state statute. 
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9. Interview of the Representative from the Broward Center for the Performing Arts 

The BCPA Representative believed that Mr. Harb or the VP of Strategic Client Services invited 
her to be a member of the Florida Huddle Committee for planning and vendor selection. 

Although she initially believed that the chair was CVB employee Christine Roberts, she later 
believed that Ms. Roberts and the VP of Strategic Client Services shared those duties.  Ms. Roberts 
had a strong personality and had a lot of input during the committee discussions. While Mr. Harb 
was “absolutely” there, his input was sparse. 

The committee met approximately two times and had one conference call, and committee members 
were consistently present for the meetings. While the BCPA Representative has served on several 
committees, in this instance she did not recall having the opportunity to provide much input to help 
guide the “content of what happened.”  Although events like the Florida Huddle usually take six to 
eight months of advanced planning, here, the committee convened briefly, and there was not a lot 
of committee member input. 

The BCPA Representative recalled reviewing proposals for the Florida Huddle event.  She recalled 
CVB staff having done some of the review work in the form of a spreadsheet.  She did not recall 
discussing all the proposals listed on the spreadsheet; the committee only focused on two or three 
vendors.  The BCPA Representative recalled the opening night bid came down to a couple of 
entertainment vendors.  It dawned on her that one of the companies represented a potential conflict 
because Ms. Roberts announced that she had to recuse herself from the final vote.  The committee 
awarded the opening night bid to the company of a person she knew of named “Marcus,” but she 
could not recall his company’s name. 

During the final selection vote, Mr. Harb was in the room but was not very vocal and did not 
attempt to sway anybody’s opinion.  Ms. Roberts was present, but she recused herself from the 
vote because she was dating Mr. Michaud, the owner of one of the event production company 
finalists.  The committee closely reviewed the proposals for costs and benefits.  

The committee met on December 19, 2014, to discuss “meetings and contracts” and final selection 
of the DMC and came to a final decision by the conclusion of that meeting.  Although she recalled 
a December 22, 2014, conference call, she was unsure of the content of that call or who was 
present for it.  She only knew that Ms. Roberts’ boyfriend, Mr. Michaud, was awarded the 
contract. 

Staff from the county’s Purchasing department was not present at the committee meetings. 

10. Interview of the Owner of J Productions 

The Owner opened J Entertainment & Productions, Inc., in 2003.  The following year, he met Mr. 
Michaud, who was a karaoke host at a restaurant. Mr. Michaud wanted to go into business with 
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him, offering to buy into the company as a partner. The Owner did not need a partner but did 
agree to hire Mr. Michaud to assist with the company’s growing workload. 

At some point during that general period, there was a King Tut exhibit on display in the Fort 
Lauderdale area.  The Owner had built props and other authentic looking artifact replicas that were 
theme park quality and caught the attention of local hotels and other agencies that wanted to be 
involved in the King Tut exhibit.  The CVB was getting involved in various events; it was 
advertising and capitalizing on the interest created by the King Tut event. It was around that time 
that the Owner began working events with the CVB, accompanied by Mr. Michaud. About a year 
and a half later, Mr. Michaud said that the Owner was too demanding and that he wanted to go out 
on his own. 

J Productions provided services for several events with the CVB.  In one such collaboration, the 
Owner produced an entire $250,000 event for the Organization of American States, which included 
high profile guests and speakers.  It was around this time that J Productions’s relationship with Mr. 
Michaud was ending.  

From 2010 to 2016, the Owner heard from people in his industry that Marcus Clovis Productions 
was doing a lot of business with the CVB.  Mr. Michaud moved in with Ms. Roberts, who worked 
for the CVB; they are in a romantic relationship.  He understood that Ms. Roberts had the power to 
award contracts to Marcus Clovis Productions and did so frequently.  

When a company became a CVB “partner” on its recommended vendor list, it received email 
requests for proposals when events were upcoming with service needs.  Partners paid to be 
included in the recommended vendor list. Large corporations and associations routinely contacted 
the CVB for help in securing hotel rooms and production companies for large events.  When they 
did so, the CVB reached out to all its recommended vendors to solicit proposals to meet specified 
needs.  When Marcus Clovis Productions began producing events for the CVB, J Productions went 
from producing $250,000 and $50,000 events to not being informed of bid opportunities.  The 
CVB did not advertise several of the events it awarded to Marcus Clovis Productions. 

The Owner had no doubt that the CVB representative working with the large corporations and 
associations influenced which partners produced events, because he witnessed it when he was the 
“turn to” production company.  It is one thing for an event to go to a company with a history of 
producing great events, but it is another thing when those events go to a company due to a 
relationship such as the romantic relationship between Mr. Michaud and Ms. Roberts.  

The Owner did not believe they solicited proposals for the event held a few years back for a 
welcome reception at the Marriott Harbor Beach. He believed that the CVB handed the work to 
Marcus Clovis Productions.48 He added that bids did not matter because Ms. Roberts had the final 
say in what happened with that event.  She was involved in all the events awarded to Marcus 
Clovis Productions. 

48 He was not certain which organization this was for, but the location and timing were consistent with the IAVM event. 
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Mr. Michaud’s relationship with the CVB did not begin with Ms. Roberts—it began with Mr. 
Harb, the current VP of Tourism Sales.  Mr. Harb and Mr. Michaud were close friends at that time. 
It was Mr. Michaud’s relationship with Mr. Harb that got him started with CVB events, but his 
eventual relationship with Ms. Roberts “cemented” his position because of her influence in event 
development and participation. 

There was another event called Florida Huddle that the CVB advertised to several event production 
companies in December 2014, including J Productions.  The CVB reached back out to J 
Productions for the Florida Huddle.  Someone probably stepped in to ensure that the CVB was 
bidding the event out correctly.  The Owner recalled the opportunity because J Productions was in 
a “five-year drought” with the CVB.  Another possibility was that the Florida Huddle people liked 
J Productions’s work and they may have prompted the CVB to reach out to him for a proposal.  He 
told his staff to go over the top and win the award.  

The CVB established a selection committee to evaluate the proposals.  They narrowed the field of 
proposers to Marcus Clovis Productions and J Productions.  They then requested a revised 
proposal from each to include specified servers.  The selection committee ultimately chose Marcus 
Clovis Productions. 

Prior to the Florida Huddle event, the CVB never had a selection committee.  The Owner saw the 
selection committee as a means of legitimizing the selection of Marcus Clovis Productions to make 
it appear as though there was a fair and open competition, when in fact there was not. 

11. Interview of the CVB’s Current President 

Before the Current President took over as the President/CEO of the CVB in June of 2016, she 
requested the County Auditor to conduct an audit of the CVB.  She had heard rumors about 
shortcoming in CVB’s operations and did not want to take blame for what preceded her.  She 
sought to identify problem areas and desired to begin to “right the ship.” 

The audit revealed priority issues for her, including compliance with procurement rules in the 
purchase of goods and services, and amending the code for issues not contemplated in current code 
language. 

The CVB put out an RFP for transportation services, and the county awarded a contract through 
the required procurement process.  The CVB now uses that contract when transportation services 
are needed, thus complying with the procurement code.  The CVB is also actively working with 
the Purchasing division to develop a “qualified vendor list” for services such as charter yacht 
companies, photographers, caterers and other service providers.  The process of developing a 
qualified vendor list is ongoing.  

The Purchasing division recommended the CVB use a “qualified vendors list” in its solicitations, 
but if the client insists on using a specific vendor, CVB notifies Purchasing and documents the 
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request. There are challenges for a public agency working in a private industry, but the CVB is 
doing what it can to work with the Purchasing division to resolve those challenges.   

She quickly found that, although CVB staff understood they are a part of the county, they did not 
properly follow procurement procedures and lacked an understanding of relevant policies and 
procedures.  The Current President attributed that to a lack of leadership; her predecessor was often 
absent.  She understood that Ms. Grossman was aware of the county’s policies and procedures, but 
adherence to them had eroded over the years, to the point that staff may have inferred that the CVB 
existed outside the county’s policies.  The Current President speculated that staff hired by the CVB 
adopted a general sense that processes they witnessed were just how things were done. 

Now, the CVB procures goods and services by soliciting three proposals to foster competition 
when offering incentives.  CVB staff receives and reviews proposals, selects vendors and 
documents their rationale.  The Purchasing division is aware of the process and provides assistance 
to the CVB.  The CVB now has a dedicated procurement agent paid from the CVB’s budget.  That 
model will continue until all other CVB procurement processes and resolutions have been fully 
developed and implemented.  

She explained that the Human Resources department drafted the resignation letter signed by 
Christine Roberts.  Between philosophical differences and the contracts awarded to Marcus Clovis 
Productions, Roberts resigned.  There were other issues involved that she did not elaborate upon.  

She has made it clear to her staff that family and friends are not to do business with CVB unless 
the potentially conflicting relationship is declared and the proper approvals are given.  The CVB 
does not have its own policy on conflicts.  The county has rules regarding conflicts that staff must 
abide by. 

About three or four months ago, she learned of a fund managed by Starmark for the CVB.  The 
county’s budget director has since told her that it is okay for the county to receive funds from other 
than tourist development tax funds.  The Current President has assigned a CVB staff member to 
work with the budget director with the goal of putting a resolution on the county commission’s 
agenda to allow for the CVB to collect and manage such registration money and other forms of 
revenue for use in the CVB’s mission to sell Broward County. 

The Current President described how there are some differences in the CVB’s mission and 
business model when compared to other county agencies.  For that reason, the agency is working 
closely with the Purchasing department to establish rules or exemptions to allow the CVB to 
compete in the tourism marketplace while still complying with the county’s procurement rules. 
The CVB has provided input to Purchasing and the assigned county attorney; she was awaiting 
details of the pending changes to CVB business practices. 
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RESPONSES TO THE PRELIMINARY REPORT AND OIG COMMENT 

In accordance with Section 10.01(D)(2)(a) of the Charter of Broward County, preliminary copies of 
this report were provided to the implicated parties for their discretionary written responses. The OIG 
received responses from the county, Ms. Grossman, and Mr. Harb.  The OIG also received a joint 
response from Ms. Roberts and Mr. Michaud.  They are attached and incorporated herein as 
Appendices A, B, C, and D, respectively. We appreciate receiving the responses. 

1. Response of the County 

The county expressed appreciation for the OIG’s “acknowledgement of priority issues for the 
current President of the [CVB] related to implementation of various procedures ‘including 
compliance with procurement rules in the purchase of goods and services, and amending the 
code of issues not contemplated in current code language.’” The response also referenced that 
“none of the individuals identified in the Preliminary Report are currently employed with 
Broward County.” 

2. Response of Nicki Grossman 

While Ms. Grossman’s explanations had no effect on our findings, we make the following 
observations: 

We note that Ms. Grossman, for the first time, suggested that, in response to the loss of county 
tourism after the events of September 11, 2001 (some 11 to 15 years earlier than the events 
reported here), the former County Administrator authorized her to modify the county’s 
purchasing process, “so long as there was a competitive component.” Ms. Grossman also 
offered other rationale for deviating from the county’s procurement rules, including the need to 
satisfy client preferences. She wrote that she tried to ensure competition and only selected the 
lowest bidder, the best bidder, or the vendor the client wanted, given the often “short window” 
available.  But this disregarded a critical factor we articulated, the Roberts factor, where Ms. 
Roberts did what she could to manipulate the specifications and timing to favor Mr. Michaud’s 
company and had special access to Mr. Michaud.  Nonetheless, as the OIG reported, the county 
Director of Purchasing had no knowledge of any alleged CVB exemption from the county’s 
procurement process.  This, coupled with the fact that the county is currently working with the 
CVB to address the procurement deficiencies we identified in this report, corroborated our 
finding that Ms. Grossman had no valid authority to allow the CVB to operate outside the 
county’s procurement code. 

Ms. Grossman expressed cynicism about the county’s purchasing rules, writing that, if she 
could relive the events we reported, “even though it would likely grind the wheels of 
government procurement to a halt, I would certainly have resorted to a bureaucratic process 
without modification.”  Her disparagement of the process is further corroboration that the 
CVB, under her watch, deviated from the procurement code. 
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We acknowledge Ms. Grossman’s expression of regret that she failed to follow up on her own 
directives to exclude Ms. Roberts from the event production selection process and her 
explanation that, to her detriment, she trusted her subordinates to ethically conduct CVB 
business and relied on their word that they followed her directives.  Finally, we appreciate the 
fact that, despite Ms. Grossman’s explanations for the CVB’s shortcomings, she accepted 
responsibility for them, saying that “in the final analysis, the buck stops at the top—and the 
‘top’ for several decades was me.” 

3. Response of Fernando Harb 

While Mr. Harb agreed with our findings about Ms. Roberts, he took issue with our findings 
about him. Essentially, he explained that he acted at the direction of Ms. Roberts—who was 
not his superior—and Ms. Grossman and that he followed CVB procedures that were in place 
by the time he got there. 

His response, dated September 19, 2018, included that he “has been involved with CVB since 
2007” but did not mention anywhere that he was on leave pending the effective date of his 
resignation of October 1, 2018, which he offered 12 days earlier. 

At the outset, he asserted that he could not misuse his position, because at the time he strongly 
disliked Mr. Michaud and therefore would not attempt to secure a benefit for him. But we 
found that Mr. Harb violated the procurement code trying to help Ms. Roberts help Mr. 
Michaud.  While Mr. Harb did not directly select Mr. Michaud’s company, he helped create 
and maintain the illusion that Ms. Roberts was not involved in two of the events , thus 
removing the process obstacles that would have prevented the CVB from using Mr. Michaud’s 
company. 

Mr. Harb also argued that he is not liable for any Sunshine Law violation stemming from his 
participation in the Florida Huddle 2015 selection committee that convened in violation of the 
law. Although we found that the committee met in violation of the Sunshine Law and that Mr. 
Harb participated in those meetings, we did not find that Mr. Harb or anyone else was subject 
to any civil or criminal penalty for that violation.  We do agree that Mr. Harb did not violate 
the Cone of Silence by forwarding the email he received from Mr. Michaud to Ms. Roberts 
during the Florida Huddle 2015 selection; thus, we modified our report accordingly. 

Finally, Mr. Harb disturbingly argued that “[c]ontrary to the OIG’s claims, he was not 
instructed by Ms. Grossman to form a selection committee and keep Ms. Roberts out of it.”  He 
then embarked on a new explanation about how the committee was formed—an explanation 
that limited his involvement.  According to Mr. Harb’s new account, the advisory committee 
spontaneously emerged due to the interest of three outside individuals to assist in 
brainstorming and advising, and Ms. Grossman later directed Mr. Harb to use the advisory 
committee to make the selection for DMC services.  He asserted that neither he nor Ms. 
Roberts were ever a part of the committee and that CVB members did not participate in the 
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final decision.  Unfortunately for Mr. Harb, this new account is belied not only by the 
witnesses’ statements—including his own—but also by CVB records that identified the 
committee members and the actions they were expected to undertake.  Those records include: 
(1) his email to Ms. Grossman (Exhibit 15), (2) his Outlook Calendar invitation to the 
committee members for the December 19, 2014, “Huddle Committee Meeting and Contract 
Award” meeting (Exhibit 20), and (3) a “Florida Huddle Planning Committee” agenda. 
(Exhibit 21)49 As we reported, while the documents that the committee circulated among 
themselves reflected Ms. Roberts as a committee member, Mr. Harb’s email to Ms. Grossman 
did not. 

4. Joint Response of Christine Roberts and Marcus Michaud 

Ms. Roberts and Mr. Michaud provided the OIG with a joint response to the preliminary report.  
At the same time that they seek to have the benefit of asserting their positions, they use a joint 
statement that obscures which of the two is making any one assertion.  Thus, we opt to attribute 
each assertion within their joint response to each of Ms. Roberts and Mr. Michaud. 

According to the response, our investigation “ignored” various facts about how the CVB 
operated and Ms. Roberts’s role in the CVB’s operations, many of which were never presented 
to the OIG by any source. Before addressing the response’s more brazen allegations, we note 
that Ms. Roberts was offered an interview to provide us with her description of her role within 
the CVB and her involvement with the specific events reported here, yet she chose not to avail 
herself of this opportunity. 

Turning to its more notable parts, the duo’s response suggested that our investigation ignored 
many events that the CVB sponsored between 2012 and 2015 and focused only on seven of 
them.  The CVB is a large agency with multiple divisions—divisions that also sponsor events.  
As described in our report, our review was limited to those events in which Ms. Roberts 
participated between 2012 and 2015 and which exceeded the purchasing card threshold.  Other 
than the Global Marketplace Event that took place while Mr. Michaud was apparently out of 
the county, which exception we included in our preliminary report, the response failed to 
provide the name of any event where Ms. Roberts participated in the selection of a DMC other 
than Mr. Michaud’s. 

The duo also boldly asserts that Ms. Roberts did not oversee the VP of Strategic Client 
Services.  This assertion flies in the face of three of the four CVB’s organizational charts in 
effect between 2012 and 2015 (Composite Exhibit 22),50 the VP of Strategic Client Services’s 
statement that she reported directly to Ms. Roberts, and the multitude of emails that showed 

49 Exhibit 20 and Exhibit 21 were not included in the preliminary report provided to the implicated parties. They are 

included now in light of Mr. Harb’s response.
 
50 Exhibit 22 was not included in the preliminary report provided to the implicated parties.  It is now included in light of
 
Ms. Roberts and Mr. Michaud’s joint response.
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BROWARD OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL 
FINAL REPORT RE: ETHICS, SUNSHINE, AND PROCUREMENT MISCONDUCT AND GROSS MISMANAGEMENT
 

IN THE GREATER FORT LAUDERDALE CONVENTION AND VISITORS BUREAU
 

that the VP of Strategic Client Services and the Strategic Client Services Manager were clearly 
Ms. Roberts’s subordinates and acted at her direction during the relevant timeframes.51 

The two also concede that Ms. Roberts indeed loaned Mr. Michaud $13,000 but argued no 
wrongdoing because she did not do it with corrupt intent.  However, while corrupt intent is an 
element of Ms. Roberts’s misuse of position, an element that our investigation plainly satisfied, 
it is not an element of §112.313(7), Florida Statutes, a strict liability law that forbids 
conflicting contractual relationships. 

In sum, Ms. Roberts and Mr. Michaud’s response attempted to justify their actions in evading 
state ethics laws, the county’s procurement process and code, and even the CVB’s own 
unauthorized process.  Their view suggested they had no culpability whatsoever.  After all, 
“Mr. Michaud provided all the deliverables included within his proposal.” Whether Mr. 
Michaud provided what he contracted for was never at issue.  At issue was whether the 
public’s interest was protected through a fair and competitive selection process free of 
corruption.  This response was a disappointing denial of a public servant’s responsibility to act 
in the public’s interest—not his, hers, or theirs. 

CONCLUSIONS AND PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATIONS 

All officials and employees within government agencies in Broward should take note of the 
improprieties we found, violations that exemplify the need for proper government procurement as a 
check against internal corruption.  The conduct and conditions detailed in this report clearly affected 
community trust in Broward’s treatment of those who sought to do business with the county.  No 
public entity should tolerate such conduct or conditions. 

Ms. Roberts, then the VP of Convention Sales, capitalized on her position within the CVB to 
orchestrate the selection of Mr. Michaud’s event production company between 2012, the year she and 
Mr. Michaud started dating, and 2015, the year he stopped working with the CVB.  Ms. Roberts’s 
misconduct benefited Mr. Michaud’s company by approximately $255,570. This was a corrupt misuse 
of position, a state ethics code violation.  She also entered into a loan agreement with Mr. Michaud at 
the same time that she, through her agency, did business with him.  This was a conflicting contractual 
relationship, another violation of the state ethics code. 

Ms. Roberts could funnel work to her boyfriend only because the CVB, under Ms. Grossman’s 
leadership, used its own, ineffective procurement procedures instead of following the county’s 
process, which would have ensured compliance with state and county law. Instead, Ms. Roberts and 
Mr. Harb, the VP of Tourism Sales, participated in selection committee meetings that violated the 
state’s Sunshine law.  And Ms. Roberts, Mr. Harb, and Ms. Grossman engaged or helped to direct the 
engagement of Mr. Michaud’s company in violation of the county’s procurement code. 

51 As we reported, the VP of Strategic Client Services reported directly to Ms. Roberts, except for a brief period in 2014, 
when the VP of Strategic Client Services was titled Marketing Services Director and reported directly to the Senior VP, 
who was then titled Vice President. 
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BROWARD OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL 
FINAL REPORT RE: ETHICS, SUNSHINE, AND PROCUREMENT MISCONDUCT AND GROSS MISMANAGEMENT
 

IN THE GREATER FORT LAUDERDALE CONVENTION AND VISITORS BUREAU
 

Finally, Ms. Grossman and Ms. Roberts grossly mismanaged the public funds with which they were 
entrusted.  Although Ms. Grossman openly lamented that the CVB is a public agency whose 
expenditures are limited by law, the CVB’s purchases of services were still subject to the county’s 
procurement code.  No matter whether the CVB considered itself an “anomaly,” Ms. Grossman’s 
creation of an unauthorized procurement process led to Ms. Roberts’s ability to engage in the 
misconduct that we found.  As a result of Ms. Grossman’s ill-conceived alternative procurement 
process and Ms. Roberts’s misuse of it, $255,570 of public money was paid to Ms. Roberts’s 
boyfriend’s company without controls to ensure that it was spent equitably and economically. 

We were deeply disturbed by Ms. Roberts’s unwillingness to curb her behavior even after Ms. 
Grossman attempted to limit her role in the selection of DMC vendors.  Instead of abating her 
behavior, Ms. Roberts simply operated in a more covert manner.  But perhaps more concerning was 
Ms. Grossman’s failure as the head of the agency to employ a process designed by county attorneys 
and procurement experts to avoid just the kind of abuse that she permitted to continue for at least three 
years. 

The conditions and conduct we detail in this report have discontinued.  The Current President, who 
replaced Ms. Grossman in mid-2016, has effected several laudable changes within the CVB, including 
Ms. Roberts’s resignation and the agency’s overhaul of its financial administrative practices, including 
how it procures vendor services.  We were pleased to learn that the Current President is intent on 
“right[ing] the ship.” 

Mr. Harb, the only named individual here who remained a county employee, resigned on September 7, 
2018, effective October 1, 2018. 

Because the Current President informed us in August 2018 that the county’s revision of the CVB’s 
procurement processes was not yet complete, we are requesting the county provide us with a status 
report on the nature and status of those revisions, including but not limited to the process of 
establishing qualified vendor lists, the involvement of the Purchasing division in CVB procurement, 
and how the CVB’s procurement process is different from the rest of the county’s, if at all, within 120 
days, or by January 25, 2019. 

In accordance with our charter mandate, we are referring this matter to the Florida Commission on 
Ethics and the Broward State Attorney for whatever action those agencies deem appropriate. 
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Tortoriello, Kelly

Tascione, Christine 
Tuesday, June 26, 2012 11:53 AM 
Tortoriello, Kelly 
Re: Final Balance

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

On my way back from ritz now
I believe we only paid him for entertainment for both because he needed to pay them. But will look We pay 
furniture and decor now. And av at center and power at harbor beach separately I think.

(

Sunny regards,
Christine Roberts-Tascione,CMP 
VP, Convention Sales & Services 
Greater Fort Lauderdale CVB

Sent from iphone. Please excuse typing errors.

On Jun 26, 2012, at 10:44 AM, "Tortoriello, Kelly" <KTORTORIELLO@broward.org> wrote:

Need to discuss ... on the paperwork I have, this appears to have already been paid?

Kelly Tortoriello, CMP
V.P. of Strategic Client Services
100 E. Broward Blvd., Suite 200
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
954-767-2476 / Fax: 954-765-4687
E-Mail: ktortoriello@broward.org www.sunnv.org

<image001.gif>

Super Summer Savings: 2-for-1 offers 
sunnv.org/SuperSummer

<image002.jpgximage003.jpgximage004.jpgximage005.jpgximage006.jpgximage007.jpg>

From: marcus@marcusproaroup.com [mailto:marcus@marcusprogroup.com]
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2012 10:03 AM
To: Tortoriello, Kelly
Cc: marcus@marcusproaroup.com
Subject: Final Balance

Kelly,

Please find attached Invoice B4236-IAVM Final for processing.

Thank you!

MarcusM4P
754-422-9099
<2012 M4P Invoice - B4236 - IAVM Final Payment.doc>

l



Tortoriello, Kelly

Tortoriello, Kelly
Friday, July 20, 2012 4:08 PM
Tascione, Christine
RE: [FWD: RE: check status] ***IAVM Budget 
IAVM 2012 Budget  DRAFT.xls

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

***

Attached is what I have (so far)...

Kelly Tortoriello, CMP
V.P. of Strategic Client Services
100 E. Broward Blvd., Suite 200
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
954-767-2476 / Fax: 954-765-4687
E-Mail: ktortoriello@broward.org www.sunnv.org

greater FORT LAUDERDALE
CONVENTION & VISITORS RURFAIJ

Super Summer Savings: 2-for-1 offers 
sunnv.org/SuperSummer

BLIBfc « B
From: Tascione, Christine
Sent: Friday, July 20, 2012 3:49 PM
To: Tortoriello, Kelly
Subject: Fwd: [FWD: RE: check status]

Hi Kelly!
What else did you need from me to process this? I thought we reviewed and discussed everything before the 
holiday and confirmed that this outstanding balance was due for AV for Sunday and decor for Monday. The 
previous was for contracted talent fees which had to be paid in advance.

Everlast and the decor companies are now looking for their monies from M4P which comes from the final 
invoice. We need to expedite this if possible. Thx!

«i
Sunny regards,
Christine Roberts-Tascione,CMP 
VP, Convention Sales & Services 
Greater Fort Lauderdale CVB

Sent from iphone. Please excuse typing errors.

Begin forwarded message:

From: <marcus@marcusprogroup.com>
Date: July 20, 2012 3:32:33 PM EDT
Cc: Christine Tascione <ctascione@broward.org>
Subject: [FWD: RE: check status]

l

-




Christine,

Please explain!

Thank you! 
MarcusM4P 
754-422-9099

...........  Original Message........
Subject: RE: check status
From: "Tortoriello, Kelly" <KTORTORIELLO@broward.orq>
Date: Fri, July 20, 2012 11:31 am
To: l"marcus@marcusproq roup.com"' <marcus@marcusproqroup.com>

Hi Marcus  was waiting on clarification from Christine ...

Kelly Tortoriello, CMP
V.P. of Strategic Client Services
100 E. Broward Blvd., Suite 200
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
954-767-2476 / Fax: 954-765-4687
E-Mail: ktortoriello@broward.org www.sunnv.org

Super Summer Savings: 2-for-1 offers 
sunnv.org/SuperSummer

B00000*

From: marcus@marcusproqroup.com rmailto:marcus@marcusproqroup.com1
Sent: Friday, July 20, 2012 2:29 PM 
To: Tortoriello, Kelly 
Subject: check status

Kelly,

Can you give me an indication when payment will be made for the remaining 
balance for the IAVM event?

Thank you!

MarcusM4P
754-422-9099

2
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From:	 Tortoriello, Kelly 
To:	 Rhodes, David 
Subject:	 FW: Final Balance - M4 
Date:	 Tuesday, June 26, 2018 11:42:31 AM 
Attachments:	 image001.gif 

image002.jpg 
image003.jpg 
image004.jpg 
image005.jpg 
image006.jpg 
image007.jpg 
image008.png 
image009.png 
image010.png 

Kelly Tortoriello 
V.P. Strategic Client Services 
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau 
101 NE Third Avenue, Suite 100 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
t 954-767-2476 
ktortoriello@broward.org 
sunny.org 

From: Tortoriello, Kelly 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 1:37 PM 
To: 'Mark Gatley' 
Subject: RE: Final Balance - M4 
Thanks, Mark . . . this final “gray area” invoice from M4P includes charges from BOTH the CC opening 
General Session AND tonight’s event at the Marriott (so we should all be covered). (Just so you 
know, CT originally told me she was handling this one directly w/Nicki.) 
We will talk more tonight, see you onsite. --Kel 
Kelly Tortoriello, CMP 
V.P. of Strategic Client Services 
100 E. Broward Blvd., Suite 200 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
954-767-2476 / Fax: 954-765-4687 
E-Mail: ktortoriello@broward.org www.sunny.org 

Super Summer Savings: 2-for-1 offers 
sunny.org/SuperSummer 

From: Mark Gatley [mailto:mgatley@ftlauderdalecc.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 12:53 PM 
To: Tortoriello, Kelly 
Subject: Re: Final Balance - M4 
Kelly, Nicki has approved this and we'll get a check ready, but because the event is being held 
at Marriott we felt, as you and I discussed earlier, that this should have been handled another 
way. M 













 

Sent from MG's iPhone 

On Jul 23, 2012, at 11:24 AM, "Tortoriello, Kelly" <KTORTORIELLO@broward.org> wrote: 

Hi again, Twee,
 
It looks like we’ll need the CC’s help to provide a check to M4P TONIGHT too IF
 
POSSIBLE (see attached).
 
The $34,775 amount would all be charged to Convention Support Services per the
 
CVB’s IAVM Sponsorship commitment (also attached for your records).
 
Please call me to discuss, and THANKS AGAIN for your help! --Kelly
 
Kelly Tortoriello, CMP 
V.P. of Strategic Client Services
 
100 E. Broward Blvd., Suite 200
 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
 
954-767-2476 / Fax: 954-765-4687
 
E-Mail: ktortoriello@broward.org www.sunny.org
 

Super Summer Savings: 2-for-1 offers 

sunny.org/SuperSummer
 

<2012 M4P Invoice - B4236 - IAVM Final Payment.doc> 
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From: Harb, Fernando 
Sent: Wednesday, June 20, 2018 10:55 AM 
To: Rhodes, David 
Subject: FW: My apologies 

Fernando Harb 
Senior Vice President Tourism Sales 

Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau 
101 NE Third Avenue, Suite 100 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
t 954-767-2448 
c 954-756-5741 
fharb@broward.org 
sunny.org 

Click here to see how we are all “Greater Together” 

From: Harb, Fernando 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:47 AM 
To: Roberts‐Tascione, Christine 
Subject: RE: My apologies 

Actually, I am much more comfortable this way 

Fernando A. Harb 
Vice President Tourism Sales 
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau 
100 East Broward Boulevard, Suite 200 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
t 954-767-2448 
f 954-765-4681 
c 954-756-5741 
fharb@broward.org 
sunny.org 

Home of Florida’s first LEED Gold Certified Convention Center 
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From: Roberts-Tascione, Christine 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:46 AM 
To: Harb, Fernando 
Subject: Re: My apologies 

That's how it has to be managed. Sorry. 

Sunny regards, 
Christine Roberts‐Tascione,CMP 
VP, Convention Sales & Services 
Greater Fort Lauderdale CVB 
Cell 954‐815‐3684 
NOTE new email address: christineroberts@broward.org 

Sent from iphone. Please excuse typing errors. 

On Dec 10, 2013, at 11:44 AM, "Harb, Fernando" <FHARB@broward.org> wrote: 

Okey dokey 

Fernando A. Harb
 
Vice President Tourism Sales
 
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau
 
100 East Broward Boulevard, Suite 200
 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
 
t 954-767-2448
 
f 954-765-4681
 
c 954-756-5741
 
fharb@broward.org
 
sunny.org 

Home of Florida’s first LEED Gold Certified Convention Center 

From: Roberts-Tascione, Christine 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:44 AM 
To: Harb, Fernando 
Subject: Re: My apologies 

Yes and signed by her. It doesn't come out if your budget as it is group prepromote. 

Sunny regards, 
Christine Roberts‐Tascione,CMP 
VP, Convention Sales & Services 
Greater Fort Lauderdale CVB 
Cell 954‐815‐3684 
NOTE new email address: christineroberts@broward.org 

Sent from iphone. Please excuse typing errors. 

On Dec 10, 2013, at 11:40 AM, "Harb, Fernando" <FHARB@broward.org> wrote: 

Glad it is addressed to Kelly and not me… 
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Fernando A. Harb 
Vice President Tourism Sales 
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau 
100 East Broward Boulevard, Suite 200 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
t 954-767-2448 
f 954-765-4681 
c 954-756-5741 
fharb@broward.org 
sunny.org 

Home of Florida’s first LEED Gold Certified Convention Center 

From: Roberts-Tascione, Christine 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:35 AM 
To: Harb, Fernando 
Subject: Re: My apologies 

Correct 

Sunny regards, 
Christine Roberts‐Tascione,CMP 
VP, Convention Sales & Services 
Greater Fort Lauderdale CVB 
Cell 954‐815‐3684 
NOTE new email address: christineroberts@broward.org 

Sent from iphone. Please excuse typing errors. 

On Dec 10, 2013, at 11:15 AM, "Harb, Fernando" <FHARB@broward.org> wrote: 

There is no cost listed here… 

Fernando A. Harb
 
Vice President Tourism Sales
 
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau
 
100 East Broward Boulevard, Suite 200
 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
 
t 954-767-2448
 
f 954-765-4681
 
c 954-756-5741
 
fharb@broward.org
 
sunny.org 

Home of Florida’s first LEED Gold Certified Convention Center 

From: Roberts-Tascione, Christine 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:40 AM 
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To: Harb, Fernando 
Subject: My apologies 

Here is the approved documents. 

Sunny regards, 

Christine Roberts‐Tascione, CMP, VP, Convention Sales & Services 
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau 
100 E. Broward Blvd, Suite 200, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
T (954) 767‐2466 C (954) 815‐3684 F (954) 765‐4386 
*****NOTE NEW EMAIL ***** christineroberts@broward.org 
www.sunny.org 

View our NEW Meeting Video here 
Home of Florida’s first LEED Gold Certified Convention Center 
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From: Roberts-Tascione, Christine 
Sent: Monday, May 19, 2014 1:03 PM 
To: Levin, Anna; Reynolds, Michelle 
Subject: FW: Service With a Smile Lead - Short-Term Lead for GFLCVB Sponsored Event 

Hi there‐ if you can please copy me on the lead or send to me. All questions should be referred to me not Fernando. 
Sunny regards, 

Christine Roberts‐Tascione, CMP, VP, Convention Sales & Services 
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau 
100 E. Broward Blvd, Suite 200, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
T (954) 767‐2466 C (954) 815‐3684 F (954) 765‐4386 
*****NOTE NEW EMAIL ***** christineroberts@broward.org 
www.sunny.org 

From: Roberts‐Tascione, Christine 
Sent: Monday, May 19, 2014 12:56 PM 
To: Tortoriello, Kelly; Levin, Anna; Reynolds, Michelle 
Cc: Harb, Fernando 
Subject: Service With a Smile Lead ‐ Short‐Term Lead for GFLCVB Sponsored Event 
Good afternoon, 
Leisure sales is sponsoring an event on the Floridian Princess for the Affluent Traveler Symposium on Tuesday June 3 
departing out of Boca Resort – details follow. We need proposal from a minimum of two partners by end of day 
Wednesday to confirm things. Sorry for late thought they had a joint sponsor but no. Anna/Michelle – can you please 
send this out ASAP and get a quick bid. Please tell partners, apologies, and given time restriction fancy proposals not 
required. 
Tuesday June 3 ‐ Boca Raton resort and club 
Departs on Floridian princess ‐ from Face Dock 7:30pm ‐ 10:00pm 
Count 150 people 
Budget $10,000 – tax‐exempt.
 
Elegant Hello Sunny theme – please suggest
 
Will be proprietary, unless consistent concepts suggested by multiple partners. See. Sunny.org for suggestions on
 
branding.
 
We have yellow and hot pink cocktail napkins that will be used on bar.
 

Needed: 
Entertainment ‐ trio 
Linens – counts: 200 napkins, (10) 108" round (hi‐boys 42"), (8) 90" rounds (cocktails 30x30), (9) 120" rounds, 120 Chair 
covers and or band 
Table rental to supplement existing onboard‐ (8) cocktails ‐ 30"x30" 
Floral arrangements: (18) cocktail table arrangements, (11) for large tables ‐ 6 high 16", 5 low 10‐12", (4) medium for 
(deck tables and bars) 
Suggest any other accompanying décor. 
HD, 7:30 on, Carving Station on 2nd deck and live action on 4th, and dessert/cappuccino station 

In proposal please include all costs including delivery, set, strike, labor and pickup. 
Please send out proposal with request to respond to Fernando with copy to me. 
Sunny regards, 

1 



               
 

                   
                 

         
 

           
 

Christine Roberts‐Tascione, CMP, VP, Convention Sales & Services 
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau 
100 E. Broward Blvd, Suite 200, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
 
T (954) 767‐2466 C (954) 815‐3684 F (954) 765‐4386
 
*****NOTE NEW EMAIL ***** christineroberts@broward.org 
www.sunny.org 

View our NEW Meeting Video here 
Home of Florida’s first LEED Gold Certified Convention Center 
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SERVICE WITH A SMILE - LEAD
Christine Roberts- Tascione 

FROM: Christine Roberts- Tascione 
DATE: Monday, May 19, 2014

TO:

The following client has requested a proposal based on the specifications included within this 
lead. Please email your proposal direct to christineroberts@broward.org. Also copy me on 
all proposals by emailing to my attention at alevin@broward.org. Thank you.

ORGANIZATION
Christine Roberts-Tascione 
GFLCVB

Contact:
Company:
Address:

(954) 767-2466 
(954) 765-4386 
christineroberts@broward.org

Phone:
Fax:
Email:

SERVICE REQUIREMENT INFORMATION

Event Name 
Event Date(s):
Event Time(s):
Event Location:
# of Attendees:
Budget:
Deadline:
Special Requirements: Apologies for the short notice, elaborate proposals not required.

GFLCVB Sponsored Event 
06/03/2014-06/03/2014 
07:30 PM-10:00 PM 
Boca Raton Resort/Floridian Princess
150
TBD
05/22/14 at 12noon please

Tuesday June 3 - Boca Raton resort and club
Departs on Floridian princess - from Face Dock 7:30pm - 10:00pm
Count 150 people

Elegant Hello Sunny theme - please suggest ideas
Will be proprietary, unless consistent concepts suggested by
multiple partners. See. Sunny.org for suggestions on branding.
We have yellow and hot pink cocktail napkins that will be used on
bar.
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GFLCVB CRM - Emails/Templates Page 1 of 1

VIEW COMMUNICATIONS

GREATER FORT LAUDERDALE
hello sunny

SERVICE WITH A SMILE - UPDATE

TO: Christine Roberts- Tascione
FROM: Anna Levin
DATE: Thursday, May 29, 2014

Thank you to all those who submitted proposals for the GFLCVB Sponsored Event which will take place 
06/03/14-06/03/14. Your quick response to the lead was appreciated and each proposal was reviewed by 
the client, Christine Roberts-Tascione. This is to advise you that the client' has selected MCP for their 
requirements.

Again, thank you all for your participation in submitting proposals.

greater FORT LAUDERDALE

meeT sunnyAnna Levin
Strategic Client Service Manager

Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau 
100 East Broward Boulevard, Suite 200 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
(P) (954) 767-2471
(F)
sunnv.org

Home of Florida s first LEED Gold Certified Convention Center

Close Window

https://ftlauderdale.simpleviewcrm.com/emails/index.cfm?action=viewComm&emailid=l... 6/21/2018
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From: Roberts-Tascione, Christine 
Sent: Thursday, May 29, 2014 5:22 PM 
To: Levin, Anna 
Subject: RE: Quick question 

Here’s how I would answer it. 

We were happy that we received so many wonderful proposals from our fabulous partners in Greater Fort Lauderdale. 
And, we summarized the content (without pricing) to the customer to have an idea what would work for them. The 
summaries included: 
‐ The name of the partner providing the proposal 
‐ The theme suggested by the partner to go with Hello Sunny (that was what we had requested), since we were 

paying for it! 
‐ Suggested colors, entertainment and any other “wow” items suggested. 

As we indicated in the proposal request it was for an elegant Hello Sunny theme that you provided. Though we didn’t 
send along the complete details of all the proposals, we sent along copies of suggested colors, décor elements, and 
suggestions for entertainment. The customer selected a theme provided called “You Are Our Sunshine” that had 
oranges and yellows as the main color theme, with a jazz group of 4 to play, and selection of florals along similar lines 
but focusing on callas in yellow and green foliage. So some of it may have been color preference. Additionally, the main 
reason is likely that she is using two other vendors for another part of her event at the Resort, that we are not 
sponsoring, and one of the vendors that provided a bid to us, had already won the bid to do another of her events for 
600 at this conference. So she indicated that was part of her preference, as she had also done other work previously 
with that vendor. 

From a pricing standpoint, you were very competitive and creative, and this was a selection by the client through us 
from theming, colors, and likely the relationship. Thank you for providing a bid and continuing to be a great partner! 

Sunny regards, 

Christine Roberts‐Tascione, CMP, VP, Convention Sales & Services 
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau 
100 E. Broward Blvd, Suite 200, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
T (954) 767‐2466 C (954) 815‐3684 F (954) 765‐4386 
*****NOTE NEW EMAIL ***** christineroberts@broward.org 
www.sunny.org 

From: Levin, Anna 
Sent: Thursday, May 29, 2014 4:25 PM 
To: Roberts‐Tascione, Christine 
Subject: FW: Quick question 

Hi Christine, 

Do you want to answer this? Or do you just want me to say MCP was already doing another event for them and they 
decided to use them for everything? 

1 

http:www.sunny.org
mailto:christineroberts@broward.org


 
 

 
 

 

   

                                          

                                                   
                                               
                 

       

   
   

       
       

 
     
     

 
 

 

Thanks, 
Anna 

From: Sara Matsumura [mailto:sara@panachestyle.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 29, 2014 3:52 PM 
To: Levin, Anna 
Subject: Quick question 

Hi Anna, 

How are you doing? I hope staying dry  I love the rain until you have to get things done outside. 

Bobby and I just had a quick question in regards to the bid that we made, I know that you send them on to the client. 
We just wanted to see if you had any suggestions of what we could do differently. I don’t want to bother you but we 
were just curious. Thank you so much for everything! 

Have a great day, 

Sara Matsumura 
General Manager 
2308 N. Dixie Highway 
Wilton Manors, FL 33305 

sara@panachestyle.com 
(954) 356‐9377 Studio 
(954) 581‐2255 Fax 

www.panachestyle.com 
www.facebook.com/panachestyle 
pinterest.com/panachestyle/ 
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November 24,2014

Ms. Kelly Tortoriello/ Anna Levin
GFLCVB ............
100 East Broward Blvd, Suite 200 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301

s....

RE: Ddcor Request - Diplbpiatl&jsoit &$pav I^etjs 5,201^ /
M \ S < ■ • •••••’ . 1

Dear Kelly & Atina^ \  ,<’v - ;
/

Tharfc you 
your upcoming event.

i

%y

fcj^lcfaJ^lictionsfor
.7

mm
semdesi terms. ^ndfees for your

■ *.  . . V-'** r.
,• •■«••• .. • .V 

We are delighted to present tlie fblloxjjl58® 

revieyania^valjf: _ „ ....

office, we e^coudfiirn arrangements ,:'1C / •

• . |*:<'ix f \ |  *-•*•.* *  • • **• > •.* • .•  «• ^

If you have any questions or concerns, ple^Se dfili’t Hesitate to contact me vi&phone 
754.422.9099 or eidailmarouSpmarousclovisproduGtio^9^|| ^

Thank you again for giving ^rw'f lpVis||t|4ueffi9^^^#m% to serve your event 

production needs. We’re looking forward to making tht& 4 memorable occasion for you and your 
guests and the participants K * *

mm.m•*i.v

a

■ "V-

Sincerely, • 

■.v.

Marco# • .a
; •*;"Marcus Clovis 

Principal Event Designer 
Marcus Clovis Productions

*
:•

9661 Sunrise Lakes Blvd., Suite 204, Sunrise FL 33322 
Phone. 754422-9099 Email, ma1cus@marcusclovisproduction5.com 

Confidential Proposal  all ideas and concepts are property of Marcus Clovis Productions
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF AGREEMENT
BILLING & DEPOSIT FOR PROGRAM: All proposed services and prices will be 
confirmed with suppliers upon receipt of full payment and the signed agreement. MARCUS 
CLOVIS PRODUCTIONS (MCP) requires full payment on day of the event or with signed 
agreement. All balances outstanding beyond 30 days will be charged an 18% annualized interest
rate.

SCHEDULE OF CANCELLATION FEES: Custom fabricated products and sub-rented 
situations (i.e., Entertainment, Boat Cha^era, Caterers, Venues) will be dealt with on a case-by
case basis based on the necessary agreement! with providers^ ; '

*********A1I other services an(Jproducts will be based uponliie schedule below*
30 DAYS PRIOR TO PROGRAM DATE:1 IQ'0% of contracted amount
DEPOSIT 90 DAYS PRIOR TO PROGRAM DATE: 50% of contracted amount

In no way shall “Client” be enti tied to recover damage^ frdm “MCP” for any breach tins 
contract beyond the total ainount specified in line “Total”* x

DECOR, RENTA^Sj STAGING: All items remain the property of MCP unless otherwise 
noted on the cUntracti Should items be lost, stblen pr destroyed, while under the control of the 
Client, Client js responsible for replacement cost. Ddcpr items are priced inclusive of labor 
charges for a 3-hour function. x

*: >If the event runs beyond the 3-hour time period; a $250.00 per hour labor charge Will apply to 
each hour or a fraction thereof; If the required set-up time is shortened and additional labor is 
required to set-up the program^ additional charges will apply. Client will be responsible for any 
power rigging and required use of facility technician charges incurred at venue for use of MCP 
equipment.

SHIPPING CHARGES: Shipping is estimated at 10% of the total amenity package. Due to the 
uncertainty of shipping costs, \ve reserve the right fd increase the charges during the final billing 
process. In order to for us to proyi^^qft Mte%f :|pwest shipping charges possible please 
make sure all orders are placed in a timely majmqf so that express shipping can be avoided.

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS: Client will be responsible for damages to any equipment provided 
by MP should client have an butdoor program which results in weather damage to MCP props 
or other equipment. If an event gets moved inside after the set-up outside has begun, it is 
possible that additional labor will be required at the rate of $35 per man/per hour. Determination 
of weather calls will be made with the client contact on-site, and not less than 4 hours prior to 
event start time or as required by venue.

ENTERTAINMENT: MCP reserves the right to substitute entertainers due to sickness, injury, 
determination or any other reasons except to perform at another function on the same day and 
time. Changes within 72 hours may result in additional charges. Entertainment is based on a 
minimum of 3 consecutive hours with standard breaks unless otherwise noted on proposal. 
Overtime will be prorated on an hourly basis.

9661 Sunrise Lakes Blvd., Suite 204, Sunrise FL 33322 
Phone. 754422-9099 Email, rnarcus@marcusctovisproduclions.com 

Confidential Proposal  all ideas and concepts are property of Marcus Clovis Productions-




its subsidiaries and affiliates, respectively. Any unauthorized use of these names and logos is 
prohibited.

The undersigned hereby represents that he/she is fully authorized to execute this Agreement on 
behalf of the Client and is in full agreement wrilb nil terns stated heieia.

BY: BY:

GFLCVB MARCUS CLOVIS PRODUCTIONS
/ ;•<

/
a r.Vft xmarotsi V

Authorized SignatureAuthorized Signature,; 
Name: Kelly Tprtoriello

?

v Name: Marcus Clovis J ;

: VP; Strategic Client Services Title: President/ Principal DesignerTitle
» 1 7 h/VA • V* A'A.VJ V*  '* M *: Mbndhy? November 24,2014" ‘ Date Monday, November 24,2Q14

• /o’y  ; ' , ... ■ ;

Date:i *

V K:{ ,J V. Date: Monday, November 24, 2Q14BY: ' ‘' ‘ 

GFLCVB

Authorized Signature
>•

Name: Nicki B Grossman 

Title: President/CEO ^ GFLCVB

9661 Sunrise Lakes Blvd., Suite 204, Sunrise FL 33322 
Phone. 754-422-9099 Email, marcus@marcusclovisproductions.com 

Confidential Proposal  all ideas and concepts are property of Marcus Clovis Productions
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From:	 Levin, Anna 
To:	 "marcus@marcusclovisproductions.com" 
Subject:	 RE: Service with a Smile - Decor Diplomat Dec 5th 
Date:	 Tuesday, November 25, 2014 10:32:00 AM 
Attachments:	 image001.png 

image002.png 
image003.png 
image004.png 
image005.png 
image006.png 

Thanks Marcus. Are you able to do the lighting, entertainment, and sunglasses for $5,500 total? This 
is the total budget per Christine. If so, please revise and re-send. Thanks! 

Anna Levin 
Strategic Client Services Manager 
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau 
100 East Broward Boulevard, Suite 200 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
t 954-767-2471/f 954-765-4414 
alevin@broward.org 

Home of Florida’s first LEED Gold Certified Convention Center 

From: marcus@marcusclovisproductions.com [mailto:marcus@marcusclovisproductions.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 24, 2014 4:35 PM 
To: Levin, Anna 
Subject: RE: Service with a Smile - Decor Diplomat Dec 5th 
Anna,
 
Thank you for the opportunity!
 
Regards,
 
Marcus 
Principal Designer 
Marcus Clovis Productions 
E marcus@marcusclovisproductions.com 
T 754.422.9099 

-------- Original Message -------
Subject: Service with a Smile - Decor 
From: Anna Levin <alevin@broward.org> 
Date: Thu, November 20, 2014 1:32 pm 
To: marcus@marcusclovisproductions.com 

SERVICE WITH A SMILE - LEAD
 
TO: DMC/Decor Partners 
FROM: GFLCVB 
DATE: Thursday, November 20, 2014 
The following client has requested a proposal based on the specifications included within this 
lead. Please email your proposal direct to alevin@broward.org. Also copy the CVB on all 
proposals by emailing: christineroberts@broward.org 









ORGANIZATION
 

Contact:	 Kelly Tortoriello/Anna Levin 
Company:	 GFLCVB 
Address:	 100 East Broward Blvd. Suite 200 

Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
Phone:	 (954) 767-2471 
Fax:	 (954) 765-4414 
Email:	 alevin@broward.org 

SERVICE REQUIREMENT INFORMATION 

Event Name:	 Decor Request 
Event Date(s):	 Friday, 12/05/14 
Event Time(s):	 7:00 PM-9:00 PM 
Event Location:	 Diplomat Resort & Spa- Infinity Pool 
# of Attendees:	 140 meeting planners 
Budget:	 TBD (sponorship opportunities available) 
Deadline:	 11/24/14 by 5:00pm 
Special Requirements:Opportunities exist for: 

Bright color linens,light decor,pool lighting, 3 pc. entertainment with 
a tropical theme. CVB will pay hard costs and will offer opportunity 
for sponsorship and opportunity for planner engagement with 
DMC/decorator. 

Thank you for your partnership! 

Anna Levin 
Strategic Client Service Manager 

Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau 
100 East Broward Boulevard, Suite 200 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
(P) (954) 767-2471 
(F) 
sunny.org 

Home of Florida’s first LEED Gold Certified Convention Center 



                               

                           
                   
                 

     
           
 

                             

   

               
 

                 
           
       

                 
         
 

      
             
     

       

    

     
                     

 
 

 

From: Roberts-Tascione, Christine 
Sent: Tuesday, November 25, 2014 2:35 PM 
To: Levin, Anna 
Subject: RE: Revised Info 

Ok this is what I had budgeted for Florida Encounter ‐ $30,000 – here are the costs currently: 

Stache Thursday night reception ‐ $6300 – I estimated 150 – but we may have less 
Diplomat – estimated 140 at $75 inclusive ‐ roughly $62+22% ‐ they will upgrade ‐ $10,500 
PSAV/Electric – estimate $2100 – gobo, electric, airstar lights 
Bus for Thur/Fri ‐ $2040 
Linens $850 (minus tax on there) 
$21,790. 

Ok – so at $8000 we just make it with $210 dollars to spare…. 

Sunny regards, 

Christine Roberts‐Tascione, CMP, VP, Convention Sales & Services 
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau 
We Are Moving! Effective 12/8/14, our new address is: 
101 NE 3rd Avenue, Suite 100 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
T (954) 767‐2466 C (954) 815‐3684 F (954) 765‐4386 
*****NOTE NEW EMAIL ***** christineroberts@broward.org 
www.sunny.org 

From: Levin, Anna
 
Sent: Tuesday, November 25, 2014 2:21 PM
 
To: Roberts‐Tascione, Christine
 
Subject: FW: Revised Info
 

Hey Christine,
 

Please see below…
 
Hanging the glasses is not that easy at the Diplomat apparently…
 

From: marcus@marcusclovisproductions.com [mailto:marcus@marcusclovisproductions.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 25, 2014 2:19 PM 
To: Levin, Anna 
Subject: Revised Info 

Anna, 

Band 
Pool lights 
Up lights 

1 



  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

$5500 

Can do band, floating lights and LED for $5500 which includes your 
delivery/labor and insurance, 

I will no-charge the Sunglasses rental. Hard costs for set-up is $3800 
So if you want the Sunglasses because of the secure set-up needed 
due to wind and liability. 
I would GFLCVB Partner discount and the total cost would be $8000 

Thank you! 

Regards, 

Marcus 
Principal Designer 
Marcus Clovis Productions 
E marcus@marcusclovisproductions.com 
T 754.422.9099 

2 
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Client Services Agreement 


EVENT DATE Friday, Dec 5, 2014 ORGANIZATION GFLCVB 
NAME 

EVENT NAME Decor Request ORGANIZATION 
ADDRESS 100 Broward Blvd. Suite 200 

Diplomat Resort & Spa ORGANIZATION 
ADDRE8S2 

EVENT 3555 S Ocean Dr. ORGANIZATION Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
ADDRESS C~TY, STATE, ZIP 
EVENT CITY, Hollywood, FL 33019 .·· CONTACTNAME Ms, KellyTortoriello 
STATE, ZIP 

· .. 

EVENT TIMES 7:00PM- 9:00PM CONTACT. ktortoriello@broward.org 
EMAIL 

SHOW TIME 2 hours with 15 min break CONTACT 954-767-2476 
PHONE 

NUMBER OF 140 ·CONTACT FAX 
GUESTS . 

Suggested Theme: "Mee/Sunny TropicaIParadise" . 

Arriving at the Diplomat Infinity pool, guests will be greeted with ocean breezes, LED accented areas, 

the sounds of a Tropieal Trio. "Meet Sunny" greeting to accompany the tastes of the evening. 

To create "Tropical Theme. ", The Stowaways will delight your guests with excellent tropical musical 

arrangements. We suggest up lighting with (24) twenty~four wireless themed enhanced LED to give 

decor to the surrounding pool area. Also included is strategically placed (16) sphere lighting in the pool 

decor including my jumbo decorative Hello (Meet) Sunny Sunglasses at the east area of the pool or 

entrance. 


Decor Elements 
Lighting: 
Twenty-four (24) wireless LED lights around the perimeter area of the pool to enhance the experience 
and design of the area. Cost: included 

Pool accent Shere lighting: As it will be dark, recommended is the "placement of sixteen glow spheres" 
(16) throughout the (floating in the pool)pool. Cost: included 

Entertainment: The Stowaways 
Guests will sail into paradise with this outstanding three-person trio performing an incredible mix of 
trop-rock and tropical-themed music (Jimmy Buffet, Bob Marley, Beach Boys, Calypso, and Reggae). 

Cost: included I based on three (3) hours - there is a two (2) hour minimum. 

9661 Sunrise Lakes Blvd., Suite 204, Sunrise FL 33322 

Phone. 754-422-9099 Email. marcus@marcusclovisproductions.com 


Confidential Proposal - all ideas and concepts are property ofMarcus Clovis Productions 




Light I Sound System Requirements 

No major lighting is needed. Artists will provide a state of the art sound system and all required elements 

of entertainment sound needed. 


"Hello/Meet Sunny" Glasses: Suspended at the end of the pool near the beach, suspend 7' Hello/Meet 

Sunny sunglass replica on a truss built over the entertainment performance area to create a "Hello/Meet 

Sunny" brand backdrop. 

Truss/suspension/ rental install/dismantle Cost: Included 


Production & Labor Costs· 

Program Manager, design, labor, install, delivery, set & strike, taxes: Cost: included 


Power, Rigging or Electrical Usage Charges* 

The Client will be responsible forany power, rigging or electrical facility use charges unless 

otherwise specified in the proposal. 


TOTAL EVENT FEES: $8000.00* 
* This amount excludespower costs or lift costs to be arranged through venue and at client 
expense. 

9661 Sunrise Lakes Blvd., Suite 204, Sunrise FL 33322 

Phone. 754-422-9099 Email. marcus@marcusclovisproductions.com 
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF AGREEMENT 

BILLING & DEPOSIT FOR PROGRAM: All proposed services and prices will be 
confirmed with suppliers upon receipt of full payment and the signed agreement. MARCUS 
CLOVIS PRODUCTIONS (MCP) requires full payment on day of the event or with signed 
agreement. All balances outstanding beyond 30 days will be charged an 18% annualized interest 
rate. 

SCHEDULE OF CANCELLATION FEES: Custom fabricated products and sub-rented 
situations (i.e., Entertainment, Boat Charters; Caterers, Venues) will be dealt with on a case-by
case basis based on the necessary agre~ments with providers. 

*********All other services and products will be based upon the schedule below********** 
30 DAYS PRIOR TO'PROGRAM DATE: . 100% ofcoritracted amount 
DEPOSIT 90 DAYS PRIOR TO PROGRAM !)ATE: 50% ofcontracted amount 

In no way shall "Client" be entitled to recover damages from .~'MCP" for any breach this 
contract beyond the total amount specified in line "Total;'. ' 

DECOR, RENTALS,,STAGING: Allitems reniainthe>property ofMCP unless otherwise 
noted on the contract Should items be lost, stolen or destroyed, while under the qontrol .of the 
Client, Client is responsible for replacement cost.· Decor items are priced inclusive of.labor 
charges for a 3-hotir function. · · · ·· · 

. . . 
·.: . .· . . .. :. I 

• . . . . . . . I 

If the event runs beybnd the 3-hour time period, a $250.00 per hour labor char~e will apply to 
each hour or a fraction thereof .. Ifthe required set-up time ,is shortened and additional labor is 
required to set-up tlle program, additional charges will apply. Client will be r€?'sponsible for any 
power rigging and required use of facility technicianchargesi11curred at venue for use ofMCP 
equipment. 

SHIPPING CHARGES: Shipping is estimated at• 10% o:f the total amenity package, Due to the 
uncertainty of shipping costs, we reserve.the right to increase the charges during the final billing 
process. In order tofor us to provide you with thelowest shipping charges possible please 
make sure all orders are placed in a timely manner so that express shipping can be avoided. 

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS: Client will be responsible for damages to any.equipment provided 
by MP should client have an outdoor program which results in weather damage to MCP props 
or other equipment. Ifan event gets moved inside after the set-up outside has begun, it is 
possible that additional labor will be required at the rate of$35 per man/per hour. Determination 
of weather calls will be made with the client contaCt on-site, and not less than 4 hours prior to 
event start time or as required by venue. 

ENTERTAINMENT: MCP reserves the right to substitute entertainers due to sickness, injury, 
determination or any other reasons except to perform at another function on the same day and 
time. Changes within 72 hours may result in additional charges. Entertainment is based on a 
minimum of 3 consecutive hours with standard breaks unless otherwise noted on proposal. 
Overtime will be prorated on an hourly basis. 

9661 Sunrise Lakes Blvd., Suite 204, Sunrise FL 33322 

Phone. 754-422-9099 Email. marcus@marcusclovisproductions.com 
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GUARANTEES OF TOURS/CATERING AND OFF-PREMISE VENUES THAT 
REQUIRE COUNTS: Client will be charged for guaranteed or actual number whichever is 
greater. Increases to guarantees are due at least 72 hours prior to function date. 

HOLD HARMLESS: The Client shall indemnify, defend and save harmless MARCUS 
CLOVIS PRODUCTIONS and its respective affiliated companies, partners, successors, 
assigns, legal representatives, devises, officers, directors, shareholders, employees and agents 
from and against any and all claims, actions, damages, liabilities and expenses (including, 
attorney's fees, costs and expenses of investigation) directly or indirectly arising out of or 
resulting from the acts, omissions or negligence of the other party in connection with loss of 
life, personal injury and/or damage to Ordestruction of property arising from or out of any 
occurrence relating to the agreement between the Client and MCP and the performance thereof. 

FORCE MAJE URE: Ifeither party is prevented from performing hereunder by reason of an 
act of God, insurrection, fire, explosion, strike, labor dispute, casualty, accident, flood, war, 
civil commotion, terrorism, or any law, order or decree of any government.or subdivision 

' . . 

thereof or other cause beyond its reasonable control ("Force Majeure"), except for the payment 
of money, then this Agreement shall be suspended without penalty and both parties shall be 
excused from this Agreement without penalty or liability ofany kind to the other. · 

TAX: A Florida state tax is required on all services that require rental or purchase oftangible 
personal property in the State ofFlorida. Tax ranges from 6% to. 8.5% depending on county and 
city of venue. . 

GOVERNING LAW: All parties agree that this agreement is entered into inthe State of 
Florida and in the event of any dispute or controversy, shall be construed in accordance with the 
laws of the State of Florida and shall.be brought before an arbitration panel in Broward County, 
Florida. The prevailing party shall be entitled to all costs and expenses, including legal fees and 
costs of collection. 

PAYMENT OPTIONS: Payment may be made via company check, cash, money order or wire 
transfer. 

ATTORNEY'S FEES: In the event MCP requires services of an attorney to collect any sums 
hereunder, Client agrees to pay all reasonable attorney fees inquired by MCP at both trial and 
appellate levels. 

GENERAL TERMS: This Agreement is the entire agreement between the Parties, 
superseding all prior proposals both oraland written, negotiations, representations, 
commitments and other communications between the parties and may only be amended or 
modified in writing by an authorized representative ofMCP. This Agreement shall be strictly 
confidential. No failure by either party hereto at any time to give notice of any breach by the 
other party or, or to require compliance with, any condition or provision of this Agreement shall 
be deemed a waiver of similar or dissimilar provisions or conditions. The images, names, 
trademarks, trade names and logos of both parties are the exclusive property of each party and 

9661 Sunrise Lakes Blvd., Suite 204, Sunrise FL 33322 

Phone. 754-422-9099 Email. marcus@marcusclovisproductions.com 
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its subsidiaries and affiliates, respectively. Any unauthorized use of these names and logos is 
prohibited. 

The undersigned hereby represents that he/she is fully authorized to execute this Agreement on 
behalf of the Client and is in full agreement with all terms stated herein. 

BY: BY: 

MARCUS CLOVIS PRODUCTIONS 

Marcus 
Authorized Signature 

Name: Kelly Tortoriello Name: Marcus Clovis 

Title: VP, Strategic Client Services Title: · President/.Principal Designer 
Date: Tuesday, November 25, 2014 Date Tuesday, November 25, 2014 

9661 Sunrise Lakes Blvd., Suite 204, Sunrise FL 33322 

Phone. 754-422-9099 Email. marcus@marcusclovisproductions.com 
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Productions Services 
INVOICE 

INVOICE # 842569661 Sunrise Lakes Boulevard, Suite 204 
Sunrise, FL 33322 DATE: NOVEMBER 25, 2014 

TO: KINDLY PROVIDE PAYMENT 
Ms. Kelly Tortoriello BY: DECEMBER 4, 2014
VP, Strategic Client Services 
Greater Fort Lauderdale CVB 
100 E Broward Blvd, Suite 200 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 

Thank you for your business. 


ITEM DESCRIPTION 

PRIVATE FUNCTION [insert date here] 

0 Decor 
0 Entertainment 
0 Lighting - uplight, spheres 
0 Hello Sunny Sunglasses - use, trussing, support 
0 Install/Dismantle labor 

RETAIL PRICE 

$12,000 

PARTNER 
DISCOUNT 

TOTAL 

$12,000 

[$4,000] 

MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO: SUBTOTAL $8,000 
MARCUS CLOVIS PRODUCTIONS 
9661 SUNRISE LAKES BOULEVARD, SUITE 204 SALES TAX Exempt 

SUNRISE, FL 33322 
SHIPPING & HANDLING r-

TOTAL DUE 
/'

,/ $8,000 
."~ 

) 

~ 

'-,,.~-Vi~SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: 
Please provide expedited payment. 

Return Check Directly To: Marcus Clovis Productions, 9661 Sunrise Lakes Boulevard, Suite 204, Sunrise, FL 33322 
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From: Lisa Jebb <ljebb@cotcevents.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 25, 2014 10:48 AM 
To: Levin, Anna 
Subject: Re: Description of Services 

Thanks Anna. 

If we had know the budget, we would have been able to put together a package to meet it. 

Happy Thanksgiving! 

Lisa Jebb Partner 
COTC Events, a HOST Global Alliance Member 
49 North Federal Highway, Dania Beach, FL 33004 
O: 954.925.4981 | M: 954.552.2633 | F: 954.925.4982 

On Nov 25, 2014, at 10:34 AM, Levin, Anna <ALEVIN@broward.org> wrote: 

Good Morning,
 
The client just reviewed all proposal and unfortunately COTC was not selected due to budget
 
constraints.
 
We appreciate your quick response to the proposal and thank you for your participation.
 
Have a HAPPY THANKSGIVING!
 
Anna
 
Anna Levin 
Strategic Client Services Manager
 
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau
 
100 East Broward Boulevard, Suite 200
 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
 
t 954‐767‐2471/f 954‐765‐4414
 
alevin@broward.org 
Home of Florida’s first LEED Gold Certified Convention Center 

From: Nicole Chiarello [mailto:nicole@cotcevents.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 21, 2014 4:17 PM 
To: Levin, Anna 
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Cc: Lisa Jebb 
Subject: Description of Services 
Hello Anna! 

Hope your Friday is going well! Based on your request of Lisa, attached please find our proposal 

for services in connection with your upcoming program. If you should have any questions at all, 

please don’t hesitate to contact us! Thank you for the opportunity to be of service and we look 

forward to hearing from you soon. 

Have a wonderful weekend! 

Nicole Chiarello Program Manager 
COTC Events, a HOST Global Alliance Member 
49 North Federal Highway, Dania Beach, FL 33004 
O: 954.925.4981 | M: 954.657.3837 | F: 954.925.4982 
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Harb, Fernando 

From: Roberts-Tascione, Christine 
Sent: Monday, December 01, 2014 3:32 PM 
To: Tortoriello, Kelly 
Cc: Harb, Fernando; Levin, Anna 
Subject: VISIT Florida - Florida Huddle - CYB Event/ Service Needs for Service Bids 
Attachments: lnv_003081414_from_Tents_N_Events_3396.pdf; TOFL Site Map v.5.pdf; Emerald inV 4 

riverside S14.docx; Agrmt-Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau .doc; KE 
Program Resume v.2 TOFL MPI SEC 2014.docx; SNC10712.jpg 

As discussed, here are a list of the event/service needs for the CVB. These are the items that we are responsible 
for. As mentioned, Fernando hasn't budgeted enough for everything so we are supplementing items. Wherever 
possible we will strive to find sponsors. Fernando was working to see about getting some hotels to be able to 
contribute some money towards the Welcome event but I'm not sure where he went with that. The discussion 
below about the timing and branding was discussed with Fernando and the committee and approved. 

Transportation Requirements 
Wednesday January 14: Welcome Reception - roundtrip Hilton Fort Lauderdale Marina & Renaissance( conference 
hotels) 
- to Hyatt Regency Pier Sixty-Six. 
Est 400 
First bus starts at 6pm 
Last departure leaves Hyatt at 10:15pm 

Thursday January 15: Estimate 400 
Evening on own. Transportation route from Hilton Fort Lauderdale Marina & Renaissance (conference hotels) to Las 
Olas Boulevard. Stops at Riverside? Fernando - please advise if beach and/or Himmarshee. 
6:30pm -11:00pm 

Friday January 16 
Final Night event: The Lawn at The Riverside Hotel 
Event Time: 6:30pm - 8:30pm 
Cocktail reception, Taste of- followed by group on own dining, etc. on Las Olas 
Buses start at 6:15pm 
Last bus leaves Las Olas at 11:00pm. 

EVENT NEEDS: 

Wednesday, January 14 - Welcome Reception - estimate 500-600 attendees 
Event Time: 6:30pm - 9:30pm (VIP reception is taking place at Pier Top from 6pm - 7pm Board members only - VF 
handling) 
Location: Poolside West side 
Theme: Hello Sunny! Beach Looks Good on You Reception 
Items to use: Hello Sunny Step & Repeat, Hello Sunny sunglasses 
Food & Beverage Budget - this is being done in conjunction with the hotel partnering: $30,000. I will work with the 

hotel on the food & Beverage. 
Decor/Entertainment/Lighting Budget: $30,000 inclusive 
Layout will be on the west side of the pool. Bars and stations will include using the cabanas and the hotel will serve 
the main bar through the cafe. 

1 



Furnishings - will include hi-boys (hotel provided), cocktail tables with 4 chairs each, and 2-3 furniture /soft seating 

groupings to be located in south brick area, just north of grass area for quiet area. 

Lighting: spot lighting, internal lighting for 6 cabanas, LED lighting for waterfall, floating lighting in pool?. 

Branding: Need Hello Sunny large sunglasses or other on top of the waterfall, (2) projected Hello Sunny color gobos 

(location to bed) 

Entertainment - DJ for 3 hours. DJ will be located on the elevated area. Dancers - 2-4 to be located on plexiglass 

stands to flank the waterfall. Dancers will perform various times from 6:30pm - 8:30pm and will be needed to get the 

crowd dancing 

Other: 


Red or Yellow welcome carpet to be set from bus arrival to turn. Excluding public walkway under awning. Estimate 

60'x4'. 

"Sails" - either colored or white - can be light in sunny colors? See attached photo. 

Step and Repeat - GFLCVB to provide 


Friday, January 16 - Closing Reception - estimate is approximately 300-350 

Event Time: 6:30pm - 8:30pm 

Location: The Riverside Hotel - Lawn on Las Olas 

Theme: Taste of Fort Lauderdale/ Las Olas 

Food/Beverage-will be 2 hour call or deluxe open bar through Riverside- hors d'oeuvres and a Taste Of ideally 

from 7 restaurants or so. 

We can order some displayed items and some passed items. 

Food & Beverage budget: $25,000 

Suggested: Riverside $25 bar+ $25 food displayed for 300, 7 restaurants preparing 300 pp - $3/per restaurant. 

Also suggested: tables for partners - Broward 100, Historical Society, etc. 

DMC thoughts - Koncept Events - Courtney Lohmann was the team that assisted with the volunteer efforts/DMC for 

MPISEC. If we have an option, I would consider going through them for assistance as they have put it together 

already and coordinated, though we paid for much. 


SETUP/Entertainment Needs - see attached event resume from August - budget $25,000: 

Tent: (2) 50'x80' White Top Frame tent on 8' legs with clear sidewalls - see attached from August. $6208.09 which 

included 30% discount. Ideally like to see that at $7000. 

Portable Toilets - Royal Restrooms - Nelson Angulo ,Royal Restrooms,C 305.439.6061, E nangulo@rrosf.com. 

$800- only required one 2-stall unit. See attached. 

Lighting & Staging- 16'x24' x 24" - Frost provided - hung lights and fabrics. 

Power - will need generator for band, lighting, toilets, etc. Sidram Power. Will need two - one in parking lot and one 

on lawn by elephants. 

Cleaning- dumpster, waste receptacles and service staff to pickup- based on the Riverside's recommendation we 

used Emerald Cleaning - Annette, Phone number(954) 524-3161, CelticTiger2k@aol.com. They were good and the 

cost for the 2.5 hours was approximately $925 - see copy of invoice. They were less expensive than Waste 

Management who will only do a discount if forms submitted, etc. 

Heaters:·only if necessary-we used Anytime Production Rentals for the chillers. 

Tables for restaurant I food - (40) 8' tables 

Tables for seating- we went with high boys and furniture groupings since they were donated - We can just do the 

High boys and cocktails. Do (40) cocktail rounds with 4 chairs each, and (20) high boys. 

Linens for 8' tables and seating- (40), 90"xl56", (20) 132" round, (40) 120" 'rounds- suggest tropical varied colors 


Entertainment: 

1 DJ-we need an MC/DJ to play intermittently. Or a band. Ideally I'd like to see if we could get someone from the 

cultural council to sponsor something - like they had the Palm Beach Symphony 


After you have a chance to review - please advise - I am available Thursday from lpm - 5pm. 
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From: Tortoriello, Kelly 
Sent: Friday, December 12, 2014 11:32 AM 
To: Appel, Bruce 
Subject: FW: VISIT Florida - Florida Huddle - CVB Event/ Service Needs for Service Bids 

Here we go again . . . setting it up for Marcus . . . 

Kelly Tortoriello, CMP 
V.P. Strategic Client Services 

Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau 
100 East Broward Boulevard, Suite 200 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
t 954-767-2476 
f 954-765-4687 
ktortoriello@broward.org 
sunny.org
We Are Moving!

Effective 12/8/14, our new address is:

101 NE 3rd Avenue, Suite 100
 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
 

Home of Florida’s first LEED Gold Certified Convention Center 
From: Roberts‐Tascione, Christine 
Sent: Friday, December 12, 2014 11:29 AM 
To: Tortoriello, Kelly; Levin, Anna 
Cc: Harb, Fernando; Molinet, Carlos 
Subject: RE: VISIT Florida ‐ Florida Huddle ‐ CVB Event/ Service Needs for Service Bids 
Thank you please use these as Budget. Also per Steven Bonda’s request– he wants large Hello Sunny sunglasses featured 
on the opening night reception. 
Also, he has asked for some in the foyer of the center – so I am going to work with Tim Prosinski to move the large pair 
of those from storage to the center for Tuesday move‐in, and back. 
Sunny regards, 

Christine Roberts‐Tascione, CMP, VP, Convention Sales & Services 
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau 
NEW ADDRESS‐ PLEASE UPDATE YOUR RECORDS: 
101 NE 3rd Avenue, Suite 100 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
T (954) 767‐2466 C (954) 815‐3684 F (954) 765‐4386 
*****NOTE NEW EMAIL ***** christineroberts@broward.org 
www.sunny.org 

From: Tortoriello, Kelly 
Sent: Friday, December 12, 2014 8:56 AM 

1 



         
         

                       
   

     
                                               
                                       
               

                                        

 
                                             
                     

 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

      
             
         
         

                       
     
                                                 
                               
                       
                                           
                                       
                                 
               
   

 
               

 
         

To: Roberts‐Tascione, Christine; Levin, Anna
 
Cc: Harb, Fernando; Molinet, Carlos
 
Subject: RE: VISIT Florida ‐ Florida Huddle ‐ CVB Event/ Service Needs for Service Bids
 
Importance: High
 
Good morning, everyone!
 
Now that we have put several client sites, FL Encounter, the move . . . and Courtesy to bed, we’ll be tackling this one
 
today (right after Anna returns from dropping off welcome signs at Gulfstream / LOA for our Zero to Three dine‐arounds
 
TONIGHT . . .expecting about 100+ppl each ).
 
Also, if you haven’t already seen it, here’s our first story as a result of the FL Encounter MEDIA dine‐around:
 
http://www.smartmeetings.com/meeting‐and‐event‐planning‐news/2014/12/09/on‐the‐move‐on‐fort‐lauderdales‐las‐
olas‐boulevard/
 
The biggest question is budget, so if there are no additional updates on that we will work with your figures so far (and 
request co‐sponsorships) . . . more to follow . . . 

Kelly Tortoriello, CMP 
V.P. Strategic Client Services 

Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau 
100 East Broward Boulevard, Suite 200 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
t 954-767-2476 
f 954-765-4687 
ktortoriello@broward.org 
sunny.org
We Are Moving!

Effective 12/8/14, our new address is:

101 NE 3rd Avenue, Suite 100
 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
 

Home of Florida’s first LEED Gold Certified Convention Center 
From: Roberts‐Tascione, Christine
 
Sent: Wednesday, December 10, 2014 11:47 AM
 
To: Tortoriello, Kelly; Levin, Anna
 
Cc: Harb, Fernando; Molinet, Carlos
 
Subject: FW: VISIT Florida ‐ Florida Huddle ‐ CVB Event/ Service Needs for Service Bids
 
Good morning ladies,
 
Now that we are somewhat settled, this needs to be sent out to the industry as soon as possible – if not today. I haven’t
 
heard any questions back on it, and so we need to really move forward with bids.
 
Bids should be submitted separately for each event and for bus services.
 
Bids are due back to you by Tuesday of next week. Summary should be provided to Fernando and I with your questions
 
and recommendations by end of day on Wednesday, and will be reviewed by us, Carlos and the committee on Thursday
 
morning December 18 – before the holiday event. And awarded Thursday December 18/ Friday December 19 latest.
 
Thanks so much for your attention to this!
 
Sunny regards, 

Christine Roberts‐Tascione, CMP, VP, Convention Sales & Services 
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau 
NEW ADDRESS‐ PLEASE UPDATE YOUR RECORDS: 
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101 NE 3rd Avenue, Suite 100 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
T (954) 767‐2466 C (954) 815‐3684 F (954) 765‐4386 
*****NOTE NEW EMAIL ***** christineroberts@broward.org 
www.sunny.org 

From: Roberts‐Tascione, Christine 
Sent: Monday, December 01, 2014 3:32 PM 
To: Tortoriello, Kelly 
Cc: Harb, Fernando; Levin, Anna 
Subject: VISIT Florida ‐ Florida Huddle ‐ CVB Event/ Service Needs for Service Bids 
As discussed, here are a list of the event/service needs for the CVB. These are the items that we are responsible for. As 
mentioned, Fernando hasn’t budgeted enough for everything so we are supplementing items. Wherever possible we will 
strive to find sponsors. Fernando was working to see about getting some hotels to be able to contribute some money 
towards the Welcome event but I’m not sure where he went with that. The discussion below about the timing and 
branding was discussed with Fernando and the committee and approved. 

Transportation Requirements 
Wednesday January 14: Welcome Reception – roundtrip Hilton Fort Lauderdale Marina & Renaissance(conference 
hotels) 
– to Hyatt Regency Pier Sixty‐Six. 
Est 400 
First bus starts at 6pm – 
Last departure leaves Hyatt at 10:15pm 
Thursday January 15: Estimate 400 
Evening on own. Transportation route from Hilton Fort Lauderdale Marina & Renaissance (conference hotels) to Las Olas 
Boulevard. Stops at Riverside? Fernando – please advise if beach and/or Himmarshee. 
6:30pm – 11:00pm 
Friday January 16 
Final Night event: The Lawn at The Riverside Hotel 
Event Time: 6:30pm – 8:30pm 
Cocktail reception, Taste of – followed by group on own dining, etc. on Las Olas 
Buses start at 6:15pm 
Last bus leaves Las Olas at 11:00pm. 

EVENT NEEDS: 
Wednesday, January 14 – Welcome Reception – estimate 500‐600 attendees 
Event Time: 6:30pm – 9:30pm (VIP reception is taking place at Pier Top from 6pm – 7pm Board members only – VF 
handling) 
Location: Poolside West side 
Theme: Hello Sunny! Beach Looks Good on You Reception 
Items to use: Hello Sunny Step & Repeat, Hello Sunny sunglasses 
Food & Beverage Budget – this is being done in conjunction with the hotel partnering: $30,000. I will work with the 
hotel on the food & Beverage. 
Décor/Entertainment/Lighting Budget: $30,000 inclusive 
Layout will be on the west side of the pool. Bars and stations will include using the cabanas and the hotel will serve the
 
main bar through the café.
 
Furnishings – will include hi‐boys (hotel provided), cocktail tables with 4 chairs each, and 2‐3 furniture /soft seating
 
groupings to be located in south brick area, just north of grass area for quiet area.
 
Lighting: spot lighting, internal lighting for 6 cabanas, LED lighting for waterfall, floating lighting in pool?.
 
Branding: Need Hello Sunny large sunglasses or other on top of the waterfall, (2) projected Hello Sunny color gobos
 
(location to be d)
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Entertainment – DJ for 3 hours. DJ will be located on the elevated area. Dancers – 2‐4 to be located on plexiglass stands 
to flank the waterfall. Dancers will perform various times from 6:30pm – 8:30pm and will be needed to get the crowd 
dancing 
Other: 
Red or Yellow welcome carpet to be set from bus arrival to turn. Excluding public walkway under awning. Estimate 
60’x4’. 
“Sails” – either colored or white – can be light in sunny colors? See attached photo. 
Step and Repeat – GFLCVB to provide 

Friday, January 16 – Closing Reception – estimate is approximately 300‐350 
Event Time: 6:30pm – 8:30pm 
Location: The Riverside Hotel – Lawn on Las Olas 
Theme: Taste of Fort Lauderdale/ Las Olas 
Food/Beverage – will be 2 hour call or deluxe open bar through Riverside – hors d’oeuvres and a Taste Of ideally from 7 
restaurants or so. 
We can order some displayed items and some passed items. 
Food & Beverage budget: $25,000 
Suggested: Riverside $25 bar + $25 food displayed for 300, 7 restaurants preparing 300 pp ‐ $3/per restaurant.
 
Also suggested: tables for partners – Broward 100, Historical Society, etc.
 
DMC thoughts – Koncept Events – Courtney Lohmann was the team that assisted with the volunteer efforts/DMC for
 
MPISEC. If we have an option, I would consider going through them for assistance as they have put it together already
 
and coordinated, though we paid for much.
 
SETUP/Entertainment Needs – see attached event resume from August – budget $25,000:
 
Tent: (2) 50’x80’ White Top Frame tent on 8’ legs with clear sidewalls – see attached from August. $6208.09 which
 
included 30% discount. Ideally like to see that at $7000.
 
Portable Toilets – Royal Restrooms ‐ Nelson Angulo ,Royal Restrooms,C 305.439.6061, E nangulo@rrosf.com. $800‐ only
 
required one 2‐stall unit. See attached.
 
Lighting & Staging – 16’x24’ x 24” – Frost provided – hung lights and fabrics.
 
Power – will need generator for band, lighting, toilets, etc. Sidram Power. Will need two – one in parking lot and one on
 
lawn by elephants.
 
Cleaning – dumpster, waste receptacles and service staff to pickup‐ based on the Riverside’s recommendation we used
 
Emerald Cleaning – Annette, Phone number(954) 524‐3161, CelticTiger2k@aol.com. They were good and the cost for
 
the 2.5 hours was approximately $925 – see copy of invoice. They were less expensive than Waste Management who
 
will only do a discount if forms submitted, etc.
 
Heaters: only if necessary – we used Anytime Production Rentals for the chillers.
 
Tables for restaurant / food – (40) 8’ tables
 
Tables for seating – we went with high boys and furniture groupings since they were donated – We can just do the High
 
boys and cocktails. Do (40) cocktail rounds with 4 chairs each, and (20) high boys.
 
Linens for 8’ tables and seating ‐ (40), 90”x156”, (20) 132” round, (40) 120” rounds – suggest tropical varied colors
 
Entertainment:
 
1 DJ – we need an MC/DJ to play intermittently. Or a band. Ideally I’d like to see if we could get someone from the
 
cultural council to sponsor something – like they had the Palm Beach Symphony
 
After you have a chance to review – please advise – I am available Thursday from 1pm – 5pm. 
Sunny regards, 

Christine Roberts‐Tascione, CMP, VP, Convention Sales & Services 
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau 
We Are Moving! Effective 12/8/14, our new address is: 
101 NE 3rd Avenue, Suite 100 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 

T (954) 767‐2466 C (954) 815‐3684 F (954) 765‐4386 
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*****NOTE NEW EMAIL ***** christineroberts@broward.org 
www.sunny.org 

View our NEW Meeting Video here 
Home of Florida’s first LEED Gold Certified Convention Center 
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Client Services Agreement 

For: 


Greater Fort Lauderdale CYB 

FLORIDA HUDDLE - OPENING NIGHT EVENT 

HYATTi~EGENCY PIEltSIXTY-SIX 

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 14, 2015 


Presented by: 

Marcus Clovis 


Principal Event Designer 

Marcus Clovis Productions 


9661 Sunrise Lakes Blvd., Suite 204, Sunrise FL 33322 

Phone. 754-422-9099 Email. marcus@marcusclovisproductions.oom 


Confidential Proposal - all ideas and concepts are property of Marcus Clovis Productions 




December 22, 2014 

Ms. Kelly Tortoriello/ Anna Levin 

Greater Fort Lauderdale CVB 

101NE3rd Avenue, Suite 100 

Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 


RE: Revised Visit Florida- Florida Huddle Opening Reception - Wednesday, January 14, 2015 

Dear Kelly, 

Thank you for your interest and confidence .i,n the services ofMarcus Clovis Productions for your up
coming event. 

We are delighted to present the fQlloWing agreement outlini(lg services, terms and fees for your review 
and approval. 

Please return signed and initialed to indi~ate:your ~~t ofthe·produ,cts, services, Bnd terms by the 
date specified. Once the signed agreement along With the payment is received in our offices, we can con
firm arrangements. 

Ifyou have any questiofiS or co~ceimi, pi~e dQn't hesi~·to contact me vfu phone 754.422.9099 or 

email marcus@marcusdovlsproductions.com. · · · · 


Thank you again for giving Marcus ciovis Produ~tions the opportwlity to serve your event production 
needs. We're looking fon.Vard to making thls ·a 1llelJlorabIC occaSion· for you and your guests and the par
ticipants. . 

Sincerely~ 

Marcus Clovis 
Principal Event Designer 
Marcus Clovis Productions 
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Client Services Agreement 


EVENT DATE Wednesday, January 14, ORGANIZATION GFLCVB 
2015 NAME 

EVENTNAME Decor/ Ent"ertainment ORGANIZATION 
Request ADDRESS 101NE3rd Avenue, Suite 100 
Hyatt Regency Pier Sixty~ ORGANIZATION 
Six ADDRESS2 

EVENT 2301 SE 17m Street ()i,tUANIZATION Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
ADDRESS CITV, STAT]t, ZIP 
EVENT CITY, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316 CO'NTACT NAME Ms. Kelly Tortoriello/ Anna 
STATE, ZIP Levin 

EVENT TIMES 6:30PM...;.. 9:00PM co.NtACT
EMAIL. ktortoriello@bro~ard.org 

alevin@brow~d.or2 
SHOW TIME 2 hours with 2 (15) min 

break 
·CONTACT 
PjijNj' 

954-765'~4466 

NUMBER OF 500-600 i:ONTACT FAX 
GUESTS 

Theme: ~'Hello Sunnv/HeUiJFlt>tida.~! . . . . 
As this event is for the qtialifi.E:cf 0p¢ril~rs\1;i,#.(l)~~1ness opportuajty for Flo1ida and South Florida, we 
recommend a theme that ilicorp()rafes tQ.~ ~tiglifan<P:'$µtll.iy.' br@!I for Fort Lauderdale ofHello Sunny, while 
keeping a fun atmosphereto .aU~w delegi,lte$ tQ µ¢.tw:qifiW4 .!Jit.ve' :t\m :in the beautifitl outdoor ambiance ofthe 
resort destination. Using or.aiJgeS,' yellows ait~• tfupfojl) celb.rs as.. the ~as.is for ~e table liitens and LED lit votives 
for lighing for table arrangeinehts, ~d ihcP$}rat,hig.el~¢irt$ Qfll •<pool resort" exp,erience, the water and 
tropical atmosphere wilt n'n,iam: a focus oftheir.eij;tnence fQrth¢ e\rening. 

Project Requirements from Sel'Vice With ASiitil~RFP
ENTERTAINMENT: . . . . . . . . . . . , .... " . ·. . . . . 

Disc-Jockey (DJ)- with "Wow" Factor Adcllti®(I.) Lighting sturowiding DJ area 

Dancers - 3 female - 2 additional male dan~erwservers 


DECOR PACKAGE: 

3 soft seating groupings- including sofa, ottOJ:P,an, coffee table and two side tables 

5 sails to be strung between palm trees on popl deck 

Centerpieces: lighted votives with some decor element 

Hello Sunny sunglasses* - though omitted from the revised bid proposal. for branding, pricing is included 


LIGHTING PACKAGE: 

Spot Lighting, LED upligbting for area/ambiance, internal lighting for 6 cabanas, LED lighting for waterfall, 

floating lighting in pool, and 2 gobo displays (GFLCVB to provide gobos) 


lOUND PACKAGE 

Sound for DJ music for up to 600 people 


OTHER 

Yellow arrival carpet - 4'x60' from bus drop off to main entrance (no stanchions/ ropes) 
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Decor I Furniture 
Softw Seating Areas . Cost: $3525 I $1175 each 
To allow delegates several areas to relu an<i·networlc:. we r~c61.mm;nd creating several soft seating areas with 
l Seating Areas: Modem White Leather S9fa. TWo chaits, 2side tables, and 6-ttontantcoffee table. Side Tables not
pictured. · · . . . . . 

Stretch Spandex "Sails" Cost: St 750 
(5) I 5ft stretch spandex panels to be strung between palm trees overhead ofthe pool deck, and uplit. 

"Yellow" Carpet Entrance from Bus Drop off Cost: $650 
Carpet in Yellow - 48" x 60' (no stanchions and velvet rope) 

Entertainment 
)J - to play ftom 6:30pm - 9:30prn with two 15 minute breaks. DJ & Sound Cost: $3500 

4 Speakers & Stands, Cabling and Wires, Amplifier, (2} Wireless Mies, (1) Sound Assistant 

/4 



DJ Booth Cost: $650 

Branded ac lie - 60''wx24"dx42"h booth - overlaid with Hello Sunny graphic image provided by OFLCVB. 


Daneen · . . . . < .: , ·. · ' '-·"-' .·. · ::_ Cost: $3450 
(3) female dancers to perfonn oµ pool deck and plaj;f9rQ1~ b:~~i,4eth¢ pooh t!M ~b~1p for crowd dancing during 
later part ofthe evening. Includtis displey cubes for eJ~v~;4~~itig b,e~i(f~ ~~f$p, Suggested attire is FLL 
Chic or bathing suit~ GFLCVJJ r'esponsibirtfor $eciittng qkre~n rocim}:qfda~ersfot changing and makeup.
MODEUSE,RVERS . . . . 
(2) additional ~ale model/servers to mingle with the crow<hnd·iJance. G()s~ include chic costumes. 

Lighting 
LIGHTING & RIGGING PACKAGE. Cost: $3500 
Thirty-six (36) wireless;L,~ti:.i~· tQ -~ ~®·~owid th~ p~#lp~,ter·area ofthe pool; cabanas and to uplight trees t 
(8) 16" waterproofLED liJ p~·~oBfmgiri:t)po' ·. .· · · · · 
(8) 12" waterproofLED'qt,.~~~~-'ili~QOl 
6LEKOLights(ColorGe~L .. ::: .'. ··.·.······.· ' ... 

2 Truss Units, 2 Cabling, !·~q~~Sih1¢?~t: . . .. ·:eii.~~t~'.j~~~ge 


. in !Wka ~ inclu....' :·.. r~' ).; it, ;' :~bjl:~ A.O.. , " .' "'';. :Q'..;x 2''od sched 40, 12 sandbag 2Slb black 

Floating Water "Orbs" 

GOBOS 
(2) gobo projectors +truss, locations at client discretion Cost: $900 

*Note: Rigging- Client is responsible for additionalfees relatedto elecMcal usage, rigging labor and supervisory labor 
over any design or rentalfees quoted herein as determined by any organi%ed labor agreements that govern the venue or 
venue policies. 
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"HELLO SUNNY" Glasses Cost: No Charge - Value Add ($1100 value) 
Display mounted and lit over the waterfall of the pool, 7' Hello Sunny sunglass replica to create a "Hello/Meet 
Sunny" brand backdrop. Though the GFLCVB owns a pair of these glasses, these are additional to utilize just for 
this event ifneeded. 

Production & Labo;.eo~~.': · · Cost: $ included 
On-site Program Manager,_ .~esigt(delivery, instaltation, set & strike 

GFLCVB Net-cost.~ illCluding partnership discou.nt: $17;925,00* 
. .' . . ·' · .· · · .· ' . . .. - . . . .... 
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF AGREEMENT 

BILLING & DEPOSIT FOR PROGRAM: All proposed services and prices will be confirmed with 
suppliers upon receipt of full payment and the signed agreement. MARCUS CLOVIS PRODUCTIONS 
(MCP) requires full payment on day of the event or with signed agreement prior to the event to pre-pay 
for services, rentals and other fees. All balances outstanding beyond 30 days will be charged an 18% 
annualized interest rate. 

Receipt of these a signed agreement (10) ten business days or less from the date ofthe event wil1 subject 
all products and services to a 10% surcharge to cover increased labor, production, material and/or ship
ping costs. 

SCHEDULE OF CANCELLATION FEES: Custom fabricated products and sub-rented situations (i.e., 
Entertainment, Boat Charters, Caterers, Venues) will be dealt with on a case-by-case basis based on the 
necessary agreements with providers. 

*********All other services and products will be based upon the schedule below******"'*** 

30 DAYS PRIOR TO PROGRAM DATE: I00% ofcontracted amount 

DEPOSIT 90 DAYS PRIOR TO PROGRAM DATE: 50% ofcontracted amount 


In no way shall "Client'~ be entitled to recover damages from uMCP" for any breach this contract be

yond the total amount specifiecl in line "Total". 


DECOR, RENTALS, STA.GING: All iteins remain the property ofMCP unless otherwise noted on the 
contract. Should items be lost; stolen or destroyed, while UQ.der the control ofthe Client, Client is re
sponsible for replacement cost. Decor items are priced inclusive oflabor charges for a 3-hour function. 

Ifthe event runs beyond the 3-hour time period, a.$250.00 per hour labor charge will apply to each hour 
or a fraction thereof. Ifthe reqUited s.et;.up time i~ shortened and ad(iitional labor is required to set-up the 
program, additional charges will apply. Client will be responsible for any power rigging and required 
use of facility technician cbafges inCurred at venue for use ofMCP equipment. 

SHIPPING CHARGES: Shipping is estinlated at 10% ofthe totm amenity package. Due to the uncer

tainty of shipping costs, we reserve the right to increase the charges during the final billing process. In 

order to for us to provide you With the lowest shipping charges .Possible please make sure all orders are 

placed in a timely manner so that express shipping ca.Ii. be avoided. 


OUTDOOR PROGRAMS: Client will be responsible for dam.ages to any equipment provided by MP 
should client have an outdoor program which results in weather damage to MCP props or other equip
ment. Ifan event gets moved inside after the SCt•Up outside has begun, it is possible that additional labor 
will be required at the rate of $35 per man/per hour. Determination ofweather calls will be made with 
the client contact on-site, and not less than 4 hours prior to event start time or as required by venue. 

ENTERTAINMENT: MCP reserves the right to substitute entertainers due to sickness, injury, deter
'llination or any other reasons except to perform at another function on the same day and time. Changes 
within 72 hours may result in additional charges. Entertainment is based on a minimum of3 consecutive 
hours with standard breaks unless otherwise noted on proposal. Overtime will be prorated on an hourly 
basis. 
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IDEAS AND CONCEPTS: All ideas and concepts detailed in the proposal and agreement have been devel
oped exclusively by Marcus Clovis Productions for the Client/event described within and are considered by Mar
cus Clovis Productions to be of a proprietary nature. These ideas and concepts remain the property ofMarcus 
Productions. 

In this respect, the Client must honor our proprietary rights to the content of this agreement and refrain from dis
closing its contents to our competitors or any third party. Unauthorized use ofthese ideas and concepts is strictly 
prohibited. Should you wish to produce the ideas and concepts included in this agreement at a subsequent time 
without retaining Marcus Clovis Productions a design consultation fee will be required. 

HOLD HARMLESS: The Client shall ind~mnify. defend and save harmless MARCUS 
CLOVIS PRODUCTIONS and its respective affiliated companies, partners, successors, assigns, legal 
representatives, devises, officers, directors, shareholders, employees and agents :from and against any 
and all claims, actions, damages, liabilities and expenses (including, attorney's fees, costs and expenses 
of investigation) directly or indirectly arising ou.t ofor res,ulting from the acts, omissions or negligence 
of the other party in connection witll loss oflife, personal injury and/or damage to or destruction of 
property arising from or out ofany occurrence relating to the agreement between the Client and MCP 
and the perfonnance thereof. 

FORCE MAJEURE: Ifeither party is prevented from performing hereunder by reason ofail act of 
God, insurrection, fire, explosioti, strike, labor dispute, casualty, accident, flood, war, civil commotion, 
terrorism, or any law, order or decree of any gpver.mnent or subdivision thereof or other cause beyond 
its reasonable control ("Force Majeure"); except for the payment ofmoney, then this Agreement shall be 
suspended without penalty and both partie~ shall be excused from this Agreement without pe~lty or 
liability ofany kind to the other. 

TAX: A Florida state tax is req~d on all 8ertices that require rental or purchase oftangible personal 
property in the State ofFforida. Tax ran~es fron:r 6% to 8.5% depending on county and city ofvenue. 

GOVERNING LAW: All parties agree that this agreement is entered into in the State ofFlorida and in 
the event ofany dispute or confrovef~, shall be c0qstrued in acoordance with the laws ofthe State of 
Florida and shall be brought before a::n arbitration panel iii Broward County, Fforida. The prevailing par
ty shall be entitled to all cpsts and expei)se~, including legal fees and coSts ofcollection. 

PAYMENT OPTIONS: Payment may be :made via company check, cash, money order or wire transfer. 
In all cases, payment as noted above, must be'made in full prior to the event. 

ATTORNEY'S FEES: In the ~vent MC;e requires servi~es of an attorney to collect any sums hereun
der, Client agrees to pay ali reasonable attOrtiey fees inquired by MCP at both trial and appellate levels. 

GENERAL TERMS: This Agreement is the entire agreement between the Parties, superseding all pri
or proposals both oral and written, negotiations, representations, commitments and other communica
tions between the parties and may only be amended or modified in writing by an authorized representa
tive ofMCP. This Agreement shall be strictly confidential. No failure by either party hereto at any time 
to give notice ofany breach by the other party or, or to require compliance with, any condition or provi
sion of this Agreement shall be deemed a waiver of similar or dissimilar provisions or conditions. The 
images, names, trademarks, trade names and logos ofboth parties are the exclusive property ofeach par
ty and its subsidiaries and affiliates, respectively. Any unauthorized use of these names and logos is 
prohibited. 
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The undersigned hereby represents that he/she is fully authorized to execute this Agreement on behalf of 
the Client and is in full agreement with all tenns stated herein. 

BY: BY: 

Authorized Si ture 
Name: Kelly To oriello 
Title: VP, Strategic Client Services 
Date: Monday, December 22, 2014 

Greater Fort Lauderdale CVB 

<l ln accordance with Federal Copyright a.nd Ti;idemadi law these materiali a:n.<i al! )l)J i~ SQ'iiiigcrntn!J, designs and plant indicated there-On or represented thereby are owned 
by and remain lhc property of Marcus Clovis Produi:ti""5. and ha~ bun crcalcd.:~ dtv~Jope(! for use on and io connectlo» with tho specified project. Neither tbete materials oor 
any of•uch ideas, amng4ments. dcsipis Q,-·plans shall be appropriated by or disclosed tci anY pel'SOJI. finu. or corporation foraiiy use ·or purpose whataoever, ex~pt by Ille specific 
and written pcrmissiou ofMarcus Clovis Productions. 
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Rhodes, David 

From: Harb, Fernando 
Sent: Tuesday, December 23, 2014 3:50 PM 
To: Tortoriello, Kelly; Levin, Anna 

Subject: FW: MCP 2015 Huddle Service Agreement/Marcus signed I MCP 2015 Huddle Invoice 

FYI 

greater FORT LAUDERDALE 

HeLLO sunny 

Fernando A. Harb 
Vice President Tourism Sales 
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau 
New Address: 
101 NE Third Avenue, Suite 100 
Fort Lauderdale , FL 33301 
t 954-767-2448 
f 954-765-468 ·1 
fharb@broward.org 
sunny.org 

Home of Florida's first LEED Gold Certified Convention Center 

From: Grossman, Nicki 
Sent: Tuesday, December 23, 2014 2:20 PM 

To: Harb, Fernando 

Cc: Molinet, Carlos; Hachmann, Patricia 
Subject: Re : MCP 2015 Huddle Service Agreement/Marcus signed/ MCP 2015 Huddle Invoice 

Thank you Fernando. That's what I needed. Pati it can be signed and go. 
Happy holidays!!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 23 , 2014, at 1 :43 PM, Harb, Fernando <FHARBrl«broward.org> wrote: 

Good afternoon M adam, 

I wanted to update you on the final selection process and contract award for the opening night at 
Huddle to avoid any possi ble misconception on the process. 

A total of 9 companies submitted proposals per the RFP se nt out by Kelly . The budget established for 

th is was $25,000 . 

The se lection committee that wa s assembled was as follows: 

Lidia Gorzelany- Director of Tourism for City of Pompano 

Vanessa Wells - Sales Manager, Ocean Sky Resort 


Carmen Ackermann , Project Manager, Riverwalk Arts and Entertainment Distr ict 


mailto:fharb@broward.org


Kelly Tortoriello, GFLCVB 
Ana Levin, GFLCVB 
Carlos Molinet, GFLCVB 
Fernando Harb, GFLCVB 

After a careful and extensive review of all 9 bids (held here at our offices, Friday Dec 19th), the 
committee selected two finalists, Jay Productions and MCP (Marcus). They were both asked to re-quote 
based on detailed information for the event, and to ensure that both proposals were "apples to apples" 
in comparison. 

The committee then reconvened on Monday Dec 22nd via conference call to review the revised 
proposals. Jay Productions did not offer any discounts (even though we asked for less items). MCP met 
all of our requests at a reduced price of $16, 750.00 

Lidia made the motion, seconded by Carmen to select MCP as the DMC for the event. TSEG, was also 
awarded for the closing night event (no other bids were received) 

Everything has been clearly documented and procedural integrity was adhered to. 

I felt you may want to know before it crosses your desk for signature. Please let me know if you have 
any questions. 

I would also like to take this opportunity to wish you and your family a very Happy and Healthy Holiday 
Season! 

Regards, 

Fernando 

greater FORT LAUDERDALE 

HeLLO sunny 
Fernando A. Harb 
Vice President Tourism Sales 
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau 
New Address: 
101 NE Third Avenue, Suite 100 
Fort Lauderdaie. FL 33301 
t 954-767-2448 
f 954-765-4681 
fharb@broward.org 
sunnv.org 

Home of Florida's first LEED Gold Certified Convention Center 

From: marcus@marcusclovisproductions.com [mailto:marcus@marcusclovisproductions.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 22, 2014 7:20 PM 
To: Tortoriello, Kelly 
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Cc: Levin, Anna 
Subject: MCP 2015 Huddle Service Agreement/Marcus signed I MCP 2015 Huddle Invoice 

Hi Anna and Kelly, 

Thank you, and the client so much for awarding this business 
opportunity to MCP. As you know, I have worked with VISIT Florida and 
Florida Huddle in the past and MCP will do everything possible to 
ensure that the GFLCVB and this program is executed fabulously. 

I have attached an agreement for your review. I didn't hear back 
whether you wanted to add any of the additional items, add in any 
linens if they were needed, and which DJ booth option you wanted to go 
with. If you need any of the other items, and have decided which 
booth, please let me know as soon as possible so I can secure those 
items as well. 

As time is very short, as you are well aware, I need to get the signed 
agreement and payment underway. I will require payment in full by next 
Tuesday, and understand there is a holiday in there, so know that you 
will need to expedite to get that done. Obviously I will have to 
provide deposits for any of the items that are not owned by me in 
order to secure their services, and still have not been paid for the 
previous event. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. We will make you all 
look great with this event! 

Regards 
Marcus Clovis 
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Rhodes, David 

From: Harb, Fernando 
Sent: Tuesday, December 23, 2014 4:19 PM 
To: Roberts -Tascione, Christine 
Subject: RE: MCP 2015 Huddle Service Agreement/Marcus signed I MCP 2015 Huddle Invoice 

Done 

greate:r FORT LAUDERDALE 

HeLLO sunny 

Fernando A. Harb 
Vice President Tourism Sales 
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convent ion & Visitors Bureau 
New Address: 
101 NE Third Avenue , Suite 100 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
t 954-767-2448 
f 954-765-4681 
fharb@broward.org 
sunny.org 

Home of Florida's first LEED Gold Certified Convention Center 

From: Roberts-Tascione, Christine 

Sent: Tuesday, December 23, 2014 4 :18 PM 
To: Harb, Fernando 

Subject: RE : MCP 2015 Huddle Service Agreement/Marcus signed/ MCP 2015 Huddle Invoice 

Awesome can u send to kelly n anna so perhaps they would call him back and pati can get contract signed.. . 
xoxo 

Sunny regards, 
Christine Roberts, CMP, HMCC 
Vice President, Convention Sales & Services 
Greater Fort Lauderda le C VB 
E christi111:: robe11s(iiJbroward.oro 
c 95481 53684 
• apologies for brevity and spellchecker errors... 

-------- Original message -------
From: "Harb, Fernando" 
Date:12/23/2014 2:20 PM (GMT-05 :00) <'--___)
To: "Roberts-Tascione, Christine" 
Subject: FW: MCP 2015 Huddle Service Agreement/Marcus signed I MCP 2015 Huddle Invoice 

FYI 



greater FORT LAUDERDALE 

HeLLO sunny 

Fernando A. Harb 
Vice President Tourism Sales 
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau 
New Address: 

101 NE Third Avenue, Suite 100 

Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
t 954-767-2448 
f 954-765-4681 
fharb@?broward.org 

sunny.erg 

oo@ee 
Home of Florida's first LEED Gold Certified Convention Center 

From: Grossman, Nicki 
Sent: Tuesday, December 23, 2014 2:20 PM 
To: Harb, Fernando 
Cc: Molinet, Carlos; Hachmann, Patricia 
Subject: Re: MCP 2015 Huddle Service Agreement/Marcus signed/ MCP 2015 Huddle Invoice 

Thank you Fernando. That's what I needed. Pati it can be signed and go. 

Happy holidays!!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 23, 2014, at 1 :43 PM, Harb, Fernando <FHARBrW,broward.org> wrote: 

Good afternoon Madam, 

I wanted to update you on the final selection process and contract award for the opening night at 
Huddle to avoid any possible misconception on the process. 

A total of 9 companies submitted proposals per the RFP sent out by Kelly. The budget established for 
this was $25,000. 
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The selection committee that was assembled was as follows: 

Lidia Gorzelany - Director of Tourism for City of Pompano 

Vanessa Wells - Sales Manager, Ocean Sky Resort 

Carmen Ackermann, Project Manager, Riverwalk Arts and Entertainment District 

Kelly Tortoriello, GFLCVB 

Ana Levin, GFLCVB 

Carlos Molinet, GFLCVB 

Fernando Harb, GFLCVB 

After a careful and extensive review of all 9 bids (held here at our offices, Friday Dec 19th), the 
committee selected two finalists, Jay Productions and MCP (Marcus). They were both asked to re-quote 
based on detailed information for the event, and to ensure that both proposals were "apples to apples" 
in comparison. 

The committee then reconvened on Monday Dec 22nd via conference call to review the revised 
proposals. Jay Productions did not offer any discounts (even though we asked for less items). MCP met 
all of our requests at a reduced price of $16,750.00 

Lidia made the motion, seconded by Carmen to select MCP as the DMC for the event. TSEG, was also 
awarded for the closing night event (no other bids were received) 

Everything has been clearly documented and procedural integrity was adhered to. 

I felt you may want to know before it crosses your desk for signature. Please let me know if you have 
any questions. 

I would also like to take this opportunity to wish you and your family a very Happy and Healthy Holiday 
Season! 
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Regards, 

Fernando 

greater FORT LAUDERDALE 

HeLLO sunny 
Fernando A. Harb 
Vice President Tourism Sales 
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau 
New Address: 
101 NE Third Avenue. Suite 100 
Fort Lauderdale. FL 33301 
t 954-767-2448 
f 954- 765-4681 
fharb@broward.org 

sunny.org 

oo®ee 
Home of Florida's first LEED Gold Certified Convention Center 

From: marcus@marcusclovisproductions.com [mailto:marcus@marcusclovisproductions.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 22, 2014 7:20 PM 
To: Tortoriello, Kelly 
Cc: Levin, Anna 
Subject: MCP 2015 Huddle Service Agreement/Marcus signed I MCP 2015 Huddle Invoice 

Hi Anna and Kelly, 

Thank you, and the client so much for awarding this business 
opportunity to MCP. As you know, I have worked with VISIT Florida and 
Florida Huddle in the past and MCP will do everything possible to 
ensure that the GFLCVB and this program is executed fabulously. 
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I have attached an agreement for your review. I didn't hear back 
whether you wanted to add any of the additional items, add in any 
linens if they were needed, and which DJ booth option you wanted to go 
with. If you need any of the other items, and have decided which 
booth, please let me know as soon as possible so I can secure those 
items as well. 

As time is very short, as you are well aware, I need to get the signed 
agreement and payment underway. I will require payment in full by next 
Tuesday, and understand there is a holiday in there, so know that you 
will need to expedite to get that done. Obviously I will have to 
provide deposits for any of the items that are not owned by me in 
order to secure their services, and still have not been paid for the 
previous event. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. We will make you all 
look great with this event! 

Regards 

Marcus Clovis 
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From: Appel, Bruce 
Sent: Wednesday, July 01, 2015 5:39 PM 
To: Grossman, Nicki 
Subject: FW: DV for Signature - Visit Florida/ PCMA & David Kliman Expenses 

I’m right behind you, hope to be in Homer in a couple of weeks. 

On another note, just an FYI to document and deal with when you get back. I received a number of billings through 
Starmark paid on our behalf. One was for Markus productions for $25,000. This should have been competitively bid out. 
I believe that you communicated to Christine and relayed to me that this was never to happen again. I am hopeful that 
you were aware of this, however I was not. Also there were two invoices ( and I understand there may be a third invoice 
for $15,000, that I have not seen) totaling $35,000 that was again paid through Starmark on our behalf for Glass sea 
turtles, that I was not aware of. Christine again orchestrated this purchase with Starmark. This is a violation of our 
purchasing procedures and could have been done appropriately through a DV as a sole source purchase. I again was not 
aware of this activity until I saw the billing. With your approval, I want to meet with Kim Butler and Starmark personnel 
and direct them to me for any purchases outside the normal course of business to protect us. 

Although we received the 1.1 million, this money is a partial fix of the 2.4 million I estimated we would need to get 
through the year. Some of these items I am seeing were not budgeted. 

From: Appel, Bruce 
Sent: Wednesday, July 01, 2015 4:00 PM 
To: Grossman, Nicki; Roberts‐Tascione, Christine 
Cc: Hachmann, Patricia; Molinet, Carlos; Troutman, Valerie 
Subject: RE: DV for Signature ‐ Visit Florida/ PCMA & David Kliman Expenses 

Now that I have received from Carlos M the appropriate back‐up to the PCMA 2nd instalment, I am signing and 
processing the DV as requested. 

From: Grossman, Nicki 
Sent: Wednesday, July 01, 2015 3:42 PM 
To: Roberts‐Tascione, Christine 
Cc: Hachmann, Patricia; Molinet, Carlos; Troutman, Valerie; Appel, Bruce 
Subject: Re: DV for Signature ‐ Visit Florida/ PCMA & David Kliman Expenses 

Someone please sign them. And then leave me alone! 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 1, 2015, at 3:41 PM, Roberts‐Tascione, Christine <ChristineRoberts@broward.org> wrote: 

Hi there!
 
Pati you are receiving these two back that went to Bruce’s office but he won’t sign them. So they are
 
going to Nicki’s office for signature before he will sign. No explanation provided.
 

1.	 DV28081 for Visit Florida for our half of PCMA 2nd installment – budgeted. $62,500 
2.	 DV 280809 for Bob Dees – travel expenses for the CAB meeting in June – mileage and tolls (he 

drove instead of us flying him in) 

1 
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If we could facilitate these or perhaps have signed. Copies attached. 

Sunny regards, 

Christine Roberts, CMP, HMCC, VP, Convention Sales & Services 
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau 
101 NE 3rd Avenue, Suite 100
 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
 
T (954) 767‐2466 C (954) 815‐3684 F (954) 765‐4386
 
E christineroberts@broward.org 
www.sunny.org 

2
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INSTR # 111953730, OR BK 50363 PG 138, Page 1 of 6, Recorded 11/26/2013 at 
10:51 AM, Broward County Commission, Doc M: $45.50 Deputy Clerk 3150 

Security Agreement 

This AGREEMENT is made on this October 01, 2013, between Marc Clovis Michaud of 
9661 Sunrise Lakes Boulevard, Apt 204, Sunrise, Florida, 33322, hereinafter Debtor and 
Christine Marie Roberts of 632 W Palm Aire Drive, Pompano Beach, Florida 33069, hereinafter 
Secured Party. 

The Parties to this Agreement agree to the following: 

1. Creation of Security Interest 
The Secured Party shall secure the payment and performance of Debtor's promissory note in the 
principal amount of$13,000.00 and the payment and performance of all other liabilities and 
obligations ofDebtor to Secured Party of every kind and description, direct or indirect, absolute 
or contingent, due or to become due now existing or hereafter arising. 

In addition, Debtor hereby grants to Secured Party a security interest in the Collateral described 
in Paragraph 2 to secure the performance or payment of the Obligations of Debtor to Secured 
Party under Paragraph 4. 

2. Collateral 
The Collateral of this Security Agreement is as follows: 

9661 Sunrise Lakes Boulevard, Apt 204, Sunrise, FL 33322 

3. Security Interest 
Debtor grants to Secured Party a security interest in the Collateral as described in Paragraph 2 
now or hereafter placed upon the premises located at 9661 Sunrise Lakes Boulevard, Apt 204, 
Sunrise, Florida 33322. 

4. Warrants and Covenants 
Debtor hereby warrants and covenants that: 
Debtor shall pay to Secured Party the sum or sums evidenced by the promissory note or notes 
executed pursuant to this Security Agreement in accordance with the terms of the note or notes. 
The collateral will not be removed from the Premises other than in the ordinary course of 
business. Debtor will immediately notify Secured Party in writing of any change in Debtor's 
address. The Debtor will not sell, dispose, or otherwise transfer the collateral or any interest 
therein without the prior written consent of Secured Party, and the Debtor shall keep the 
collateral free from unpaid charges, taxes, and liens. Debtor shall maintain insurance at all times 
with respect to all collateral against risks of fire, theft, and other such risks and in such amounts 
as Secured Party may require. The Debtor shall make all repairs, replacements, additions, and 
improvements necessary to maintain any Collateral in good working order and condition, which 
does not construe or provide any rights of access to the collateral indicated in Paragraph 2 by the 
Secured Party 

I 
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5. Default 
The Debtor shall be in default under this Agreement upon any non compliance with or non 
performance of the Debtor's obligations under this Agreement. Upon default and at any time 
thereafter, Secured Party may declare all obligations secured hereby immediately due and 
payable and shall have the remedies of a Secured Party under the law. 

6. Waiver 
No waiver by Secured Party of any default shall operate as a waiver of any other default or of the 
same default on a future occasion. 

7. Notices 
Any notices required to be given under this Agreement by either party to the other may be 
effected by personal delivery in writing or by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, return 
receipt requested. A notice shall be deemed communicated as of the time of delivery if 
personally delivered, or as of the time of mailing. The address of the Debtor for the purpose of 
receiving notice shall be 9661 Sunrise Lakes Boulevard, Apt 204, Sunrise, Florida. 33322 The 
address of the Secured Party for this purpose shall be 632 W Palm Aire Drive, Pompano Beach, 
Florida 33069. Either party may change its address for the purpose ofreceiving notice by giving 
the other party written notice of the change. 

8. Governing Law 
This Agreement shall be construed under and in accordance with the laws of Florida and all 
obligations of the parties created under this Agreement are performable in Florida. 

9. Parties Bound 
This Agreement shall be binding on and inure to the benefit of the parties to this Agreement and 
their respective heirs, executors, administrators, legal representatives, successors and assigns as 
permitted by this Agreement. 

10. Legal Construction 
In the event, any one or more of the provisions contained in this Agreement shall for any reason 
be held invalid, illegal, or unenforceable in any respect, that invalidity, illegality, or 
unenforceability shall not affect any other provision. This Agreement shall be construed as if the 
invalid, illegal, or unenforceable provision had never been contained in it. 

11. Prior Agreements Superseded 
This Agreement constitutes the sole and only agreement of the parties and supersedes any prior 
understandings or written or oral agreements between the parties respecting the subject matter of 
this Agreement. 

12. Amendments 
This Agreement may be amended by the parties only by a written agreement. 
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13. Attorney's Fees 
If any action at law or in equity is brought to enforce or interpret the provisions of this 
Agreement, the prevailing party will be entitled to reasonable attorneys' fees in addition to any 
other relief to which that party may be entitled. 

14. Signatories 
This Agreement shall be signed on behalf of Marc Clovis Michaud by Marc Clovis Michaud, its 
Borrower, and on behalf of Christine Marie Roberts by Christine Marie Roberts, its Lender, and 
shall be effective as of the date first written above. 

'~ 
By Marc Clovis Michaud, its Borrower 

By Christine Marie Roberts, its Lender 
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Secured Promissory Note 

$13,000.00 Date: October 01, 2013 

For value received, the undersigned Marc Clovis Michaud (the "Borrower"), at 9661 Sunrise 
Lakes Boulevard, #204, Sunrise, Florida 33322, promises to pay to the order of Christine Marie 
Roberts (the "Lender"), at 632 W Palm Aire Drive, Pompano Beach, Florida 33069 (or at such 
other place as the Lender may designate in writing), the sum of $13,000.00 with interest from 
October 01, 2013, on the unpaid principal at the rate of 5% per annum. 

1. TERMS OF REPAYMENT 

A. Payments 

Unpaid principal after the Due Date shown below shall accrue interest at a rate of 12% annually 
until paid. 

The unpaid principal and accrued interest shall be payable in monthly installments of $570.33, 
beginning on November 1, 2013, and continuing until October I, 2015, (the "Due Date"), at 
which time the remaining unpaid principal and interest shall be due in full. 

B. Application of Payments 

All payments on this Note shall be applied first in payment of accrued interest and any remainder 
in payment of principal. 

C. Late Fee 

The Borrower promises to pay a late charge of $25.00 for each installment that remains unpaid 
more than 15 day(s) after its Due Date. This late charge shall be paid as liquidated damages in 
lieu of actual damages, and not as a penalty. 

D. Acceleration of Debt 

If any payment obligation under this Note is not paid when due, the remaining unpaid principal 
balance and any accrued interest shall become due immediately at the option of the Lender. 

2. SECURITY 

This Note is secured by real estate in a Property owned by Marc Clovis Michaud at: 9661 
Sunrise Lakes Boulevard, Apt 204 Sunrise, FL 33322 Broward County ID 4941 29 A6 0160 Just 
Value as of 1/10/2013 - $22,630 Purchased 1/10/2013 $26,000, Book 49427, Page 528. The 
Lender is not required to rely on the above security instrument and the assets secured therein for 
the payment of this Note in the case of default, but may proceed directly against the Borrower. 

http:13,000.00
http:13,000.00
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3. PREPAYMENT 

The Borrower reserves the right to prepay this Note (in whole or in part) prior to the Due Date 
with no prepayment penalty. 

4. COLLECTION COSTS 

If any payment obligation under this Note is not paid when due, the Borrower promises to pay all 
costs of collection, including reasonable attorney fees, whether or not a lawsuit is commenced as 
part of the collection process. 

5. DEFAULT 

If any of the following events of default occur, this Note and any other obligations of the 
Borrower to the Lender, shall become due immediately, without demand or notice: 

1) the failure of the Borrower to pay the principal and any accrued interest in full on or 

before the Due Date; 


2) the death of the Borrower or Lender; 


3) the filing of bankruptcy proceedings involving the Borrower as a debtor; 


4) the application for the appointment of a receiver for the Borrower; 


5) the making of a general assignment for the benefit of the Borrower's creditors; 


6) the insolvency of the Borrower; 


7) a misrepresentation by the Borrower to the Lender for the purpose of obtaining or 

extending credit. 

In addition, the Borrower shall be in default if there is a sale, transfer, assignment, or any other 
disposition of any real estate pledged as collateral for the payment of this Note, or if there is a 
default in any security agreement which secures this Note. 

6. SEVERABILITY OF PROVISIONS 

If any one or more of the provisions of this Note are determined to be unenforceable, in whole or 
in part, for any reason, the remaining provisions shall remain fully operative. 



__ 
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7. MISCELLANEOUS 

All payments of principal and interest on this Note shall be paid in the legal currency of the 
United States. The Borrower waives presentment for payment, protest, and notice of protest and 
nonpayment of this Note. 

No renewal or extension of this Note, delay in enforcing any right of the Lender under this Note, 
or assignment by Lender of this Note shall affect the liability or the obligations of the Borrower. 
All rights of the Lender under this Note are cumulative and may be exercised concurrently or 
consecutively at the Lender's option. 

8. GOVERNING LAW 

This Note shall be construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Florida. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been executed and delivered in the manner 
prescribed by law as of the date first written above. 

~ .-_;)..a1_3 /] _ 
Signed this~ day of ~~~at_....._f-=T_~ A-12£)______,==----+--

pw (Lt 0-4

Borrower: 

Marc Clovis Michaud 


By:.~
Marc Clovis Michaud 

C L. YANCENT 
Notary Public, State of Florida 

Commission I EE 844497 
My comm. xpiresOct. 17,2016 
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INSTR # 113140520 Page 1 of 1, Recorded 07/29/2015 at 04:23 PM 
Broward County Commission, Deputy Clerk 5015 

SATISFACTION OF LIEN 

Christine Marie Roberts, 
Secured Party 
Vs. 
Marc Clovis Michaud, 
Debtor 

CFN# 11262655 - 50363/138 

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, 

That, Christine Marie Roberts of 632 W Palm Aire Drive, Pompano Beach, FL 33069 (hereinafter referred 
to as "SECURED PARTY"), the owner of a Claim of Lien against Marc Clovis Michaud of 9661 Sunrise 
Lakes Boulevard, Unit 204, Sunrise, FL 33322 (hereinafter referred to as "DEBTOR")bearing the date of 
November 26, 2013, recorded in Official Records Book 50363, Page 138, recorded in the office of the Clerk 
of Court in and for the County of BROWARD, State of Florida, upon the following described real property 
situate, lying and being in BROWARD County, State of Florida, to wit: 

Marc Clovis Michaud, Unit No. [204), of 9661 Sunrise Lakes Boulevard, 
Sunrise, FL 33322, as recorded In Official Records Book 50363, Page 
138 of the Public Records of Broward County, Florida. 

For Debtor's promissory note in the principal amount of $13,000 secured against the Collateral of the above
described property owned by Marc Clovis Michaud, does hereby release said lien upon the property 
hereinabove described, and hereby directs the Clerk of the said Circuit Court to satisfy said lien of record. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Secured Party has caused this Satisfaction of Lien to be executed on the sf!l_ 
dayof ~~ ,2015_. 

Christine Marie Roberts 
632 W Palm Aire Drive 

::m~~ 
Christine Marie Roberts 

STATE OF FLORIDA 

COUNTY OF BROWARD 

Sworn to and subscribed before me this ~q 1 /J day of........,~~--::-' 201 6 ! by ~hris~ine Marie Roberts, 
who is/are personally known or who has/have produced a 

(Space above this line reserved for recording office 
use only) 

Printed Name: ":>Te... (? 14 Qr::J ~ .J r-1L 
(Seal) 
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Harb, Fernando 

Subject: Huddle Committee Meeting and Contract Award 

Location: New GFLCVB Offices (see below) 


Start: Fri 12/19/2014 11:00 AM 
End: Fri 12/19/2014 12:00 PM 

Recurrence: 	 (none) 

Meeting Status: 	 Meeting organizer 

Organizer: 	 Harb, Fernando 
Required Attendees: 	 'Vanessa Wells'; Lidia Gorzelany; Roberts-Tascione, Christine; Garnica, Erick; Carmen 

Ackerman - Riverwalk Arts & Entertainment District (cackerman@browardcenter.org); 

Tortoriello, Kelly 
Optional Attendees: 	 Levin, Anna 

Categories: 	 Business 

Importance: 	 High 

New Address: 101NE3rd Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 (behind Federal courthouse north of Broward Blvd.) Public parking 
structure just west of main building entrance. 

Items for discussion: 

1. Final selection ofDMC for opening party at Hyatt Pier 66 
2. Final selection ofTransportation company 
3 . Opening night sponsorship opportunities 
4. Update on Friday night closing event 
5. Overall update on Florida Huddle 

1 
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Florida Huddle Planning Committee 

January 14 - 16, 2015 

Committee Members: 
Vanessa Wells - Ocean Sky Resort 

Lidia Gorzelany - City of Pompano 

Carmen Ackerman - Broward Performing Arts Center 

Christine Roberts - GFLCVB 

Fernando Harb- GFLCVB 


Microsite Creation 
Complete agenda 


Welcome message (Nicki, Mayor, Fernando, Partners) 

Last year's luncheon video (Pre-Promote video) 

Dining options for open night (Himmershee, Las Olas) 

Transportation Options 

Request flight info from participants (Housing Dept.?) 

Buyers 


Pre/Post/ams I '2 \ y 

Suggested pre fam trip on Monday to Wednesday due to Holiday weekend post Florida Huddle 

(Martin Luther King Day) 


• 	 Ocean Sky Hotel is resort is hosting a breakfast on 1/13/15 (Pre FAM trip} 
o Please provide number ofGuests l O •. I 'l_ 


Volunteers =" n

i • d, J.. L.cv 'X'..,.., r~; vovt pfn.J'O

T-Shirts for Volunteers 	 v1_::;;. 

• 	 Volunteers from local community 
o Local Hotels to Donate Personal from their Staffs/ Colleges (Art Institute ofFt 

Lauderdale} I Stafffrom Broward Performing Arts I and Stafffrom GFLCVB 
o 	 Provide Gifts for their services to this event 

• 	 Have a signup sheet and provide timeframes ofVolunteers and manage times 
and locations accordingly 

Greeters at airport 

• 	 Wearing Hello sunny glasses with provided T-shirt 
• 	 Provide booth/stand to illustrate presence of Florida Huddle @Airport 

o 	 Each Terminal should have booth present ifpossible 
Welcome Desks at Hotels 

·1,---------o Provide signature welcome baskets with info ofFt Lauderdale/brochures from Hello Sunny 
o 	 Provide itinerary of events within welcome basket I . -· , A-\'\ , . . 

1o 	 Provide Candy/water/snacks/sun screen/etc... V\ \V\ I -r v 'Spe{_,\f1Lli'le~6 

Host llotels 
1. 	 Hilton Marina - Attendees 
2. 	 Hyatt Pier 66 - Board of Directors 
3. 	 Renaissance on 17th Street - Attendees 



4. 	 Embassy Suites - Overflow ~ 
(, I'\ ~;.- ti \:i If ,,

• 	 Welcome Signature drink on arrival? ,..,,.., tyJV. (JJ \);\~ 
• 	 Provide drink station with certain themes (,Ou.( 
• 	 Plan locations ofdrink stations with hotels suggested locations 
• 	 Have floor plan created for approval for suggested locations to be used for 

social activities such as Signature drinks for arrival...etc 
• 	 Set a Hello Sunny Theme with drink stations tJ-{V~ 
• 	 Have a drink created to create the color of Hello Sunny logo {Yellow) 

• 	 Volunteer Desk for assistance 

• 	 ~i 
\I0flo<-0 011 fVr1 
l1tf~1 ~. /iJ1' rs~ ~ ~vnYi'li. , 

)1 rft NtJ!H' lo (ol 7 
,,,...------···-···-···········--............._.~ 


2. 	 FLL aisle decorat~ar:iners?Sails?J___--/ 

• 	 Set up an ArchiteciimirFiiiiiiifiPiica ofLos Olas Columns in every aisle. Example 
below: 

• 	 With Famous Street Names 
• 	 This could also help guide people to locations in event and provide as a street map 

for booths 
• 	 Provide History ofeach Street and date when it was constructed to give people 

information of the history of the main streets in Fort Lauderdale 
• Random Palm trees Throughout Event to give more tropical atmosphere 

--. Add Los Olas Replica Foam pieces with wall 
• 	 This is where you can exhibit "Los Olas" as the main street to the event 
• 	 Music to provide a more fun Atsomphere 

3. 	 Request list of GFL exhibitors 

Transportation Planning 
Volunteers at airport to direct at FLL (Miami?) 

Welcome Video on Buses (Nicki's Message) 


Recommended Companies: 


• 	 Pegasus Transportation - Buses 

• 	 Academy - Buses 



• USA Transportation - Shuttles 
• USA Turismo - Shuttles 

Services Needed 
1. Airport Transfers (FLL - Host Hotels) 
2. Pre-Show FAM 

3. Host Hotels to Convention Center (AM Thursday & Friday) 
4. Convention Center - Host Hotels (PM Thursday & Friday) 
5. Host Hotels to Hyatt Pier 66 Wednesday night and return 
6. Host Hotels to Himmershee area Thursday night and return 
7. Host Hotels to Riverside Hotel Friday night and return 

Florida Hudclle Press 
1. Move Conference to morning slot (outside of scheduled meeting times) 
2. Press Breakfast 

AGENDA 




Wednesday, January 14, 2015 

BOD Arrivals ., 
~~F 

,/ . 
BOD Meetings 


VIP Reception (Board members only) 

6pm - 7pm Pier Top @ Hyatt Pier 66 

All sponsors invited 


Opening Nigllt Event 
Hyatt Pier 66 Poolside 

600 Attendees 

Theme: Experience Greater Fort Lauderdale.(tropical) 

Schedule: 7pm - 9pm Cocktails & Dinner 


Tropical I DJ 

9pm - lOpm Berrd-and dance 


·-u..:r. 
Need proposal for F&B 

Need proposal for Lighting/Decor 


• Contact vendors to provide this services complimentary or for a low cost rate 
• Set up lighting underneath tables/pool/palm trees 

Need proposal for entertainment (DJ and Band) 

• Contact vendors to provide this services complimentary or for a low cost rate 
Need proposal for Flash Mob 

Entertainment/Decor: 
1. Massage Stations (Spa, Wellness, Holistic, Yoga) 
2. "Floga" (?) 
3. Cigar Roller 
4. Animals - Exotic Everglades 

'-5. Seminole Indians - Native Americans " 
:;;;;o-6. Specialty Drink Stations (possible sponsors: Bacardi, Southern, etc.) A-~w Q '\iv XS ttP'<..... 

7. Flash Mob 
8. Models (Male/Female) - ~A....Jcert.S 

• Contact model agencies/craigslist 
9. Dancers 

• Dancers should be dressed in sailor attire 
• They could be the servers of the event and the dance to start the Flash Mob 

10. Taste of (Sponsored stations -10 hotels) \2. \\J-''""'-S ;·,"""- . 

11. Look A Likes 

-~le.s.. ( (l \ -.J·~.,;.. ~x.) 
13. Sand Sculpture 

• Of Hello Sunny slogan 
- I "14. Logo Luge V'\D ~ ..-~ " ·C-(,1-.J

15. Photographer 
• Contact vendors to provide this services complimentary or for a low cost rate 

16. Aquariums 
• Contact local vendors to sponsor aquariums 



Thursday, January 15 

BOD Meeting 

Trade Show begins at Convention Center 
Transportation to BCCC from Host Hotels 

Lunch at Convention Center 
Outside at Fountain 

Food Trucks? Stations? 


-·-:zmt Nigllt Open 
Bus Transportation (limited) 7 - llpm to restaurant areas 
Water Taxi to Las Olas with badge (subject to posted schedule) _.l 

Recommendations for activities ~ /~v·"#s1. Himmershee area - F&B discounts with badge 
a. Public House \j_JJ-4 I 
b. Off the Hookah ! c. Stache 
d. Tarpon Bend 

f'riday, January 16 

Trade Slww at Convention Center 
Transportation to BCCC from Host Hotels 

Closing Nigllt (Friday, January 16) 
Lawn @ Riverside Hotel 

350 Attendees 

Theme: Art of Lauderdale 


, 1. Tented 0.A?VltV\ ·- ~~!\t<k~2. Food stations {International & Local?) 
3. Live Music 
4. Art Theme (Local artist to exhibit) C\..- fl~ rJ '1Vli0'? 

a. Fat Village, Art Serve, Museum of Art 
b. Broward 100 
c. Living Art (performance artists) 
d. Street Art cv( L'1V'Yl'tJ ,_(\}NL1~ 1-1 

~ (j
C~ov vt a"\_

Saturday, January 17 

Departures jl·om Host Hotels 
Shuttle Transportation to FLL Airport (Miami?) 
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GREATER FORT LAUDERDALE CONVENTION AND VISITORS BUREAU 

ORGANIZATION CHART 


FRANCINE MASON 
GFLCVB VICE PRES. COMM. 

04334 

STACIE FAULDS 
GFLCVB ADVERTISING MGR. 

06154 

JESSICA TAYLOR 
GFLCVB MGR, I 

04335 

KIMBERLY CANTER 
GFLCVB MGR. I 

09824 

NOELLE STEVENSON 
GFLCVB FILM ADMINISTRATOR 

62654 

ANDREA VOSS 
MKTG. DEVELOP, ASSOC. 

04337 

BRUCE B. APPEL 
GFLCVB VICE PRES. ADMIN. 

06889 

SOPHIA JONES 
ADMIN. MGR. I 

04333 

BARBARA DeMOTT 
SPECIAL PROJ. COORD. I 

08263 

MARIA MELE 
ADMIN. COORDINATOR I 

06891 

FRANK PADIN 
SR, OFFICE SUPPORT SPEC. 

06894 

CAROL CARDINALE 
OFFICE SUPPORT SPEC. 

04336 

NICKIE. GROSSMAN 
GFLCVB PRESIDENT 

03180 

PATRICIA HACHMANN 
ADMIN. SECRETARY 

06783 

TBO 
GFLCVB VICE PRESIDENT 

06296 

CARLOS PUENTES 
DEPUTY DIR. CONV. CTR. 

06981 

SASKlA FISHER 
GFLCVB SALES COORD. 

06781 

ELIZABETH LIDDELL 
ADMIN, COORO. II 

06204 

ALFREDO GONZALEZ 
GFLCVB DIR. SALESfMKTG, 

06163 

FERNANDO HARB 
GFLCVB SALES MGR 

06297 

JOSH WINSTON 
GFLCVB SALES MGR. 

06979 

JUSTIN FLIPPEN 
SPECIAL PROJ. COORD. Ill 

06890 

RAQUEL FLORES 
GFLCVB SALES ASST, 

04064 

MICHELE BEMIS 
GFLCVB SALES MGR. 

06886 

STACY COPELAND 
GFLCVB SALE MGR. 

06887 

ELENA GLADSTONE 
GFLCVB SALES MGR, 

06298 

TBD 
GFLCVB MGR I 

06299 

STACEY DAVIS 
GFLCVB MKTG. ASST, 

06893 

CELIA THOMPSON 
GFLCVB SALES ASST, 

CHRISTINE TASCIONE 
GFLCVB DIR. SALES/MKTG, 

09096 

SALLY SLATER 
GFLCVB REG. DIR. OF SALES 

06779 

STEPHEN AIRD 
GFLCVB DIR. SALESIMKTG. 

06437 

NORA GORMAN 
GFLCVB DIR. SALES/MKTG. 

06886 

DION JAMES 
GFLCVB SALES MGR, 

09876 

CAROL HUDSON 
GFLCVB SALES MGR. 

06888 

KELLY TORTORIELLO 
GFLCVB MTKG. SVCS. DIR. 

06295 

DEBORAH TORESON 
GFLCVB MTKG. SVCS. MGR. 

04842 

LOREN FORCIER 
GFLCVB HOUSING MGR. 

08868 

KRISTEN MOONEY 
GFLCVB HOUSING REP. 

06892 

GUADALUPE GONZALEZ 
GFLCVB HOUSING REP. 

08101 

ALBERT TUCKER 
GFLCVB DIR. MULTICLT. TOUR. 

08867 

ANGELLA LOPEZ 
GFLCVB SALES MGR. 

06780 

VALERIE TROUTMAN 
GFLCVB SALES ASST 

06782 

08047 

NUMBER OF STAFF= 43 REVISED: 03/13/12 
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GREATER FORT LAUDERDALE CONVENTION AND VISITORS BUREAU 


ORGANIZATION CHART 


--Ii · -----~~Kl :~-OSS:~:~}--~ .. 

..-----------------------------! GFLCVB PRESIDENT I PATI HACHMANNi 954-765-4466 ADMIN SECRETARY 
! ~ 954-767-2453 
;___------:::::..: - --~--- - -=--------=~~ 

I ------ - -· ----·-- ii" - ·-- - ··1: 
CARLOS MOLINET ! CARLOS PUENTES 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Ji>- GFLCVB VICE PRES i DEP. UTY D. IR CONV CTRjl,-------- ·-----, 
I 954-767-2469 ]i I 954-765-5925 I ELIZABETH LIDDELL : 

L-----------~--1 L===···. ·-== -- A~~~~Gc2~9: 11 ;
1i -BRUCE-B APPEL 11 I -
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From: Cepero, Monica 

Sent: Sunday, September 23, 2018 8:43 PM 

To: Scott, John 

Cc: Henry, Bertha <BHENRY@broward.org>; Sewell, Daphne <DSEWELL@broward.org> 

Subject: Office of the County Administrator's response to OIG Preliminary Report - Ref. No. OIG 16

019 dated August 24, 2018 

John, 

We would like to provide the following response to you related to the 
OIG 16-019 report on the CVB. 

The Office of the County Administrator is in receipt of the Office of the 
Inspector General's Preliminary Report, Ref. No. OIG 16-019 dated 
August 24, 2018. We are encouraged by the OIG's acknowledgement 
of priority issues for the current President of the GFLCVB related to 
implementation of various procedures ... "including compliance with 
procurement rules in the purchase of goods and services, and 
amending the code for issues not contemplated in current code 
language". 

While none of the individuals identified in the Preliminary Report are 
currently employed with Broward County, we are advised that at least 
one of the individuals listed in the Preliminary Report may submit a 
response for inclusion in the Final Report. 

Should you have any questions or need additional information, please 
let me know. 

Thank you, 

Monica 

Monica Cepero 
Deputy County Administrator 
115 S Andrews Ave, Room 409 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 
Phone (954) 357-7354 

mailto:DSEWELL@broward.org
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Office of the Inspector General 

OIG-016-19 

lnspectorGeneral@Broward.org 


Dear Sirs/Mesdames: 


I have received the preliminary OIG Report.and reviewed it. I, thus, respond per your directions: 

I have addressed several points and have drafted them by page number in the report. This response.is not meant to 

cover each and every allegation or finding included in OIG-019, , but what I believe are the salient points needed to 

be addressed. The failure to direct your attention to any other provision is not designed to, nor does it admit or 

concede any such allegation not specifically referred to herein 


Page 10 

As you will see in further comments, I had prior authority (2001) to modify the County's purchasing process as long as 

there was a competitive component. At no time during my interview with OIG staff was I asked whether or not I had 

support or assistance from county administration in modifying the purchasing process for the CVB. 

Because of the nature and concern for our competitive advantage against literally hundreds of other cities, and 

because of the stature of our clients, we sought to satisfy their demands. In no instance involving Mr. Michaud's 

company did I receive any complaints from any clients involved. In some cases, clients preferred to do business with 

companies of their own choice, often African American or Hispanic owned companies. Our process allowed us to 

limit responses to those companies in Broward County in order to provide that service. On some occasions, we 

encouraged the client to make a final choice between candidates for various services. 


Page 15 

A DPV was used when the Destination Management Company services were required because they were non

recurring for the client. Each time a request for those services went out, it was for a different client. 


Page 22 

Frequently services were paid before they were delivered since the vendor had expenses (costumes, props, talent 

contracts) that had to be paid to insure the services would be delivered as promised to the client. Hotel and other 

venue deposits also had to be paid prior to the event. This issue was reviewed several times among various County 

departments and the CVB was permitted to continue that process. 


As quickly as I became aware that there was an appearance of favored status for Mr. Michaud's companies because 

of his relationship with Ms. Roberts, I took immediate steps to remove her from the process. My concern was that it 

smacked of cronyism and needed to be stopped. Additionally, it also had the insidious potential of keeping other 

companies from competitively bidding because of the appearance of an unwarranted preferential treatment that I 

wanted to eliminate. 


Page 23 

In every instance where we received multiple bids, I attempted to ensure that either the lowest or best bid or client 

preference was the determining factor in awarding the business that was clearly conceded by the OIG Report. 


Page 25 

There were several occasions when the bids and the work had a short window for selection or services needed to be 

added for the client. I still insisted on a competitive process, including bids from vendors. 


Page 26 

In retrospect, of course I would have done things differently, rather than depend on trusted staff to adhere to my 

directives to follow CVB procedure. My duties took me out of the office (and the country) a great deal, and as any 

administrator would do, I relied on the expertise and professional ethics of the CVB staff. I expected that my 

directives regarding the purchasing process were being followed, and in fact, I was told they were---even after the 

multiple bid process was put in place. Once 2013 came, the convention center expansion and hotel project took a 

great deal of my time, again out of the office. At that point, I further relied on staff. Over that period of time, I signed 

hundreds (perhaps thousands) of DVs and purchase order requests and relied on trusted staff to continue honest 

business practices. 


Page 29 

I had no idea that any of our staff or Mr. Michaud had violated the cone of silence. I would absolutely have taken 

action to correct and resolve that. I had directed Mr. Appel, CVB VP of Finance/Administration on several occasions 

to remind the staff by personal meeting and email of the county's regulations regarding that process as well as other 

administration changes as they occurred. 


http:response.is
mailto:lnspectorGeneral@Broward.org


Page 31 
If I had this to do again, even though it would likely grind the wheels of government procurement to a halt, I would 
certainly have resorted to a bureaucratic process without modification. Had I been given the opportunity, I would 
have brought on an in-house employee from the purchasing department. We did have a trained purchasing staff 
member at the CVB, but not a purchasing department employee. I would have talked directly to the selection 
committee members when Ms. Roberts and Mr. Harb were involved, BUT that would assume that I doubted the 
veracity of my staff. I was told repeatedly that my directives regarding competitive selection were being followed and 
that Ms. Roberts was removed from the process. 

Page 33" 
At no time was I aware that Ms. Roberts and Mr. Michaud had any "contractual" relationship. 

Page 34 

Since late 2001, the CVB operated on a grant of authority from County Administration to take appropriate action to 

generate business for the tourism industry in Broward County at a time when the industry was suffering a loss in 

business as a result of the horror of September 11, 2001. Representatives of Port Everglades and the Airport 

participated in these recovery meetings. This authority included general purchasing and signing contracts binding the 

County. In fact, at one point, we were advised by the County Attorney's office that CVB staff could not sign those 

contracts and that they had to be signed by me. 


Page 36 

Over time, I relied heavily on my trusted staff so that I could continue marketing the destination. I did not second 

guess the information I had been given by the staff. Had I known I was getting false information, I would have taken 

significant action against those employees. 


Page 37 

I question whether this could be considered "outside the Procurement Code" when it had been permitted by County 

administration and agencies since 2001. Granted, Ms. Roberts' misdeeds occurred on my watch and for that the 

administrative responsibility starts and stays with me. Being a good administrator means having staff I could rely 

upon to carry out my and the County's directives. I had no reason to believe that the staff was misinforming me---in 

fact, misleading me. 


Page 41 

When I said that I didn't know the difference between a PO and a DV at that moment, I did in fact know the difference 

but did not necessarily know the different effect of the use of those two processes. I allowed the VP of Finance/ 

Administration to clarify the use of those methods in each case. 


Page 61 

I did everything in my power to stop any inappropriate award of any business at any time. I did not take the time to 

reassess the process in the case of Ms. Roberts and Mr. Michaud once I had been told by members of my staff that 

in each case, the process had been followed as directed. 

As I have indicated, when County Administration allowed the CVB discretion and some exemptions to get the legs 

back on the tourism business and developed this system, it worked until it stopped working years later because of 

actions of a member of CVB staff. I quickly took every effort to curtail this. I am very sorry and unhappy that this 

occurred, even as I was unaware that these circumstances were occurring. 


I treasured the honor and opportunity to set the standard for marketing Broward County, a community that I have 

lived in, loved and served for over four decades. 


9/11 was a horrific watermark for our ability to compete with countless other Convention Bureaus all across the nation 

who were aggressively vying for the same clients. At that time, our County Administrator, in an effort to keep us 

equally competitive, allowed us significant leeway to create our own brand of marketing and support at the CVB. We 

did so, with his blessing, and accomplished remarkable results. In some cases that meant going out of the proverbial 

"box" and permitted us to change procedures somewhat to get to that competitive edge. However, NEVER was 

anything done, nor knowingly approved be me, on my watch, that violated the trust placed in me by this County. As 

soon as I was made aware of a problem, or even the perception of a problem, I acted to correct it. As with any other 

administrator, I relied upon people whom I viewed as trained professionals, and whom I had no cause to mistrust or 

doubt in their reports or suspect that they were failing to report to me. That trust was obviously misplaced in several 

instances related to the OIG Report and conceded by several people who were interviewed by the OIG. 


However, in the final analysis, the buck stops at the top - and the "top" for several decades was me. I regret that I did 

not follow-up on my directives regarding Ms. Roberts, but accepted and relied upon the reports and assurances of my 




colleagues. As soon as I was advised that such problems were going on, despite my attempts to avoid them, I acted 
in good faith to ameliorate them. It was, apparently, not enough, and for that, I am truly remorseful and disappointed 
in myself. 

I am available for any other questions that the OIG may have and I appreciate the very complete and comprehensive 
review conducted by that office for the betterment of the citizens of this county and for the continued public 
perspective of Broward County as a destination for enjoyment by everyone not lucky enough to be living here. 

Sincerely, 

Nicki E. Grossman 
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LAW OFFICES 

LARRY S. DAVIS, P.A. 

1926 HARRISON STREET TELEPHONE (954) 927-4249 

HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33020 TELEFAX (9S4l 927-1653 

September 19, 2018 

Carol Breece, Esq. 

Office of the Inspector General 

1 N University Dr Ste 111 

Plantation, FL 33324-2020 

via email~ cbreece@broward.org 

RE: Fernando Harb - Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention and Visitors Bureau 

Dear Ms. Breece: 

Our office represents Fernando Harb ("Mr. Harb") in the Inspector General's investigation of the 

Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention and Visitors Bureau ("CYB"). This letter is our response to 

the allegations against Mr. Harb in the Inspector General's preliminary report ("The Report"). 

Mr. Harb has been involved with CYB since 2007. He has been Vice President of the Tourism 

Sales Division since 2011. Throughout all his years with the agency, Mr. Harb served with 

dignity and zeal, earning numerous awards and the respect of his peers throughout the tourism 

sector. The Report levies three charges against Mr. Harb. We deny these charges. 

I. Misuse ofPublic Position 

The Report alleges that "Mr. Harb' s actions amount to misuse of position for his role in the 

Affluent Traveler Symposium and Florida Huddle 2015". Specifically, it is alleged that the 

misconduct stems from "directing the engagement of Marcus Clovis Productions ... helping Ms. 

mailto:cbreece@broward.org


Robert's achieve her intention of benefiting Mr. Michaud while knowing that the selection was 

wrongful." 

Florida Statutes 112.313(6) states that "No public officer, employee of an agency, or local 

government attorney shall corruptly use or attempt to use his or her official position or any 

property or resource which may be within his or her trust, or perform his or her official duites, to 

secure a special privilege, benefit, or exemption for himself, herself, or others." 

The following elements must be met: 1. Used or attempted to use his official position, 2. To 

secure a special privilege benefit or exemption for himself or another, and 3. Acted "corruptly" 

in doing so, that is, with wrongful intent and for the purpose of benefiting himself or another 

person from some act or omission, which is inconsistent with the proper performance of his 

duties. See Siplin v. Commn. on Ethics, 59 So. 3d l 50, 152 (Fla. 5th DCA. 2011 ). 

Mr. Harb never attempted to secure a benefit for Mr. Michaud (owner of Marcus Clovis 

Productions). He never wanted to benefit Mr. Michaud. To the contrary, he expressed his 

disapproval for Mr. Michaud being involved to begin with. 1 Mr. Barb's dislike for Mr. Michaud 

was well known to CYB staff. After Mr. Michaud had on one occasion fraudulently used Mr. 

Barb's name to gain a benefit for his friends2
, Mr. Harb had cut all CYB business relationships 

with Mr. Michaud. It was only after Ms. Roberts personal involvement with Mr. Michaud that he 

began to be used as a vendor again, to Mr. Barb's dismay. 

Ms. Roberts was at all relevant times the Vice President for Groups and Conventions. She was 

also the department head that oversaw the Strategic Client Services Department, which in turn 

was responsible for producing all events on behalf of the CYB and/or its clients. As such, her 

direct involvement with every CYB event was a necessity and something that was not up to Mr. 

Harb. The organizational structure of CYB required that Ms. Roberts be "in charge" of these 

events. If Mr. Michaud was improperly engaged by the CYB on any occasion, it was in spite of 

Mr. Harb, and solely due to Ms. Robert's machinations. 

Mr. Michaud's involvement in Florida Huddle 2014 was unilaterally selected by Ms. Roberts 

and was paid for by Ms. Grossman before Mr. Harb even knew about it. Similarly, Mr. 

1 When Mr. Michaud included Mr. Harb in his Affluent Traveler proposal email, Mr. Harb wrote an email to 
Carlos Molinet on May 23, 2014,: "I thought we had put an end to this ... ! never requested it nor spoke to 
him but noticed that he put my name on the proposal. .. " 
2 Prior to the events at hand, Mr. Michaud had in one instance used Mr. Harb's name to gain 
complimentary access to Jungle Queen for ten of his friends. When Mr. Harb confronted him about this, 
Mr. Michaud lied. Mr. Harb then told him that their business relationship was over and Mr. Michaud never 
attempted to solicit CVB business from Mr. Harb again. Mr. Harb continues to maintain a strong dislike for 
Mr. Michaud. 

2 



Michaud's involvement with Affluent Traveler Symposium was also coordinated and selected by 

Ms. Roberts, in conjuction with the client for the event (American Marketing Group). Mr. Harb 

was traveling at this time. When he returned, Ms. Roberts then directed Mr. Harb to advise the 

Strategic Client Services Manager of the client's choice and finalize the agreement. At 10:11 

AM on May 28, 2014, Mr. Harb did as directed, emailing Strategic Client Services that he had 

reviewed the proposals and talked to the client regarding the final setup, with the instruction: 

"Proceed with MCP as the vendor for this event". Contrary to the OIG's claims, nowhere did he 

take responsibility for the selection. He merely did what he was told by the one in charge for the 

event, Ms. Roberts, who in turn had already gotten Strategic Client Services to award the 

contract to Michaud even prior to Mr. Harb's email.3 

Lastly, the involvement of Mr. Michaud in Florida Huddle 2015 was also attained in no part due 

to Mr. Harb. Contrary to the OIG's claims, he was not instructed by Ms. Grossman to form a 

selection committee and keep Ms. Roberts out of it. The committee already existed as an 

advisory committee for brainstorming the Florida Huddle 2015. When the annoucement came 

out that Florida Huddle 2015 would be hosted by the CYB, Mr. Harb was first approached by 

Vanessa Wells, Director of Sales for the Ocean Sky Resort, offering to assist as part of an 

advisory committee. Carmen Ackerman of the Broward Performing Arts Center and Lidia 

Gorzelany from the City of Pompano Beach also wanted to be a part of it. The advisory 

committee consisted of only these three individuals. 

Ms. Roberts and Strategic Client Services were involved in planning and coordination, as per 

their usual roles. Ms. Grossman then approached Mr. 

Harb and directed him to have the advisory committee do the selection, rather than it being done 

by CYB staff. At the time of the vote, only the three committee members voted. Ms. Roberts had 

left the room and CYB staff did not participate in the final decision. When this was done, Mr. 

Harb communicated this decision to Ms. Grossman, who requested that he put it in writing. Mr. 

Harb did just that. Contrary to the OIG's claims, Mr. Harb did not include Ms. Roberts in the 

committee and he did not neglect to mention her being part of the committee in his email to Ms. 

Grossman. He told the truth in that email, namely that it was the committee who had made the 

final decision. Ms. Roberts was never part of the committee, and neither was Mr. Harb. That Ms. 

Roberts was involved at all, was a function of the organizational structure of CYB and Ms. 

Roberts' role as department head and overseer of Strategic Client Services. If Ms. Roberts 

worked behind the scenes to help Mr. Michaud secure the bid, Mr. Harb was not involved in any 

way whatsoever. 

3 Mr. Harb's email to the Strategic Client Services Manager was sent at 10: 11 AM. The Strategic Client 
Services Manager's email to Mr. Michaud, selecting him for the event, was sent at 8: 10 AM. Ms. Roberts 
seemingly gave each of them redundant directions to cover up her own excessive involvement. 

3 



II. Sunshine Law 

We concede that the committee was indeed under Sunshine Law according to Silver Express 

Company v. District Board of Lower Tribunal Trustees. 4 That being said, Mr. Harb is not 

personally liable for any Sunshine Law violation. 

Florida Statutes 286.011 (3)(a) states that "any public officer who violates any provision of this 

section is guilty of a noncriminal infraction, punishable by a fine not exceeding $500". A public 

officer is defined as "an individual who in the performance of his or her official duties is vested 

by law with sovereign powers of government and who is either elected by the people, or 

commissioned by the Governor. .." See Florida Statutes 112.061(2)(c). Mr. Harb is not a public 

officer. He is a public employee. See 112.061 (2)( d). As such, he is not liable under 

286.0l 1(3)(a). 

Florida Statutes 286.011 (3)(b) states that "any person who is a member. ..of any state agency or 

authority of any county ... who knowingly violates the provisions of this section by attending a 

meeting not held in accordance with the provisions herein is guilty of a misdemeanor of the 

second degree ... "(emphasis added). Mr. Harb had no knowledge that the committee would fall 

under Sunshine Law. He had never been involved with a selection committee prior to Ms. 

Grossman's instructions. Moreover, Ms. Grossman never told him that it would fall under 

Sunshine Law. As such, he did not possess the requisite scienter for this violation, and he is not 

liable under this section either. 

III. Procurement Violations 

The Report alleges that Mr. Harb, together with Ms. Roberts and Ms. Grossman, engaged or 

helped to direct the engagement of Mr. Michaud's company in violation of the county's 

procurement code. It is further alleged that Mr. Harb violated the Cone of Silence provision of 

the Procurement Code when he forwarded Mr. Michaud's proposal to Ms. Roberts during the bid 

selection process of Florida Huddle 2015. Mr. Harb is responsible for neither violation. 

The Report claims that the CYB had instituted a vendor selection process that ran afoul of county 

Procurement Codes. Whatever the case may be, that is something that Mr. Harb had nothing to 

do with. The CYB had these methods in place prior to Mr. Harb's employment with the CYB. 

4 691 So.2d 1099, 1100 (Fla. 3d DCA 1997). 

4 



Mr. Harb merely followed established CVB policies and the directives of his supenor, Ms. 

Grossman. 

Finally, Broward County Code of Ordinances Section l-266(b) states that a Cone of Silence shall 

be in effect during the course of a competitive solicitation between: 

I. 	 Any person or entity , including a Vendor or Vendor's Representative, that seeks a 

contract, award, recommendation, or approval related to a competititve solicitation or that 

is subject to being evaluated or having its response evaluated in connection with a 

competitive solicitation AND: 

2. 	 Any County Commissioner, Commissioner's Staff, the county administrator, deputy, 

assistant county administrator, their respective support staff, or any member of the 

Evaluation or Selection Committee appointed for the competitive solicitation ... 

Mr. Harb did not violate this provision when he forwarded Mr. Michaud's proposal to Ms. 

Roberts. The above section prohibits communication only between vendors and agency 

members. It does not prohibit communication between an agency member (Mr. Harb) and 

another agency member (Ms. Roberts). While Mr. Michaud may have violated the Cone of 

Silence when he emailed Mr. Harb, Mr. Harb did not violate the Cone of Silence when he 

forwarded this email to Ms. Roberts. Mr. Harb never reached out to Mr. Michaud, or 

communicated with him at any point, and for any event. 

For these reasons, we respectfully request you end this inquiry as concerning Mr. Harb. Thank 

you for your consideration. 

Yours Truly, 

Larry S. Davis, Esq. 

larry@larrysdavislaw.com 

Cc: Fernando Harb 

5 
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MAYERSOHN " 
LAW GROUP P . A. 

JOINT RESPONSE OF ROBERTS AND MICHAUD TO PRELIMINARY REPORT OF THE OIG 

This Response, prepared jointly by counsel for both Marcus Michaud and Christine Roberts, is 

provided following our review of the Broward Office of the Inspector General ' s ("OIG") August 24, 2018 

Preliminary Report ("Preliminary Report"). Through its " investigation," the OIG determined that 

Christine Roberts ("Robetis") engaged in, "misconduct each time she directed the assignment of Mr. 

[Marcus] Michaud's ("Michaud") company without the benefit of proper procurement." However, this 

conclusion ' s snapshot ignores the many events that the Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention and Visitors 

Bureau sponsored between 2012 and 2015 to focus only on 7 events out of a multitude of events; 

overstates Roberts ' position; her authority; and misapprehends the Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention 

and Visitors Bureau ("CYB") operational policies and procedures . Likewise, the Preliminary Report fails 

to mention that Michaud had extensive prior relationships both in the CYB and in the industry which 

garnered him specific requests from sponsors and/or other vendors to spearhead events. Likewise, the 

Preliminary Report overstated the value to Michaud from producing these events without considering hi s 

overhead and costs for production. Accordingly, the Preliminary Report's conclusions are flawed . Finally, 

the treatment of Roberts and Michaud is skewed g iven their relative positions and oversight within the 

CYB. Their conduct did not violate Florida Statute § 112.313(6) entitled Misuse of Public Position as 

suggested in the Preliminary Report and neither Michaud nor Roberts were responsible pursuant to 

Florida Statute § 119 to maintain records on behalf of CYB. Likewise, their actions did not violate State 

or Federal Criminal statutes, as suggested by the referral by OIG to the Broward County State Attorney' s 

Office, the Broward County Procurement Code, or the Florida Commission on Ethics. 

Mayersohn Law Group 

101 N.E. Third Avenue 
Suite 1250 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 

Tel 
Fax 

954.765.1900 
954.713.0702 

For more locations and information. 
please visit mayersohnluw.com 



Initially, we are concerned that that CYB did not provide the OIG with all the records requested or 

that such records were sent piecemeal. Please see the Preliminary Report at page 11 footnote 4. The 

CYB is under new management. Roberts left the CYB and does not have access to its records. A full 

review of the CYB's CRM software records for the 7 events at issue may paint a different picture than the 

limited documents that the OIG reviewed. At a minimum, the CYB's complete records production would 

reveal that Michaud received a very small percentage of the total number of contracts awarded by the 

CYB between 2012 and 2015. 

The OIG appears to seek a "bright-line rule" that anyone dating a CYB employee is automatically 

barred from receiving a CYB contract. The CYB clearly disagrees. Even the CYB's current rules allow 

for such contracts if the, "conflicting relationship is declared and the proper approvals given." 

Preliminary Report at page 60. Roberts' actions clearly met this standard. 

The OIG interviewed many people as part of its "investigation." Everyone interviewed confirmed 

that Roberts' personal relationship with Marcus Michaud ("Michaud") was open and conspicuous. 

Roberts and Michaud regularly appeared together at CYB events. They regularly appeared together at 

CYB functions. Roberts and Michaud made absolutely NO efforts to conceal their personal relationship. 

The Preliminary Report determined that Roberts had enough control to improperly steer 7 

contracts to Michaud. This conclusion ignores the clear limits to Roberts authority as well as the 

involvement of multiple parties also involved in the process. Roberts could not, or did not: 

(1) Establish the CYB's policies and procedures for procurement; 
(2) Execute any CYB contracts; 
(3) Direct payment to any CYB vendors; or 
(4) Act without significant oversight. 
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Roberts served as the CVB's Vice President of Convention Sales. From an organizational 

perspective, she did not oversee the actions of the Vice President of Tourism Sales ("Harb") or the Vice 

President of Strategic Client Services ("Tortoriello"). The CYB' s Senior Vice President, the VP of 

Finance and Administration and the CVB's President and CEO oversaw her actions. Roberts' supervisors 

executed each contract and ultimately directed payment. These actions were taken for simple, fair 

reasons. Michaud was qualified to provide CYB' s needed entertainment services. The CYB received 

valuable services at a fair price for such services. Roberts did not act in a vacuum. 

The Preliminary Report's conclusion that Roberts could establish 7 events' contractual 

requirements to favor Michaud and exclude competitors is simply absurd. The 7 Event Coordinators 

established their respective contractual requirements to meet their respective Event's varying needs. The 

CYB provided these requirements to its potential vendors using the CYB' s established policies and 

procedures. Roberts did not establish these procedures and followed them. For example, the OIG claims 

that it was not provided records showing the CYB contacting its preferred partners. However, CVB's 

CRM software records should show such contacts. The CYB awarded Koncept Events a July 9, 2014 

Global Travel Marketplace contract, but the Preliminary Report indicates that it did contact its Preferred 

Partners. Please see the Preliminary Report at page 17. 

The Preliminary Report further ignores that Michaud had been providing event services for many 

years. Many of the 7 Event vendors had previously directly contracted for his services, requested that he 

be selected for their events, and later requested his services again. For example, Anna Levin sought to 

respond to a CYB bid that Michaud receive the CYB contract for a certain event as he was already doing 

another event for that same vendor. Please see Exhibit 7 to the Preliminary Report. 

The Preliminary Report further concludes that Roberts created certain contractual requirements to 

favor Michaud to the exclusion of other preferred vendors. For example, the Preliminary Report noted 
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that the Florida Encounter event required that the preferred partner include a "Hello Sunny sunglasses 

prop" as part of its booth. This requirement is consistent with the CVB 's branding efforts. Moreover, any 

preferred partner could have created and used this "prop." Michaud certainly did not have "exclusive" 

use of such prop as the CYB had given away hundreds, if not thousands of such sunglasses as part of its 

branding campaign. While Michaud spent $1,500.00 creating this prop, any other vendor could have 

easily created and included this "prop" in their bid. They chose not to take such action. In fact, a separate 

vendor had created another prop and charged the CVB thousands of dollars per event to utilize their prop 

over and over again and then even more money to later purchase it. The other vendor's prop was large, 

heavy, bulky and cost a fortune to ship to different events and was not user friendly. 

The Preliminary Report also notes that Roberts loaned Michaud $13,000 and paid him a total of 

$10,420 in addition to this. The OIG acknowledges that Roberts did, in fact, give Michaud these funds. 

The OIG ignores Michaud's severe health issue that required surgery and that Michaud did not have 

health insurance. Roberts secured this loan against Michaud's property. She publicly recorded the 

mortgage against Michaud's Property. This was an arm's length transaction where a friend helped 

another friend in a time of medical crisis. Roberts did not "profit" in any way. The other funds paid to 

Michaud was for personal services that Roberts would have paid a third party to perform which he did for 

her such as remodeling her bathrooms, moving her sister to another state, and feeding her cats at her 

house when she was out of town. Roberts did not misuse her public position as an employee of an agency 

and Michaud didn't aid or abet her in doing so as is evidenced by reviewing the statute. 112.313(6), Fla. 

Stat. (2018). There was no corrupt purpose in Roberts' loan to Michaud or her payment of these funds to 

him. The term, "corruptly," is defined in Florida Statute § 112.319(9), 

"Com1ptly" means done with a wrongful intent and for the purpose of obtaining, 
or compensating or receiving compensation for, any benefit resulting from some 
act or omission of a public servant which is inconsistent with the proper 
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perfo rmance of hi s public duties . Blackburn v. State, 589 So. 2d 431 , 434 (F la. 1st 
DCA 199 1). The statement of intent and policy in Section 11 2.311(4) makes it 
clear that the ethics code is to be construed and applied so as to fac ilitate the 
recruitment and retention of qualified personnel by prescribing restrictions against 
confli cts of interest without creating unnecessary barriers to public service. Id at 
432. 

Roberts did not act in the co rrupt manner required under the statute and the ev idence does not support an 

attempt by her to procure a special benefit through her acti ons. To satisfy thi s statutory e lement, proof 

must be adduced that Roberts acted, "With reasonable noti ce that her conduct was inconsistent with the 

proper perfo rmance of her public duti es and would be a violati on of the law or the code of ethics. " 

Bennett v. Comm 'n on Ethics, 871 So. 2d 924, 926 (F la. 5th DCA 2004). 

The Preliminary Report a lso ignores evidence that it did not fi t its conclus ion. For example, the 

OIG interviewed the Broward Center for the Perfo rming Arts' representative to the committee appointed 

to award the Florida Huddle contract. There, the Representati ve stated that Roberts recused herse lf fro m 

any vote. The Representative knew of Roberts' re lationship with Michaud ; and close ly rev iewed all the 

preferred partners' bids. Ultimately, the COMMITTEE chose Michaud . Please see the Preliminary 

Report at page 57. 

Cons istent with this fact, Harb sent Grossman a detailed summary of the F lorida Huddle 

committee's act ions ("Harb Memo"). He states that 9 companies submitted bids. The committee 

evaluated the bids; voted; and awarded Michaud the F lorida Huddle contract. Please see the Preliminary 

Report at Exhibit 15. The Harb Memo further demonstrates that the CVB used the same procurement 

procedures, including payment procedures that the other 6 events used as well. Please see the Preliminary 

Report at Exhibit 15. 
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The Preliminary Report also raises issue with Starmark issuing payment to Michaud for the Hello 

Sunny PCMA event. This event for the Professional Convention Managers Association focused on 

professional meeting planners. Starmark, the CVB's marketing agency, designed this program. Hotels 

and preferred vendors paid into a fund for group marketing. Starmark maintained these group marketing 

funds. This event related to group marketing and thus its vendors were paid from this fund. The CVB 

used the same payment procedures for most of the vendors for this event. These procedures were 

established before Roberts joined the CYB in 2007. Mr. Appel's July 1, 2015 electronic message to 

Grossman points out,".. .I received a number of billings through Starmark paid on our behalf. ..Also 

there were two invoices (and I understand there may be a third invoice for $15,000 that I have not seen) 

totaling $35,000 that was again paid through Starmark on our behalf for Glass sea turtles ...."Please see 

the Preliminary Report at Exhibit 17. Mr. Appel's statements regarding competitive bidding ignores the 

facts that Starmark created and designed the program and was responsible for its implementation. 

The Preliminary Report overstates Roberts' consistently authority and ability to influence budgets. 

For example, the Preliminary Report states that Roberts increased the International Association of Venue 

Managers ("IV AM") event sponsorship by over $100,000.00. The IVAM event was handled by a 

committee that included the Vice President of Strategic Services, the Broward County Convention Center 

General Manager and many others. This event evolved over many years. The Committee chose to add 

entertainment and other items to its original bid. Contrary to the Preliminary Report, Roberts did not 

participate in the Opening Event Committee, nor was she part of the Opening Committee's discussions 

about the program. The Event Committee sought to augment its welcome/opening presentation to mirror 

an experience similar to an Organization of American States event that had taken place earlier. Please 

consider that such sponsorship budgets were controlled by Ms. Grossman, not Roberts. The Committee 

accepted Michaud's proposal, not Roberts. Roberts did not, and could not, direct payment to Michaud. 
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Significantly, the Preliminary Report does not dispute that Michaud provided all the deliverables 

included within his proposal. Yet, the Preliminary Report intimates that any amount received pursuant to 

his proposal was "profit" to him. It fails to consider his extensive overhead expenses and costs for 

implementing the events that were delivered without question. 

Similarly, the Preliminary Report's discussion of the MILO event ignores the fact that the event's 

coordinator, Joanne Hoffman, had known Michaud for many years and specifically requested his services. 

In addition, the MILO event consisted of more than one component. The bids received related to some 

components of some events. 

As is evidenced by the above-referenced considerations, the OTG's Preliminary Report fails to 

consider the totality of the circumstances surrounding these events. Neither Roberts nor Michaud's 

conduct violated Florida Statute§ 112.313(6) as suggested in the Preliminary Report and neither Michaud 

nor Roberts were responsible pursuant to Florida Statute § 119 to maintain records on behalf of CYB. 

They did not violate State or Federal Criminal statutes, the Broward County Procurement Code, state 

ethics, or sunshine laws. Neither Roberts nor Michaud should be referred for review to any state or federal 

law enforcement agency or to the Florida Commission on Ethics. 

Respectfully submitted this 24th day of September, 2018 by: 

ls/Leah H. Mayersohn 
ls/Todd I. Stone 
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